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The designers of the Perisphere and their consultants, when creating the setting for "The City of Tomorrow," quickly came face to face with an age-old problem: Domes and spheres have long been famous for echoes, disturbing reverberations, bad acoustics.

To avoid the certain bedlam—the magnified echoes that would have been caused by the highly amplified music and voices—the installation of sound-conditioning for the gigantic Perisphere was entrusted to the Celotex Acoustical Organization.

Today, as thousands view "The City of Tomorrow," they enjoy its thrills without interruption by disturbing noise. And the same engineers who solved this, one of the toughest acoustical problems of modern times, are available to you whenever the subject of acoustical treatment occupies your attention.

Feel free to call on Celotex acoustical engineers at any time. Their experience can help you achieve the effect you want, both architecturally and acoustically.

Celotex Acoustical Materials Say "Hush!" to Noise!
TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY
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BUILDING STATISTICS. One of Building's weakest points is the dearth of reliable statistics relating to its operations. Those that are available come from many divergent sources and, due to their various bases, are frequently unrelated. Most important, these statistics are seldom brought together and presented in a comprehensible form for the consumption of the general public.

Mindful of these shortcomings, The Forum this month revises its presentation of Building's statistics. From thirteen fact-finding agencies it has corralled all available and reliable statistics, has presented them in chart and tabular form on a single page (see page 144). To keep the industry well informed about the trend of its operations, The Forum will include this comprehensive statistical page in each successive issue.

This month's statistics covering the factors which affect building activity point to increased operations in later months. Thus, the trend of building permits (tabulation, right) is up, mortgages selected for FHA appraisal are up, building material stock prices are up, payrolls are up, with housing costs, foreclosures and mortgage interest rates down. Operating in the other direction are the trends of rents and marriages—both at levels below last year's.

This year's large building volume is reflected in the figures for contracts awarded, mortgages recorded and the employment of the building trades—all of them surpass the figures for 1938.

BUILDING BEFORE TNEC. "To make a full and complete study and investigation with respect to . . . monopoly and concentration of economic power in and financial control over production and distribution of goods and services . . ."—such is the colossal duty imposed by Congress on three Senators, three Representatives and members of six Federal departments and agencies.* Officially called the "Temporary National Economic Committee" but popularly dubbed the "Monopoly Committee," these dozen men last month discharged their duty as far as the building industry is concerned, then promptly adjourned for the summer.

Still smarting from the verbal sparring they received when the Department of Justice outlined its proposed trust-busting attack on the industry, Building bigwigs trained an attentive ear on the Committee's hearings. In the testimony of fellow bigwigs and Government officials they hoped to find a clue to the trust-busters' plan of attack. But ears were trained in vain. All Building heard was a series of facts and figures, problems and panaceas, accusations and refutations that it had heard many times before. When representatives of the various branches of the Federal Government presented their figures, Building admitted that there were trade-restraints and price-fixing in the industry, they hastened to add that the facts were with the other fellows. And, when the Department of Justice took the stand, it spoke in generalities, names no names, requested that other witnesses do likewise.

Nevertheless, as a comprehensive forum on building, TNEC's hearings are significant. Organized by a Government housing expert, Peter Stone, and directed by the Treasury Department's Joseph J. O'Connell, as counsel for the Committee, the hearings covered the testimony and cross examination of 39 witnesses, kept the Senate Caucus Room humming for the best part of a month. Most of the statements dealt with Building's proverbial ailments and equally proverbial cures. Some are noteworthy:

Dr. Isadore Lubin of the Bureau of Labor Statistics opened the hearings with proof that only 15 per cent of today's houses are built for families who can afford to pay $2,000 to $4,000—despite the fact that these families constitute 52 per cent of Home Building's market. (Arch. Forum, Apr. 1939, p. 244). Interesting was his estimate that the mere maintenance of housing facilities near present levels would call for the construction of about 3,500,000 dwelling units per year. (1938 production: 314,000 units.)

Robert L. Davison, Pierce Foundation's director of housing research, expanded Lubin's statement by showing that the U. S. automobile industry meets 80 per cent of its low priced market. (Arch. Forum, July, 1939, p. 4). More important was his argument that to lower the carrying costs of a house, interest and amortization charges should be reduced. Thus, while a 20 cent cut in monthly fixed charges only and a comparable cut in interest and amortization costs lowers fixed charges by 16.67 per cent. Davison's recall to the witness chair to make suggestions for increased governmental research into the technical side of Building presages some expansion of Federal activities in this important field.

Allen H. Dawson and Carleton A. Smith, prominent Chicago residential contractors, gave some of the little testimony offered concerning restrictive practices of building material dealers and building trades. Chief complaint was that a Cook County deal
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**BUILDING FOREM (Source: U. S. Dept. of Labor)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Monthly data</th>
<th>First five months</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>May 1939</td>
<td>Comparison with</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Apr. '39 May '38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential</td>
<td>$116.3 + 38.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-residential</td>
<td>+ 85.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additions, repairs</td>
<td>45.6 + 45.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>192.9 + 23.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Dirty finger marks seem to appear on the walls of the best regulated homes. And Masonite Colored Board makes such blemishes the least of a housewife's worries. This new Masonite Product has a special, satin-like finish that is washable.

Neutral soap and damp cloth are all that are needed to remove finger and other normal dirt marks from Masonite Colored Board. In addition to this lasting color surface, Masonite Colored Board offers not only valuable insulating properties but also real structural rigidity.

Masonite Colored Board is washable!

Masonite washable Colored Board is available in today's four most popular home colors—oyster white, ivory, green, buff. It is low in cost...easy to apply...and will give years of service. Of course, you want a free sample and full details about this modern wall and ceiling material. Mail the coupon today.
ers association prevented them from buying many materials directly from manufacturers (they mentioned sand, gravel, cement, lime, tile, brick, plumbing and heating equipment).

R. B. Rogers, vice president of the Prudential Insurance Co. of America, broke down mortgage interest costs into three parts: cost of money, 3.85 per cent; cost of building materials, 48 per cent; cost of doing business, 0.5 per cent.

Morton Bedish, executive vice president of the U. S. Building and Loan League, raised the third part of Mr. Rogers' interest breakdown to 2 per cent, gave it as the reason for the 3 to 3.5 per cent rate charged by the majority of building and loan associations (Rogers' total was 4.83 per cent). Other noteworthy Bodish opinions: Due to the abundance of credit, "... we seem to be heading into another 'financing boom' ... (but) we are not in line for a building boom just yet... It is now cheaper to rent ... or to buy an existing house than it is either to build or buy a new one... ." Bodish recommendations: 1) taper off activities of the RFC Mortgage Company and the Federal National Mortgage Association; 2) limit FHA mortgage insurance to new construction; 3) study homestead tax exemption with an eye to equalizing taxes; 4) discontinue the postal saving system or invest postal savings in home financing institutions, not banks; 5) discontinue the "lavish advertising program" for the sale of baby bonds, and 6) confine public housing activities strictly to slum clearance.

He wound up his testimony by stating that, since interest rates were continually going down, the financial institutions of the Nation are the heroes of housing. Indicating the culprits, he pointed one finger at material dealers, another at labor.

Henry Brues, president of the Bowery Savings Bank, reminded the Committee that his institution is putting $10 million into FHA insured mortgages at 4.5 per cent. (Arch. Forum, Apr. 1939, p. 4). Evidence of still more buck-passing was his opinion that mass production, careful planning and enforcement of FHA standards would depress costs and boost volume further and faster than additional interest rate cutting.

Thurman Arnold, Assistant U. S. Attorney General, disappointed his audience by delivering practically the same speech he gave on two previous occasions—once in California, once in New York City. (Arch. Forum, June 1939, p. 2). Prior to outlining his forthcoming broad attack upon restraints of trade in the building industry, he excused himself from mentioning names and places. The excuse: "It is obviously unwise to use the present hearings in a way which would warn violators of the law that their particular practices are under investigation or to give such violators a chance to claim immunity as a condition of testifying before this committee."

General Robert E. Wood, Chairman of the Board of Sears Roebuck and Co., however, made some flat accusations. Chief complaint was that Chicago's building trades unions would not let him build houses for his workers if he bought them with his own plumbing fixtures. He built some houses in Kankakee (III.) at $1,200, but could not build them in Chicago for less than $1,400. The Kankakee houses were built by union labor—the Chicago houses were not built at all.

Willard L. Thorp, a Department of Commerce economist and Hopkins' lieutenant, underlined the importance of freight costs in certain building materials. In the sand and gravel industry, for instance, freight accounts for 56.7 per cent of the materials' total value at its destination.

D. W. Tracy, president of AFL's International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, was treated gently by the Committee, but was spared the searching questions asked other witnesses. In brief, he denied that union wage rates were too high, insisted that the building trades were not retard­ ing progress and shrugged his shoulders when asked about the probability of a guaranteed minimum wage for building labor. To vindicate AFL of any responsibility for high costs in the residential field, Tracy made it clear that only 10 per cent of the Nation's small houses are built by union labor. Interesting was his claim that, while for years labor and materials have shared equally in building's dollar, today labor gets 45 per cent, materials, 55 cents. His reason: machines and fabricated materials are replacing man power on the site. He did not add that the reason for this replacement was the high cost of skilled site labor, but his testimony was a virtual admission of this point. Also interesting was Tracy's admission that his claim for higher wages. Also interesting was Tracy's admission that inside electrical workers last year earned an average of $1,254—the highest since 1929.

Henry J. Eckstein, president of Foresta Factors, educated the Committee on a proposal for Government "yield insurance" of large scale rental housing projects. (Arch. Forum, July 1939, p. 4).

Gerard B. Lambert, capitalist and retired Listerine manufacturer, discussed his low cost (38.00 per unit), low rent (86.25 per room per month) housing project in Princeton, N. J. (Arch. Forum, Dec. 1939, p. 486).

Dr. Theodore J. Krepes, economic consultant to TNEC, summarized the evidence, added some observations of his own. Three of them are particularly significant: 1) If the Nation is to rely on second-hand housing for the low income groups, "these new housing for new building and违任 which would warn violators of the law that their particular practices are under investigation or to give such violators a chance to claim immunity as a condition of testifying before this committee."
Formica "Realwood" sheets installed with metal moldings make possible some handsome effects on walls. Such an installation was recently made at the Hotel Astor, New York, where Formica in a Lacewood grain produced a very attractive and thoroughly modern treatment of the walls.

Formica "Realwood" has incorporated in it a thin veneer of actual wood resulting in a genuine wood grain. This wood has a more perfect finish than has ever been possible by other processes and one that is so inert chemically that it will not spot, or stain, and can be washed with cleaning solutions that would destroy other wood finishes.

Let us send you the facts.

The Formica Insulation Co., 4620 Spring Grove Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio
ANTHRACITE speaks for itself in "The White Room," one of the features of the Anthracite World's Fair Exhibit. "The White Room" is both animate and articulate—has action and speaks. Concealed voices tell in a quick and easily understood dialog, why Anthracite provides such healthful heat by the even temperature that avoids "cold seventy." Synchronized lights show, graphically, the points so clearly explained by the unseen voices. Walls, ceiling, furniture and draperies of spotless white tell even better than words, the story of Anthracite's cleanliness.

Every architect and builder should see this exhibit. Every architect, every contractor and builder should see this whole exhibit . . . See the hand of comfort, the wall of protection, the hall of manufacturers with varied types of Anthracite equipment on display. See it not only because it may tell you something new about Anthracite—but also because it is sure to tell you something new about the absorbing interest the public has in Anthracite. Thousands of families are seeing, through this Exhibit at this World's Fair, how efficient, how economical and how convenient Anthracite is. They are turning this new knowledge to profit—by making hundreds of purchases every week, of Anthracite equipment for the homes that you design and build.

ANTHRACITE INDUSTRIES, Inc.
Chrysler Building
New York, N. Y.

This Seal of Approval appears on equipment only after a representative sample has satisfactorily passed rigid and impartial tests at the Anthracite Industries, Inc., Laboratories.

Save with ANTHRACITE (HARD COAL)
THE ONLY 7 STAR FUEL
PROGRAM OF COMPETITION

No. 3

IN A SERIES OF FOUR

incorporating the use of a versatile building material

INSULUX GLASS BLOCK

REGISTRATION to enter Competition No. 2 or No. 3 is all that is needed for continuous participation. It ensures your receiving the technical information needed, and title lettering. It does not obligate you to submit drawings.

Write Henry H. Saylor, A.I.A., Professional Adviser, 9 Rockefeller Plaza, New York, N. Y., indicating your entry as architect, architectural designer, or architectural draftsman.

There is still time to enter Competition No. 2; it closes at midnight of August 21, 1939. Registration may be made by wire to the New York address, and program (which may be seen in THE FORUM for May, page 21) and data will be sent by return mail.

CONDUCTED BY THE ARCHITECTURAL FORUM FOR OWENS-ILLINOIS GLASS COMPANY

AUGUST 1939
THE PROBLEM

Dellside Dairy, now housed in a commonplace loft building in Wisconsin, has prospered and must expand. Our client, the dairy owner, has a rectangular plot of land lying between a well traveled highway and a secondary road. On this site he wants to put up a plant that will combine his processing operations with a retail milk bar seating 25 persons, and proclaim to the passing motorists that Dellside Dairy is the last word in sanitary merchandising of dairy products. Naturally, the client has in mind the advantages of Insulux Glass Block as a means of reducing condensation, as lowering maintenance costs of light-transmitting areas, as an aid in easy cleaning, and as reducing the cooling load through the reduction of solar heat penetration. Its obvious attention value, by day and by night, is well known to him. He looks also for a development of other ingenious and appropriate uses of the material.

The site measures 150' on the highway, facing southwest, and its depth to the parallel road in the rear is 180'. The land slopes away from the highway, its rear boundary being 10' below the front.

Twenty-four trucks ply their milk routes and must be housed on the site. Additional room should be made for six automobiles belonging to the staff.

Raw milk is brought in—6,000 gals. per day—and weighed, tested, pasteurized, processed. Ninety per cent will be processed and bottled as milk; the rest will be made into by-products.

Short routes for its course through the plant mean economy in pumping and in cleaning and sterilizing. Our client has given us the accompanying diagram as representing space requirements and their relationships.

The figures represent square feet of floor space desired in the dairy processes, the arrows indicating the flow lines.

It may be possible to have the receiving, can washing and laboratory on a level higher than the other operating departments, which would eliminate one pumping operation, but with that exception all other operating activities may well be on one floor level. Receiving must perforce be separate from processing and the latter separate from bottle washing. The boiler room cannot be near the cold storage room. Employees' washroom with showers and lockers must be isolated from all milk handling departments. The processing rooms will have a 10' high ceiling, the cold storage room 9'. Loading of output will be done through several small doors or chutes from the cold room, and an adjoining platform will receive the empty bottles returned by the trucks. Air conditioning is desired throughout, both for sanitation and comfort.

To aid in spreading the gospel of modern dairying a lecture room to seat 100 is desired, and some provision should be made for visitors to watch pasteurizing and bottle operations behind glass.

There is need for office space for the managing owner, a superintendent, and five women employees; also a drivers' room, with lockers and showers close by. There will be washrooms for employees and for visitors. Provision should be made for visitors' parking space on the grounds.

THE PRIZES: For each of the four competitions there will be awarded eight cash prizes as follows: First Prize, $1,000; Second Prize, $750; Third Prize, $250; Fourth Prize, $100; Fifth Prize, $100; Sixth Prize, $100; Seventh Prize, $100; and Eighth Prize, $100. Checks will be mailed to the prize winners by THE ARCHITECTURAL FORUM within one week after each judgment.

GRAND PRIZES. Competitors are encouraged to continuous participation in this series through an offer of Grand Prizes. These do not call for a final competitive effort but will be awarded automatically on the basis of points scored in the four quarterly competitions. A winner of a First Prize in one or more of these is given 100 points credits for each; Second Prize brings 80 points; Third, 63; Fourth, 49; Fifth, 38; Sixth, 30; Seventh, 25; and Eighth, 23 points.
Immediately after the awards have been made for the Fourth Competition, Grand Prizes will be awarded in the following amounts: First Grand Prize, $1,500; Second Grand Prize, $1,250; Third Grand Prize, $1,000; Fourth Grand Prize, $750; and Fifth Grand Prize, $500. In the event of ties in the scores for Grand Prizes, duplicate prizes will be awarded. Checks will be mailed to the Grand Prize winners by The Architectural Forum immediately after the scores have been computed.

1. AUTHORITY
Owens-Illinois Glass Company has delegated to The Architectural Forum authority to conduct a competition for the purposes above outlined, including the publication of the premitted designs; and has appointed as Professional Adviser, Henry H. Saylor, A.I.A., 9 Rockefeller Plaza, New York, N. Y.

2. COMPETITORS
This competition and the fourth one that completes the series are open to all architects, architectural designers and architectural draftsmen in the Western Hemisphere, except employees of Owens-Illinois Glass Company and of The Architectural Forum. A competitor may submit as many drawings as he likes in any or all of the competitions, and is eligible to win any number of awards.

3. JURY OF AWARDS
The following architects have agreed to act as a Jury in Competition No. 3, and their decisions shall be final. (Any Juror in this series is eligible to compete in any of these competitions except that one for which he is serving as a judge.)

Alfred A. Hahn, Toledo
J. Byers Hays, Cleveland
Charles T. Ingham, Pittsburgh
Albert Kahn, Detroit
Robert H. Macdonald, Montreal
Walter R. McCornack, Cambridge
Elieel Saarinen, Cranbrook

4. EXAMINATION OF DESIGNS
The Professional Adviser will examine the designs to ascertain whether they comply with the mandatory requirements of the program, and will report to the Jury any instances of failure so to do. The Jury will satisfy itself of the accuracy of such report, and will place out of competition and make no award to any design which does not comply with these mandatory requirements. The Jury for Competition No. 5 will meet in the City of Cleveland within three weeks after the closing date, and carefully study the program and the eligible designs, and will make the awards before opening the envelopes which contain the names of the competitors.

5. REPORT OF THE JURY
Announcement of the awards, as detailed above, will be made in a later issue of The Architectural Forum, and to the successful competitors by telegraph immediately after the judgment.

6. EXHIBITION AND PUBLICATION
No drawings will be exhibited or published until after the awards of the Jury in each competition. All prize-winning designs will be published, with the names and addresses of their authors. Owens-Illinois Glass Company shall have the right also to publish additional designs other than those awarded prizes, accompanied by the names and addresses of their authors. As it is the intention of the Company to exhibit the prize-winning designs, and possibly many of the others, in cities throughout the country, covering an indefinite period of time, no drawings will be returned, except as follows: any competitor, other than a prize winner or one whose drawing has been selected by the sponsor for exhibition, who prefers the return of his drawing may enclose in the envelope containing his name and address a request to return by express, collect, insured for $50. Neither Owens-Illinois Glass Company, nor The Architectural Forum, nor the Professional Adviser, however, accepts any responsibility for their safe return beyond that of exercising reasonable care in packing and shipment.

7. COMMUNICATIONS
Every intending competitor is required to register his intention to enter the series of competitions (the registration does not obligate him to submit an entry), advising the Professional Adviser at the New York address by mail, giving name, address and classifying himself as an architect, an architectural designer, or an architectural draftsmen. Acknowledgment of this entry will be made by sending printed titles to be pasted on the mounts, and a booklet giving technical information about Insulux Glass Block. Those who have already registered for Competition No. 1 or No. 2 need not register again. It will be impossible to answer requests for additional information or for interpretation of the terms of the program.

8. ANONYMITY (Mandatory)
The name or names of competitors shall not appear on the drawings; the only mark of identification shall be a non-de-plume or device placed in the lower right corner of the mount, below the border line. On an opaque white envelope, pasted securely on the back of the mount, this same non-de-plume or device shall appear, and sealed in the envelope shall be the name and address of the competitor; if an entry is the joint work of more than one designer, the name and address of each shall be enclosed, also instructions as to how, in the event of an award, a check shall be drawn. No competitor shall directly or indirectly reveal the identity of his design or hold any communication regarding the competition with Owens-Illinois Glass Company, or with any member of the Jury, or (except as provided in Section 7) with the Professional Adviser. It is under-
stood that in submitting a design each competitor thereby
affirms that he has complied with these provisions in regard to
anonymity, and agrees that any violation of them renders his
entry "hors concours." The Professional Adviser will number the
drawings as a further means of identification by the Jury; the
sealed envelopes shall be opened by the Professional Adviser
after the Jury's selection has been made, and in the Jury's
presence.

9. DELIVERY OF DRAWINGS (Mandatory)
Drawings submitted in Competition No. 3 shall be securely
wrapped, flat, addressed as follows: Professional Adviser, In-
sulux Competition No. 3, e/o THE ARCHITECTURAL FORUM,
629 Hanna Building, Cleveland, Ohio, and forwarded to this
address not later than midnight November 20, 1939. All en-
tries must reach the Professional Adviser with all charges paid,
including duty levied on those from outside the United States.
Post Office date stamps or express company dated receipts indi-
cating receipt of the drawings on or before the above date and
hour, will be accepted as evidence of compliance with
this provision, except that no drawing received after the judg-
ment has started will be considered. Entries delivered by hand
must be at the above address on or before the date and hour
given.

10. DRAWINGS (Mandatory)
The design of each competitor shall be presented on one sheet
of white illustration board 20" x 30" over all; the arrangement
of drawings on the board shall be such that the 30" dimension
is the vertical; all shall be inside a single line border 1" inside
of each edge. A printed title (see Section 7) is to extend across
the bottom just inside the border line.
Undiluted black ink only shall be used throughout, and the
use of air brush or fine spatter work is prohibited; the lines
and incidental lettering should be capable of reduction without
loss of legibility when the board is photographed down to a
height of 10". The following drawings are required, no more,
no less.

a) Plot plan at 1/32" scale.
b) Floor plan or plans at 1/16" scale.
c) A section through the building at 1/16" scale.
d) Pen-and-ink rendered perspective of exterior; assume the
picture plane as passing through the nearest corner of the
building, and the vertical dimensions thereof shall be
drawn at the scale of 1/16" = 1'.
e) 1 exterior detail wherein Insulux Glass Block is used,
showing construction—not less than 1/2" scale nor larger
than 1" scale.
f) 1 interior detail wherein Insulux Glass Block is used—
not less than 1/2" scale nor larger than 1" scale.
g) Prepare an adequate, but brief typewritten statement
explaining why Insulux was used where shown and why the
particular face design or designs were selected. Place this type-
written statement in an envelope bearing the word "statement"
and the name-de-plume or device mentioned in Section 8. If
the entry is sent by express or delivered by hand, attach this
envelope to the back of the mount. However, if the entry is
sent by mail to avoid the necessity of paying first class postage
on the drawing, this envelope may be enclosed in another en-
velope, and mailed separately to the Professional Adviser at the
Cleveland address. If name and address of sender is required
by postal or express authorities, to preserve anonymity, use
the name and address of the Professional Adviser.

Awards in Competition No. 1, A Small House, were made
by the Jury which met at Chicago in June. Drawings of the
eight prize winners, with short biographical notes of the com-
petitors and specific comment and criticism by the Jury,
appeared in THE ARCHITECTURAL FORUM for July.

A Newspaper Plant for a busy city of 100,000 population.
Here is a fairly common architectural problem, one that
might confront almost any practitioner. As in the case of the
Dairy Plant, the technical requirements have been carefully
worked out in detail. The various departmental space require-
ments and the relationships of these parts to one another are
to be graphically shown in the program which will appear in
a later issue of THE ARCHITECTURAL FORUM.
BRIXMENT has High Water-Retaining Capacity

"Water-retaining capacity" is the ability of a mortar to resist the absorption of its water by the brick. High water-retaining capacity is of extreme importance in mortar. If the mortar does not have high water-retaining capacity, it is too quickly sucked dry by the brick; the mortar congeals too soon, and a good bond cannot be obtained.

Brixment mortar has extremely high water-retaining capacity. It strongly resists the sucking action of the brick. Brixment mortar therefore stays smooth and plastic when spread out on the brick. This permits a more complete bedding of the brick, and an increased area of contact between the brick and mortar. The result is a better bond, and hence a stronger and more water-tight wall.

If you have ever laid brick, the importance of this characteristic needs no emphasis. Try Brixment on your next job. One trial will convince you.

*See also pages 7 and 9 in the Brixment Handbook.
What does this lead miner know about paint?

He never swung a paint brush in his life.

But he digs out the metal that the best paint's made of.

His job is mining lead—and pure lead is what they start with when they make white lead.

When you know how white lead's made and what it's made from, you can understand why it makes a paint that can't be beat.

That's why a painter who knows his stuff will pick white lead for the paint jobs that have to stand up against the weather.

Coming back to the question asked up above—what this miner knows is, the best paint is made from lead.

And that's a good thing for you to know if you want the most for your money.

"What to expect from white lead paint," tells you dozens of helpful facts. Write for your copy today.

Lead Industries Association
420 Lexington Avenue
New York, N.Y.

Getting ready to paint is almost as important as the kind of paint you use—and a good painter knows how and when to use sandpaper to make sure that new paint will lie smooth and flat. Hiring a real painter is always an economy in the end.
H. ROY KELLEY of Los Angeles is one of America's outstanding residential architects. His designs have won many honors, awards and prizes, and he has served on the juries of awards of a number of important national architectural contests. His Life home last year was among the most popular of the group presented by this magazine. Mr. Kelley's homes are modern but not extreme, livable and charming, and he is quick to make extensive use of practical modern materials such as Douglas Fir Plywood.

In this beautiful residence for Mr. and Mrs. Ralph E. Phillips in San Marino, California, Mr. Kelley specified Douglas Fir Plywood for all interior cabinet work including the living room paneling shown directly above.

Douglas Fir Plywood is one of the most versatile of all modern building materials. It is real lumber — engineered for greater size and strength. There is a grade for every purpose — wall and roof sheathing, sub-flooring, exterior siding, interior walls and ceilings, cabinet work and fine paneling, and concrete forms. Each grade is distinctively trade-marked to make specification and identification easy.

A new method using all of the grades of Douglas Fir Plywood is revolutionizing building practice. It is called Dri-Bilt with Plywood and is adaptable to every type of residence. This method slashes building and supervisory time as much as 6 weeks . . . adds amazing strength and rigidity . . . and gives your client more house for his money.

The basic principle of the Dri-Bilt method is the use of the 4' x 8' standardized plywood panel as a module, which minimizes cutting, fitting, nailing and material requirements. For more information about this method and about Douglas Fir Plywood, consult Sweet's Catalog or write Douglas Fir Plywood Association, Tacoma Bldg., Tacoma, Wash., for free Dri-Bilt Manual. F.H.A. has accepted Douglas Fir Plywood for home construction, and its use is approved in Uniform Building Code.
MODINE offers Convectors

RUSt PROTECTED by BONDERIZING

This Seal is your assurance of...

POSITIVE RUST PROTECTION

MODINE IS THE FIRST, and thus far the only manufacturer to make available convector enclosures protected against rust by Bonderizing. This is the famous method of rust control used by makers of motor cars, steel windows and screen frames, kitchen units, bathroom cabinets, etc.

ENCLOSURES NEED RUST PROTECTION—Particularly the recessed-in-the-wall or behind-plaster types. Exposed to moisture, the steel rear-halves are subject to rust and corrosion— undis covered until disintegration starts. Enclosure fronts, while exposed only to room humidity are bumped and scratched by contact with furniture, mops, sweepers, children's toys, etc. Small scratches expose the bare metal—rust forms and spreads due to electro-chemical corrosion around the injury.

BONDERIZING GIVES TWO-FOLD PROTECTION—It not only makes the steel resistant to the formation and progress of rust, but it holds the prime coat of paint to the steel. Thus any applied finish is infinitely more durable, and permanently beautiful. Bonderizing eliminates the two major causes of paint failure—(1) lack of adhesion of paint to metal, (2) corrosion of underlying metal due to penetration of moisture through the paint film.

Write for New Catalog No. 239-A and Bulletin on Modine Bonderizing.

MODINE MANUFACTURING COMPANY
1736 RACINE ST. · RACINE WIS.

At the New York World's Fair—See the Modine Convectors in House No. 8, "Town of Tomorrow."

ONLY MODINE HAS THE NEW TIME-SAVING MANUALLY REMOVABLE ENCLOSURE FRONT

Enclosure fronts of the new Modine Standard and Institutional Convectors may be quickly and easily removed without the use of tools. Simply pressing the two button catches by hand does it! There are no screws, nuts or bolts. That means 15 minutes or more saved in installation time on each convector. Servicing is likewise speeded up. It's exclusive with Modine. No extra cost.

Copper Concealed Radiation

FOR HOMES, APARTMENTS, PUBLIC BUILDINGS

Sold through Heating Contractors and Recognized Wholesalers
When you come to New York for the World's Fair, you will be able to see interesting installations of our dark stones without going out of the shopping district. The map shows the locations of smart shops and buildings faced with our Serpentine Stones. Easily identified by characteristic white markings, please notice (1) freedom from glare and reflection, and (2) how deftly architects have used masses of dark stone with metal, glass block and terra cotta. A request on your business letterhead will bring you samples, conveniently boxed, showing the range of stone, including black and mottled dark blues and greens. Please address Alberene Stone Corporation of Virginia, 419 Fourth Avenue, New York, N. Y. Quarries and Mills at Schuyler, Virginia. Sales Offices in Principal Cities.
FORUM OF EVENTS

TWO CENTURIES OF ARCHITECTURE IN RHODE ISLAND

Best of the seventeenth century work, the Eleazar Arnold house (1687), Great Road, Lincoln. Model by Brown University students.

Joseph Brown also designed this John Brown house, most famous New England mansion of the late eighteenth century.

Tully Bowen house (1852), Providence, by Thomas A. Telft—an Italianate mansion much copied.

Of the eighteenth century Colonial group, the Joseph Brown house (1774) in Providence; its entrance has been lowered.


To show the Fair-visiting pilgrims the whole story of Rhode Island architecture, the Museum of Art of the Rhode Island School of Design stages its summer exhibition, open through September. The photographs, enlargements 24 x 40 in. and 30 x 40 in. are arranged in seven sections. The first deals with the earliest extant remains, including a characteristic example of the later seventeenth century, Eleazar Arnold house, and the unique Old Stone Mill in Newport. The second section is concerned with the eighteenth century Colonial from about 1690 to just after the Revolution. The third section deals with the period of the Early Republic, 1790-1810. A fourth section shows early industrial architecture, the textile mills and mill villages of Rhode Island, the birthplace of the textile industry in America, including the Lippitt Mill here illustrated. The fifth section deals with the confused decades of the mid-nineteenth century. Emphasizing particularly the sequence of Newport mansions, the sixth section contains "manor houses" of Richardson and MeKim, Mead & White, the "chateaux" and "palaces" of Hunt, which Henry James called "white elephants." Although the twentieth century section includes prominent examples of traditional architecture; most of the material deals with the modern buildings of the last decades.

A book, published simultaneously with the exhibition—"Rhode Island Architecture," by Henry-Russell Hitchcock, Jr.—has about 70 full page plates selected from the photographs in the show, some interesting old plans, and a technical text dealing with the subject under the seven headings.
Richard M. Hunt's Ochre Court (1881-91), marking the Newport chateau period of romantic archaeology. Notwithstanding the size and grandeur of these manor houses and palaces, they are built on suburban lots rather than on wide acres.

Rhode Island's State House (1895-1901) at Providence—McKim, Mead & White's academic design in full flower. Hitchcock: "It is not Roman, nor Italian, nor French, nor English, and certainly not American Colonial, although its inspiration is nominally from the work of the Early Republic. . . . It is as international as an epic in Esperanto."

Lippitt Mill (1809), in Pawtuxet Valley, with clerestory monitor and belted tower, despite its five stories, still held to the domestic scale in windows. Professor Hitchcock writes that the workmanship is solid and fine, less pretentious than most other architecture of the time.

And of today, again for the Brown family, Richard Neutra's house for the John Nicholas Browns on Fisher's Island.
FORUM OF EVENTS

Sculpture of Never-Never Land.—Sculptor Edgar Miller created these whimsical animals for the children's court of Jane Addams Houses, Chicago, Holabird & Root, architects.

Prophet of Yesterday.—Robida in 1882 thought that by 1952 large cities, overcrowded, would build restaurants atop high buildings—Notre Dame for instance; and that houses would be pivoted for sunshine. Obviously, Robida was no mean seer.

Banker to White Wings.—Family of the late Otto H. Kahn has sold his Long Island chateau (Delano & Aldrich, architects) and 427 acres for a song to New York's Department of Sanitation employed for pensioners and vacation frolics. The white wings like their bargain but neighbors do not, and Huntington bewails loss of $25,000 in taxes.

Furniture Concentration.—Out of Chicago's Summer Furniture Market comes this combination of nearly everything needed in the nursery. When all is closed, it is important to remember where one left the baby. (Forum of Events continued on page 42)
HOME-BUILDING is a new experience to almost all of your clients. That makes them doubly dependent on your help in anticipating their comfort and requirements.

An upstairs telephone, for example, is a convenience expected in the modern home today and the installation of conduit for telephone wires is the practical way to provide for it. Included while the house is under construction, it costs your clients little. And it provides a clear way for telephone wires through insulation, concrete, fire-stops and other modern construction. A few lengths of small pipe are usually sufficient for the average home.

Your telephone company is in a position to co-operate in planning efficient, economical conduit layouts. There is no cost or obligation. Just call "Architects' and Builders' Service."

PLAN TODAY FOR TOMORROW'S TELEPHONES
in Cleveland's
"LIFE" HOUSE

The first of the nationally featured houses to be built in Greater Cleveland, in the series designed under the sponsorship of "Life" Magazine, is pictured above. It is located in Beechwood, Cleveland suburb. This residence has automatic gas heating and winter air conditioning. In keeping with its fine construction and appointments throughout, the building is equipped with AUER Registers and Intakes—another mark of distinction for the quality of Auer Products.

THE AUER REGISTER CO., 3608 PAYNE AVE., CLEVELAND, O.
THE ARCHITECT'S WORLD

THE ARCHITECT OF TOMORROW

By H. S. Goodhart-Rendel

PRESEN'T, ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH ARCHITECTS

Excerpts from an address to students, delivered at the R.I.B.A., London, January 23, 1939

What I want to examine with you this evening is whether or not the "architect," in Waterhouse's* sense, is threatened with extinction. This is obviously a matter of great concern to you since your training is thought by many to imply the assumption that he is and must continue to be the normal master of building works. Is he that in fact? He is not. More building is still said to be done without any architect than with one, and yet more building certainly is done with an architect than used to be. We all hope for and work for the time when the employment of an architect of some kind will be universal or nearly so. But of what kind? There can never be enough complete architects, of men self-sufficient in every capacity required of them, to undertake the responsibility for all the building that will be done. I do not believe, however, that self-sufficiency in every required capacity is necessary for a good master of building works: and if your training makes you good masters of building works it will have given you the right to be called architects and to feel pride in your calling. Some of you will be satisfied with that, some will not; neither those who are nor those who are not will have any right to disparage the others.

* Alfred Waterhouse in an essay on the many-sidedness of the ideal practitioner.

The architects of the Italian and French Renaissances whose names and designs are familiar to us were men responsible for important works, some of which they actually conducted, some of which they did not. Many of them were painters or sculptors, and none of them worked in conditions sufficiently like our own for sculptrors, and none of them worked in conditions sufficiently like our own for
designed from Palladian textbooks if no design were supplied to them by their employers, and who knew enough of architectural conventions to control the proposals made by masons, joiners and plasterers for ornamental detail.

During the same century in Italy and France the artist-architect, if I may so call him—the architect who is primarily a designer of architecture—had become generally established, and in the early nineteenth century he came to be no less prevalent in England. At that time, too, he began to intervene more and more in the production of small and unimportant buildings of the kind that hitherto had been left to the practitioner with lesser pretensions. Finally, in the early years of Queen Victoria's reign, the pretensions of all kinds of architects began to level up, until in Waterhouse's time almost all would have claimed to conform to his specification, to be as many-sided as he demanded. The claim may seldom have been supported by evidence, but in most cases was probably made honestly.

Now what actually was this Admirable Crichton, this average respectable architect of the 60 years preceding the last war? He was a trustworthy master of building works, of works that were much simpler and less hurried than such works are at present. He had a rule-of-thumb knowledge of building science and perhaps a better acquaintance with simple engineering than that possessed by the average architect in our own age of consultant specialists. He was a just taskmaster on the job and an honorable servant to his employer. He was highly susceptible to changes in architectural fashion and exhibited annually, at the Royal Academy, perspective drawings of designs in which these changes were faithfully reflected. These drawings were made by a hiring, and so, in many cases, were the designs.

It is only in this last particular that such an architect seems to me to have fallen short of what should have been expected of him. I deprecate the professional incapacity on the part of the architect to which such designing by proxy is due. And that brings me to the kernel of all that I am saying to you tonight.

An architect must be highly skilled in designing. Skill in design is his raison d'être and without it he makes no sense at all as a member of society. It is in a category entirely different from that of his other aptitudes—his scientific knowledge, his engineering knowledge, his business experience. In all of those he would be surpassed by scientific, by engineering, by commercial specialists, were it not that his own architectural, orderly outlook gives him a power in those especial provinces that the specialist has not. Skill in design gives universal ability. Learn it first and you thereby learn how to learn everything else. The modern architect claims, and I think justifiably, that his proper contribution to human welfare includes the planning of many other things besides buildings. His claim, however, is justified only by his mastery of his own job, and without that mastery he will be only a presumptuous and unauthorized meddler in other people's affairs.

I said a few minutes ago that a good master of building works had a right to call himself an architect, and to be proud of his calling. I have just said that an architect must be highly skilled in design, and you will therefore deduce that without high skill in design a man cannot in my opinion be a good master of building works. This deduction may be a little surprising, but I believe you will accept it if you weigh the term master and think what it connotes. In a clerk of works designing skill is unnecessary, but a clerk of works cannot claim to be an architect. A good many of the eighteenth century British architects were no more than clerks of works, but the word architect was then loosely used. A clerk of works has responsibility only for how a thing is done, whereas a master of works has responsibility for what it is that is done. He may not have the creative inspiration that would win for him the title artist, he may but adopt and develop designs that he owes to tradition, to observation of contemporary work, or to directions received from his employer. But he must have skill, skill, skill, otherwise his mastership is based on false pretenses.

The necessity of architectural skill in an architect might seem so obvious as to need no statement, but you will find that
many shallow thinkers lose sight of it. In its place they put knowledge and forget that to possess information is not to know how to use it. A man can make investigations all his life without ever learning how to investigate. Unless he knows how to use facts when he has ascertained them, he will have no guide as to which facts are worth ascertaining and which are not, and his brain will become no tidy storehouse but rather a jockaw’s nest of aimless pillerings.

What exactly do I mean by “skill in designing”? I mean, first, the power of mentally analyzing a program and classing its requirements in the order of their relative importance. I mean, next, the power of making a pattern of spaces and solids in which those requirements in their proper order are each exactly satisfied. That pattern must also meet all the exigencies of logical construction and must have the use that derives from the conscious observance of geometric laws. I mean, again, the power of choosing rightly from available forms those forms that best express a building’s nature to the eye of the beholder. I mean above all the acquired sensitiveness to small variations of shape and size that enables a designer to keep a design what is called “in scale”: which is to say that every part of a complex whole is properly related to every other part.

Skill, according to this definition, is possessed by different architects in different degrees—that goes almost without saying. It is usually not possessed in a very high degree by those who are most anxious to convince you that other things are equally important. Without that skill an architect is not a person having any real claim to be heard on matters of town and regional planning, of preparation for national defense, of serving the stage of social amelioration; he is merely an outsider batting into other people’s special provinces and making a fool of himself.

Given a profession of architects all skilled at their jobs, in what way are their services likely to be chiefly employed? I feel no certainty, personally, about the likelihood or unlikelihood of future architects forming themselves more generally than they do at present into groups or large firms. I feel no certainty as to whether the commonest architect in the future will be paid by salary, with his jobs found for him, or paid by scale with a sporting license to hunt jobs for himself. I feel no certainty as to whether architecture and civil engineering will remain separate professions indefinitely, or whether they will again become the one profession from which each has sprung. I feel no certainty as to whether our chief worry in the near future will be rebuilding what has outlived its use or rebuilding what an enemy has violently destroyed. In none of these things can I predict what is going to happen, but I know what I wish should happen, what I hope for.

I hope that the tendency of architects to trade together in groups will increase. I think that this practice brings disadvantages that are all unavoidable and advantages that can be gained in no other way. To take the disadvantages first, the group is best by temptations toward a specialization that is good for the group commercially and bad for the individual intellectually, resulting in an eventual output of stock products that are just as good and no better than they need be to find a market. One man may do all the planning, another the steelwork, another the dressing up, and yet another the pursuit and capture of potential employers. A group so organized can be useful in producing standardized work of very decent quality, but its members narrow as they age, and ought in the public interest to be liquidated by the State every five years or so.

Protection against these dangers of specialization, however, is not difficult. A group of architects, each with his special subject, can pool not only their expenses and receipts, but their ideas, can I say, as a parliament. One of them must be master, since business cannot be run by majority vote without delay and confusion. For every design also one man must be responsible, since architecture is an art and not a manufacture.

The advantages offered by groups are patent. Private architectural practice is precarious, requiring much constant advertising, and with all its risks. The pooled knowledge of several men’s special subjects will be more than could be found in any one man’s head. Groups will be paid by scale, architectural departments by salary. Most of what I have said about the group applies also to the department, but with two essential differences. In the first place, the department will be hierarchical rather than egalitarian; the architects in it will be graded in position and authority. In the second place, work will come to it automatically and will not have to be sought in the open market or by means of competitions. I hope that success will crown the efforts being made by many of the big men in this branch of our profession to remove its admitted defects. That the name of the designer responsible for each building should always be published is a goal toward which great progress has already been made. That there should always be one designer responsible for each building and working with all allowable freedom is another principle that is gaining acceptance. A great many of you, after comparing the programs offered by private practice and by the salaried practice, will probably decide in favor of the salaried. To those that so decide I say, “Take care that the department you enter is one that provides you not only with a means of living but with something to live for.”

There are departments in which your powers will get full scope and recognition and in these you may be as happy as any architect alive. There are others that you would regret having entered.*

The eventual union between the professions of architecture and of civil engineering is a long-distance hope of mine, but one on which I set great store. While the post-Renaissance convention of architecture held, divorce between the two professions was understandable if not desirable; there were only certain things the art of building was prepared to do, and the ways of doing them were well known and not such as to necessitate much consultation. Now that architecture has set out upon one of her periodic voyages of discovery, the exploration of all constructive possibilities is regarded as not only lawful but expedient. Such exploration can be made by an architect and an engineer hand in hand, but I cannot help thinking it could be made better still by a man who combined the two roles in himself. It is to such men that we probably owe the masterpieces of the Middle Ages and a few of the remarkable works of today. Neither profession, however, is yet ready for unification with the other; architects in general are not yet sufficiently awake to the true logic of construction, nor engineers to the science of orderly design. A partnership between two friends, one of either profession, is however, perfectly possible already, and is an arrangement I would gladly see becoming usual.

FRANK LLOYD WRIGHT TAKES ENGLAND

From editorial comment in The Architect’s Journal, May 11, 1930

By the time this Journal appears the third of the four Sulgrave Manor sermons—for sermons they are, being concerned with architecture by way of nature and the art of living—will have been delivered by Frank Lloyd Wright at the R.I.B.A. At the evening meeting last Friday the audience overflowed into the aisles. The white-haired prophet was in form, discip-1les and unbelievers spellbound by his natural dignity, his obvious sincerity, his easy manner—or rather, his lack of anything so superficial as a manner. He has an irresistibly persuasive voice, mellow, smooth-flowing.

Frank Lloyd Wright is nothing if not
American. But far from typically American, of course, if such a state of being exists. We are apt to forget, because of the tie of language, that Americans are foreigners. Americans have an idiom not only in an expression of their speech but in the expression of their being. They have their own doors, their own manner of communicating what might be termed a nature experience: they don't mind, most of them, admitting to a romantic reflex if they feel that way. We do. When Frank Lloyd Wright tells us he was born in the "prairie, "out in the long grasses," we shift uneasily in our seats. When he talks of a building growing "out of the earth into the light" we get slightly dotty. But he gets away with it, for the good reason that he believes it and lives it. His lyrical philosophy, with its robust American tang, comes out full strength in his buildings. It remains the Walt Whitman of architecture, an individualist.

We are inclined to sneer at the romantic leit-motif in architecture at the moment. But we need to watch out. We cannot, or our good, banish this element from our natural experience. Neither, alas, can we manufacture it. For this reason the metropolitanized environment of England tends to develop in us dangerously superficial intellectualities. Even sociological problems, which have inspired so much English work in recent years, are now kept wrapped up in intellectual cellophane. We are getting numb. We don't know the real feel of the goods. We must learn to feel again, as well as to argue. Frank Lloyd Wright has come along just at the right moment. The romantic actor needed re-emphasizing. (Or, if that word is still too dangerous, the intuitive leit-motif.) Frank Lloyd Wright is administering, if he'll forgive British crudity, a much-needed dose of salts. Perhaps he can save English progressives from a new stylistic constipation.

The influence of Wright's work on European architects was described in the journal last week by Nikolaus Pevsner. Though his monographs have been well known and well studied in the schools for many years, England, lagging behind architecturally, has taken a short cut and has arrived, very late, by way of Gropius and Le Corbusier rather than Wright. Consequently, having missed most of the earlier experience, she is now in danger of backsliding to another eclecticism, a stylism—a fifty-eighth variety, as it might put it, for the architectural garbage heap. Wright, of course, accuses Le Corbusier of being a stylist, creating a new esthetic—superficial, inorganic.

America, as is well known, has been even less directly influenced by Wright than has England. America has developed what she chooses to call the international style. The result has been a pronounced and necessary dose of salts. Perhaps we can save English progressives from a new stylistic constipation.

The Chinese were casting fine bronze ritual vessels while you and I were proudly calling ourselves Structural Artists because we had learned to hew a round log into a square beam. The Chinese were making small objects of cast glass, for burial in graves, twenty centuries before we could even make glass in sheets large enough for mirrors or window-panes. There were Chinese masters in the art of carved lacquer-work while we were still getting by with a rude paint made of buttermilk and red oxide of iron.

In regular cycles, Chinese "revivals" have revivified Occidental design and taste. From the opulent Charles II to the thrifty Queen Victoria, from elaborate Chippendale to the clean-limbed "modern," China has supplied a bright picking-garden. The word "chinoiserie" has become a commonplace, to indicate the perennial evidences of our borrowing.

When we pay into three or four figures for single examples of the earlier English ceramics, do we remember that these wares were only an attempt to imitate the true hard-paste porcelain China had been producing for seven or eight centuries? The very name itself is a corruption of "pócelina," meaning sea-shell, which the early Portuguese merchants had used to describe the shell-like wares of China.

Or perhaps we think of the broacades, the rich damasks, the fine lamps and embroidery of the Mediterranean. Well, the secret of silk-culture and silk-weaving had to be smuggled out of China to Byzantium, fourteen hundred years ago, by hiding silkworm cocoons in the pilgrim's staff. Even the word silk comes from "Seracs," the ancient name for the Chinese people. The Japanese, too, learned silk-culture from the Chinese. And so grateful were they to the Japanese princess who stole the guarded secret, that she became a deity!

THANKS TO THE CHINESE

By Grace Norman-Wilcox

Condensed from California Arts & Architecture, March, 1938

We speak of the "ancient" craft guild of pewtering, in medieval Europe. But the Chinese had cast small pewter figures and models, for burial with the dead, since before the time of Christ. When Europe was little more than beginning, the Ming dynasty pewterers of China were already inventing their work with fine patterns of brass or copper.

When we comb the markets for our "antique" Sandwich glass of 70 or 80 years ago, we forget that the Chinese have ten centuries or more of glassworking tradition. While we boast of "new" enamels, we forget that they were discovered, and discarded, by the Chinese centuries ago. Everything we do, it sometimes seems,
THEY SAY—

“If I were asked to build a building in London—which God forbid—I should not know what to do.”—FRANK LLOYD WRIGHT.

“The architect who comes away from the New York World’s Fair is more confused than enlightened.”—HARVEY WILEY CORBETT.

“Housing is still the one field in which the opportunity to rectify mistakes is smallest and in which the temptation to do something silly is greatest.”—CHARLES ABRAMS.

“Whatever success I have been able to obtain is entirely due to our system of open competition.”—PERCY THOMAS, past president, R.I.B.A., on the occasion of his receiving the Royal Gold Medal.

“Beauty must come back to the useful arts, and the distinction between the fine and the useful arts be forgotten. If history were truly told, if life were nobly spent, it would be no longer easy or possible to distinguish the one from the other.”—RALPH WALDO EMERSON.

“Public men and other leaders still talk of home ownership as being necessary to the salvation of empires just as presidents and monarchs still talk of large families and still urge the couple on a thousand a year to have ten children.”—DR. ROBERT W. KELSO, University of Michigan.

“Architects who have aimed at acquiring manual skill without scholarship have never been able to reach a position of authority to correspond to their pains, while those who relied only upon theories and scholarship were obviously hunting the shadow, not the substance. . . . One who professes himself an architect should be well versed in both directions.”—VITRUVIUS, First Century B.C.

“The more I visit housing projects, the more I am impressed by the fact that housing is not just a question of improving an economic situation . . . not just a question of giving people better shelter for less money. . . . The aim is to encourage certain habits and situations by making it easy to live according to certain standards set up in the home environment.”—ELEANOR ROOSEVELT.

MARGINAL NOTES ON ARCHITECTURE

By William Lescaze

Excerpts from an article in The Virginia Quarterly Review, Spring, 1929

All the great architectures of the past—Greek, Renaissance, Gothic—have had in common definite characteristics which made them “architecture,” which transcended their external forms. Characteristic No. 1: every great architecture has made use of the materials—brick, marble, or stone. When that has been done, first of all, essentially of its own time, growing out of the life of that time, constructing edifices for people living at that time, for their requirements at that time. Characteristic No. 2: every great architecture has made use of the methods of construction known at that time. It is the combination of these characteristics, the knowledge of the time, the understanding of the people and of the requirements of that time, the use of materials of that time according to the methods of construction of that time, which has resulted in forms often so beautiful, forms in each period so different, and each telling in its own particular language the story of its own time. Note that this has been true regardless of the time—fourth, twelfth, or eighteenth centuries; regardless of the requirements—temple, cathedral, or palace; regardless of the materials—brick, marble, or stone. Why could it not be equally true today, in our time, the twentieth century, regardless of the requirements—apartment house, office building, school building—regardless of the materials—concrete, steel, brick, glass? Of course it is still true today.

CONCLUSIONS

Not long ago a manufacturer advertised nationally: “New American’ is a house designed from the inside out.” So far it sounds all right. Somebody had learned that much from elementary architecture. But then confusion entered: “Its exterior may be any architectural style you wish—Georgian, French or English Colonial, or Modern—as you please.” This doesn’t make sense. Everyone can see that a house cannot possibly be truthfully designed from the inside out and at the same time have any one of a number of exteriors. As a matter of fact, just the opposite process is suggested here: you are first asked to take a fancy to one type of exterior. Having started that way—the wrong way—you get an incongruous house, since obviously its interior will be more or less arranged for requirements of today, and its exterior will be Georgian, while the really good Georgian house had a Georgian interior and a Georgian exterior.

MATERIALS

It is an error to attribute new materials to the theory of modern architecture. It is another error to think that modern architecture means necessarily a building of reinforced concrete or large surfaces of glass. New materials per se do not suggest new forms, but they do make new forms feasible. All the Pullman cars built of steel were at first grainled to look like wood. None of the many prefabricated houses brought forth a single new form. Since different materials possess different properties, they are seldom interchangeable. Materials and the knowledge of their properties are, in fact, part of design. Selection dictated by one factor alone is rare, although cost is perhaps the one which influences most decisions. It is always the same story. You have got to analyze the requirements of architectural problems and you have got to be able to organize them. The measure of your talent is the quality of the design which, in the process, you have given to that organized solution. Obviously, with each line you fix on the paper there must be in your mind an intent of the form and an apprehension of the material.

FORMS

Walt Whitman said: “You shall no longer take things at second or third hand, nor look through the eyes of the dead, nor feed on the specters in the books.” It is about time we did begin in earnest to build for the man who is alive today, for the America which is here today—to build good modern architecture. Its forms are bound to be different from those of the past—not for the sake, however, of being different. That’s childish. But who can pretend that our requirements today resemble at all the requirements of fifty years ago? Not only have the requirements of our people changed, but also their social habits, their modes of living. In addition, our materials and our methods of construction have changed. No wonder, then, if the forms appropriate to the requirements of our time are not likely to resemble the forms of the past. The most appropriate ones will be the most beautiful.

CREDO

Here is a given method which makes sense. Here is a way which is honest and direct. Here is an architecture which says yes to life and understands life. What soil more fertile than America for such virtues: twentieth century beauty, honesty, straightforwardness? Where else in the world as actively lived or as highly valued as in America? Do we not know yet our own civilization, its strength, its achievements? Are we not aware of this independent, self-governing, self-sustaining democracy? We do know what it means to be an American, to live as actively as it is lived today. Are we not aware of this independence? This self-governing, self-sustaining democracy? We do know what it means to be an American, to live as actively as it is lived today.

* * *

ELEVEN ROOSEVELT.
Friday, June 16.—With this experience in arranging over 700 entries in the Insulux Glass Block Competition No. 1, I feel moved to climb to a house top and shout a few remarks about architectural competitions in general. Why is it that competitors, judging from their offerings, will not read a program? They were required in this particular competition to render perspective in pen and ink, yet some of them sent in wash drawings. The composition on the sheet required that the longer dimension, the latter be the vertical, yet some made it the horizontal. A mandatory paragraph regarding drawings listed those required, and added, "no more and no less"; yet some persist in giving more, some less. Another provision of the program called for a statement as to the use of the material which, it seemed, was indicated by the indication that this statement was to be used by the jury in arriving at a judgment. Nevertheless, many of these statements were signed with the competitor's name and address, ignoring the anonymity provision. Even in the matter of sheet dimensions—a field where the architect should not make mistakes—entries appeared on smaller and larger sheets; also on paper, though stiff stock was specifically required. And perhaps the most tragic oversight of all was for the competitor to omit enclosing his name and address in the sealed envelope bearing his nom-de-plume. The moral of this sermon is, read the program, and check every item in it.

Tuesday, June 20.—Overheard in a gallery of contemporary paintings, The Museum of Modern Art, New York, words spoken by a lady with a lorgnette, "Oh, I like that—I hope to heaven it's good!"

Friday, June 23.—Two callers today from widely separated home bases—Hamilton Beatty from Madison, Wis., and Harold Willerup from Copenhagen, Denmark. Madison has a growing community of modern houses in a woodland setting, most of them designed by Strang & Beatty under the name Planning Associates. We were asking about the cost of such houses in comparison with the traditional types—one of the hurdles of the modern house apparently being the fact that they frequently seem to cost more. Beatty claims that the contrary is true in his experience, and that as a matter of fact the modern house, free of its stylistic clichés, is shelter at the lowest cost compatible with convenience and desirability.

Tuesday, June 27.—James C. Mackenzie has a rather interesting theory regarding architectural influences in American history. Looking back at the early days, our factory architecture, such as one found around New England ports, was obviously derived from our house architecture. Here were the same size windows, to some extent the same details, and a compliant failure to differentiate between the activities of living and working. As the years went on, we finally tackled the job of the factory, and quite recently have done rather well with it. With the thought, however, that possibly American architects have a single-track mind, Mackenzie feels now that our houses are being influenced by our factories. Horizontal bands of windows, flat roofs, stark walls have proved excellent for factory use, so we try to make our houses assimilate the same motifs.

Friday, June 30.—Ralph Walker tells me he is going to Japan to see what all these converts to the early Japanese architecture are so enthusiastic about.

Washington, Thursday, July 6.—In looking over the Smithsonian competition drawings today with Phil Maher, he was disturbed over what seems to him a recent change in architectural analysis. Probably most architects agree with him in believing that the problem of designing a beautiful building is more difficult than the problem of coordinating its many functions and space relationships to make a workable whole. Maher feels that in our analysis of architectural designs today we are prone to measure the success of the design by how well a building works rather than how pleasing it is to visit. We are apt to lay great stress on saving half a dozen steps in a plan, whereas the saving of those steps may produce a building that people generally will not care to visit—few steps or many.

This evening some 400 men and women celebrated at a banquet the 103rd anniversary of the founding of the Supervising Architect's Office. See page 46.

Monday, July 10.—Robert de Graff, who has recently rejoiced the publishing world with the production of popular classics and best-selling fiction at twenty-five cents the volume, tells us that this is his contribution to the problem of the condensed modern library for the functional modern house.

Wednesday, July 12.—In Washington recently, Sir Kenneth Clark, the energetic director of The National Museum, London, spoke at the annual dinner of the American Federation of Art. I gathered that Sir Kenneth has something of a grudge against the decorators. He believes that they are largely instrumental in lessening the acquisition of paintings by the public. Possibly we would be buying and hanging in our own homes a lot more of the contemporary work—the comparatively few of these that each of us may like—if our interior decorators were not so insistent upon bare walls. Perhaps after all, the choice of bare walls is no more the fault of the decorators than it is of the public, reacting from the time when any square foot of interior wall surface beckoned an painting; a print, or even an informal photograph of Aunt Mary and Uncle Tom on their honeymoon.

Friday, July 15.—We had a foretaste of John Gloag's enthusiasm upon his visit to the World's Fair before he sailed back to England. Gloag thought it was the best Fair he had ever seen—better than Glasgow, Stockholm, Brussels and Paris. Now that he is back in England telling them about it, the English architectural editors are inclined to mistrust his judgment: "Bigger, certainly; more ingenious, perhaps; but surely not so well designed!" There seems to be a few distinguished buildings, mostly the foreign pavilions, but the rest appear to be oppressively modernistic, and hopelessly out of scale, a series of rounded shapes as soft and unformed as the face of a young novelist.

Saturday, July 15.—It had to be someone sooner or later, and it happens to have been Alfonso Laurenz Cik, a Yugoslav architect, who is publicly charged with making life unbearable through a modern version of art. In Barcelona the other day, his death was demanded for painting the walls of prison cells "with weird, big and little, black and white cubes and multi-colored circles." Within these cells scores of Nationalists are said to have been left to the torture of their eyes in an effort to obtain information of France's military movements. Well, some of us, out of jail, are not so happy either.
Now Acme Introduces a
BONDERIZED LINE OF STEEL
kitchen-units

To protect the inbuilt beauty and enhance the modern structural design of their steel kitchen-units, the Acme Metal Products Corporation has adopted the most advanced finishing system known to the industry for both their Deluxe and "Thriftie" lines.

The Acme Units are designed, constructed and arranged for greatest kitchen efficiency—plus Bonderizing for resistance to rust and stability of their baked enamel finish. Bonderizing gives protection from the humid atmosphere of the kitchen or corrosive climates, such as the tropics or the salt air of the sea.

With Bonderizing under the enamel, finish adhesion is increased and the metal is effectively sealed from moisture, retarding rust development and creepage.

Bonderizing gives Acme Steel Units the same effective finish permanence as found on steel windows, screen frames, bath room cabinets, air conditioning equipment, steel partitions and many other architectural items, where rust prevention is important.

Send for This Book

It illustrates the application of Parker Processes to many of the various types of architectural units and lists some of the outstanding manufacturers who use them as standard finishing practice. Send for your copy today.

PARKER RUST PROOF COMPANY
2180 EAST MILWAUKEE AVENUE • DETROIT, MICHIGAN
This new Square D Multi-breaker provides service entrance and two lighting circuits, circuit breaker protection and branch circuit switching. It eliminates fuses—a movement of a lever restores the circuit. Built with either surface or flush mounting. The list price is only $2.65.

There are larger Multi-breakers for every type of building. Ask your electrical contractor or write for Bulletin CA-543.

CALL IN A SQUARE D MAN
Aluminum Windows cost practically nothing to maintain. That means larger operating margins for building owners.

Aluminum resists corrosion and never needs a protective coating of paint. There’s no warping or swelling to interfere with the easy operation of Aluminum Windows. No annoying, rattling looseness; they are permanently weather-tight. There’s no rusting or rotting to require expensive replacements of parts.

In comparing window prices, be certain that quotations on other, less permanent windows include charges for assembly of knocked-down parts, for installation, weather-stripping, fitting and refitting, and painting. You’ll find that Aluminum Windows cost but little more.

Aluminum Windows are easy to live with. Their lightweight, accurately fitted Alcoa Aluminum extruded parts make them remarkably easy to open and close. Frames and sash are narrow, giving maximum glass area. The unpainted finish is a pleasing, neutral tone.

Aluminum Windows are fabricated by leading window manufacturers from shapes supplied by us. The book, "Windows of Alcoa Aluminum," lists these companies, includes drawings and descriptions of their various types of windows. For a free copy, write to Aluminum Company of America, 2166 Gulf Building, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
World Fairs

Forum: 
... I could not resist sending this letter of wholesome praise for your June World's Fair Souvenir issue of THE ARCHITECTURAL FORUM.
To say the least, it is magnificent and should be an inspiration to every one of your subscribers, the country over to see, and learn, no matter what the cost, for the returns to them would be more than tenfold, and we could continue to prove to the world as we have so ably done at these Fairs that America still leads the world in the builders' forward march in a pageantry of design, materials, and structure that is colorful, desirable, and durable.
I have made ten trips to the New York World's Fair so far to study its splendor and therefore know whereof I speak. In conclusion, once again, I salute THE ARCHITECTURAL FORUM and say it is a privilege and a pleasure to be one of your subscribers.

IRVING KOPLO

Forum: 
Atrocious inaccuracy in the pages of THE ARCHITECTURAL FORUM, such as "Fraser's 130 ft. Statue of Washington" on yellow insert sheet following page 48 of your June issue and "Silver lions which flank the entrance" on Great Britain page, make me doubtful of future accuracy of forthcoming issues of THE ARCHITECTURAL FORUM, for which I have just sent you my renewal subscription. The Washington statue is approximately 65 ft. high including its base. The lions flanking the entrance are golden. The word "atrocious" is your own on page following page 43.

JOHN S. VAN GILDER
Knoxville, Tenn.

To many Americans it is impossible to exaggerate the size of George Washington. However such patriotic sentiments have no place in research. Be British lions, the rumor persists that these Monarchs of the Empire were off its gold standard when FORUM research was made.

Forum: 
I want to thank you for the magnificent Fair issue of THE FORUM. Although every special issue of THE FORUM seems to be better than the preceding one, I believe you have outdone yourself both editorially and photographically, in the handling of this particularly difficult assignment. It is an outstanding record of 1933 design trends, which, I am certain, will be of great value in our reference library.

ROBERT HELLER
New York, N. Y.

Forum: 
... I wish to say that I consider the World's Fair issue of THE FORUM the most outstanding one that I have seen in some time. Congratulations!

NORMAN E. PIETAN
Fairmont, Minn.

Forum: 
I am surprised and disappointed that no architectural credit is mentioned in your illustrations of the Federal Building and the Court of Peace at the New York World's Fair. I believe that THE FORUM is always fair in giving credit where credit is due, and it seems unfortunate to me, not to be listed as the architect for this group of buildings, when mention has been made for practically all other buildings including the corresponding Federal Building at the San Francisco Fair. 

... The working drawings and specifications of the Federal Building, and also the preliminary working drawings for the eight other buildings, forming the Court of Peace, were completed in the Office of the Supervising Architect, Procurement Division, and I was the architect. 

HOWARD L. CHENEY
Chicago, Ill.

To Architect Cheney profound apologies for an inexcusable error of omission in failing to credit this much admired work.

Forum: 
This will express appreciation of your generous showing of the Yerba Buena Club at the Golden Gate International Exposition. The landscaping both inside and out forms a very major part of the design and I should like to ask that credit be given for this to the Misses Worn of San Francisco. The plant material is so well chosen and placed that I wish all might see it.

WILLIAM WILSON WURSTER
San Francisco, Calif.

Pigeons
Forum: 
Has any method been developed among owners of public buildings, banks, and office buildings to keep pigeons off the facade of the buildings. We are having trouble with pigeons soiling the steps below, the facade, and occasionally annoying some of our customers. Of course we do not want to harm the pigeons, but the damage is becoming more and more pronounced.

BERT H. WHITE
Liberty Bank
Buffalo, N. Y.

After consultation with pigeonproofing experts THE FORUM submits the following report on pigeonproofing methods:
If the pigeon menace is serious, a permit to trap the birds is obtained from the Board of Health. The Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals then steps in, patiently catches the pigeons in humane traps, releases them at some distant point or, if their condition warrants it, humanely disposes of them. Common or "rat pigeons" will not return if freed twenty miles from their original home. However, if enticed by food, other pigeons will take over the building, and the trapping process must be continued.

The alternate solution, a more expensive but sure one, is to install a patented appliance of sheet metal studded with points sharp enough to prevent pigeons from roosting, not so sharp as to injure them. This method is endorsed by the Building Superintendent of the N. Y. Public Library who has found that it prevents pigeon-damage to the building and has resulted in a notable saving of clothing. It is also approved by the S.P.C.A. Developed by Stanley's Roofing & Sheet Metal Works, 249 West 184th St., New York City, it is in use on several New York buildings, among them the Union Square branch of the Morris Plan Industrial Bank and Grant's Tomb.

Two other methods have been tried by pigeoneros and discarded as unsatisfactory: 1) enclosing projections with wire mesh, 2) spreading chemicals on the projections. Pigeons get caught in the wire mesh. This constitutes a cruelty and the S.P.C.A. will see to it that the mesh is removed. Further, an enmeshed pigeon has been known to draw large crowds of angry pigeon-defenders who dispers after the costly operation of freeing the bird under the supervision of the fire and police departments.

Of the chemicals, the non-poisonous disinfectants depend on their odor to discourage pigeon settlements. Unfortunately, the odor is so pungent that it serves to deter humans far more readily than pigeons. Another drawback is the difficulty in maintaining an adequate application of the mixture because a) rain dissolves it, b) the pigeons eat it.

Proud Forum:
... We wish to register a complaint. The E. L. Walbridge job which you feature in the May issue, was supplied entirely by this company—lumber, millwork, building material, hardware and paint. It took us nineteen months to deliver the material. The job is located 31 miles from the railroad in a mountainous section. In all of that time we never delayed the job once and never had any item rejected. The architect complimented us highly on service and quality. We feel very proud of this.

L. D. GILBERT
The Heddington Lumber Co.
Headlands, Calif.
A DISTINGUISHED NAME . . . 
A DISTINGUISHED PRODUCT

Constructed of Copper
and Bronze Throughout

The name "Penberthy" has been distinguished for fifty-two years as representative of highest quality products.

Penberthy Automatic Electric Sump Pumps are distinguished for their dependability and long life wherever seepage water accumulates.

Penberthy Automatic Electric Sump Pumps are available in six sizes.

JOBBERS EVERYWHERE CARRY
PENBERTHY PRODUCTS IN STOCK

PENBERTHY INJECTOR COMPANY
Manufacturers of Quality Products Since 1886

Canadian Plant, WINDSOR, ONTARIO

DETROIT, MICHIGAN

AUGUST 1939
Here are vital window facts bearing on your next building or residence.

1. Sealair All-Aluminum Windows have gained nation-wide acceptance for use in all types of schools, hospitals, hotels, commercial, public and monumental buildings, as well as for residences.

2. Upkeep expense has been practically done away with, since no painting is ever required. There is no rusting, warping, swelling, or shrinking.

3. Because of their rich, natural aluminum finish, gracefully slender members, ease of action at all times, and other easily demonstrated advantages, Sealair Windows have tremendous appeal to prospective building and home owners.

4. Sealair Windows are equipped with factory-fitted, concealed weathering which produces an extremely low infiltration figure.

5. Sealair Windows are furnished in stock and standard sizes, in double-hung, casement and special types to meet all architectural requirements. They are completely factory-assembled, and shipped ready for quick, simple installation.

6. Kawneer experience in fabricating rustless metal building products dates back to 1905; Kawneer pioneered the stock size all-aluminum window for use in all types of buildings.

Before windows are specified on your next job, we urge you to write for latest details, specifications, and comparative cost figures.
In this issue THE FORUM tells for the first time the story of the planning of TVA. With many of the following pages devoted to its works it is to be regretted that but this brief mention can be made of its men.

TVA is a large organization. Over 1,000 engineers, to single out but one technical group, are employed on its staff. For most of the material illustrated in this issue two branches of the organization are primarily responsible. Site planning and architectural design of non-engineering structures are carried on in the Department of Regional Planning Studies, under the direction of Earle S. Draper. Town planning and site development plans are prepared in the Community Planning Division of that department, under Carroll A. Towne, Chief. Plans are reviewed by Tracy B. Augur, Chief of the Planning Staff, and Roland A. Wank, member of the Planning Staff and Principal Architect. Architectural design of all non-engineering works is entrusted to the same division, under the direct or consulting supervision of the Principal Architect.

Large engineering projects (dams, locks, powerhouses, bridges) are the primary responsibility of the engineering departments, under Theodore B. Parker, Chief Engineer, Carl A. Bock and Barton M. Jones, Consulting Engineers, and Harry A. Hageman, Chief Design Engineer. The architectural aspects of engineering projects are handled in collaboration between Roland A. Wank, whose primary responsibilities are design and general consultancy, and Harry B. Tour, Head Architect, who supervises the production and coordination of architectural working drawings, specifications and inspection. Special mention should be made of Ross M. Riegel, Head Hydraulic Engineer, who was in direct charge of engineering plans for the Norris and Wheeler dams, Raymond A. Hopkins, Head Electrical Engineer, who supervised all illuminating work, and Erwin Harsch, Senior Bridge Engineer, responsible for the highway structures shown. The Bureau of Reclamation and its consulting architect, Gordon B. Kaufmann, also collaborated on the Norris and Wheeler dams. Albert I. Brady, Louis Grandgent, Charles I. Barber and Richard Alger occupied key positions at various times in connection with architectural work.

Displays and murals which appear on some of the work shown are by the Graphic Arts Section, under the leadership of Charles Krutch, who was also responsible for the greater part of the photographs used in this article.

—The Editors
If, sometime in the summer of 1933, a flyer had climbed into his plane at Paducah, and made a leisurely trip following the Tennessee River for 650 twisting miles, he would have seen a sluggish stream, heavy with brown silt, pushing its load down to the Mississippi. He would have passed over hundreds of miles of river bottom too shallow for even the smallest commercial vessel. He would have seen only two plants—Wilson and Hale’s Bar—where a fraction of the Tennessee’s 500-foot drop was being used for power. On the bottomlands and around the towns he might have seen marks of the spring floods; on the hillsides, the tattered shacks of the nation’s poorest farmers. He would have seen scarcely a single farmhouse with a coat of paint on it. Had he been an agronomist he would have known that the color of the river meant a freight worth countless millions sweeping itself into the Gulf of Mexico, that the gullies meant land destroyed almost beyond hope of rehabilitation, that no humans, however industrious, could maintain any reasonable standard of living on this land. Worse still, he would have known that to wring out a miserable existence these farmers were destroying what was left of the land as surely as if they had set out to dynamite away every last foot of fertile topsoil.

In less than a day’s easy flying the plane would have passed through the heart of a valley 40,000 miles square, pieced together out of the fragments of seven States, the home of 2,000,000 people, most of whom live on small farms. Even on such a swift trip, from a vantage point a mile up, many reasons for the creation of the Tennessee Valley Authority on May 18 of that year would have been apparent.
Should this same flight be repeated around 1945, hardly a recognizable sign of the former course will remain. For one thing, the river will have practically disappeared. From the dam at Gilbertsville a lake will extend for 184 miles, its edges reaching like fingers into hundreds of tree-lined coves. Its water will no longer be red with silt. From Pickwick, another lake, this time for 53 miles. From Wilson, Wheeler, Hale’s Bar, Chickamauga, Watt’s Bar, Coulter Shoals—more lakes, a practically continuous chain for more than 600 miles. Up in the hills, the two great flood storage dams of Norris and Hiwassee, and behind them lakes dotted with pleasure boats and fringed with parks. Through lock after lock, freight vessels from the Great Lakes and the Gulf of Mexico, going up and down a channel never less than nine feet deep. In the rural districts, a new sight: in addition to the great high-tension network, a cluster of small lines carrying power and a new way of living to the farms. On the land, many of the gullies will be gone, with check dams and young trees beginning the slow process of rebuilding the soil; on the farms, the fantastic curled shape of terraces, winding around the sides of the hills, holding back the water and the topsoil. The river will be tamed, and there will be no more floods. Today, if you fly east and northeast from Pickwick, you can already see some of these things.

This is something new in our country: the unified development of a region. In a dozen control buildings a handful of men will sit, and as they push buttons and turn switches the river will do as they wish. Wilson will call Norris in the dry season and say “send down some water; the channel is getting low.” At Norris the sluice gates will open and let down the water. During the mosquito breeding season orders will go down the river: “Lower the reservoirs six inches.” Again the gates will open and the water level will sink. The larvae of the mosquitoes will be left high in the sun to die, and malaria will be less of a menace to the Valley. Hundreds of rainfall stations, some completely automatic, will send daily reports to the men at the dams, and far in advance of the flood season the great storage reservoirs at Norris and Hiwassee will go down to make room for the coming flood waters. These will be held back to help the towns on the middle Mississippi. Throughout the Valley, thousands of men are already working in this coordinated plan: TVA agronomists, specialists from the Department of Agriculture, experts from the land grant colleges of the seven States, foresters, geologists, farmers, power and mechanical engineers, all patiently working to a common end: to keep the soil on the land, and the water in the rivers; to develop new types of soil-conserving crops; to find ways of using power to improve the lives of the people; to further the development of new industries to make work for the surplus agricultural population. This is the unified regional plan. It is a high point in man’s ancient struggle to turn the forces of Nature to his own ends.
BACKGROUND FOR A REGIONAL PLAN

The Tennessee Valley was in the undisturbed possession of the Cherokees and Chickasaws until the latter part of the eighteenth century. Small in numbers (perhaps 16,000), the Indians had a natural economy whose demands did not strain the resources of the land. They had Federal treaties securing their rights to the land. With the coming of the whites, whose rustic virtues were equalled only by their greed for land and envy of the prosperity of an "inferior" race, came murder, robbery, concentration camps, and in 1835, expulsion of the natives. This change in the life of the Valley is not the most savory part of U. S. history, nor is it unique. Its present importance is that it marked the beginning of the destruction of the land.

Corn was the main crop of the whites, and with an initial abundance of land, it became the practice to abandon fields ruined by the corn, and to clear new ones. With almost sub-tropical conditions the Valley became known for its agricultural wealth, and the big cotton planters began to come, acquiring the holdings of smaller farmers who were pushed farther and farther back into the unproductive hill country. The building of the railroad in 1850 further intensified the degree of exploitation, and the Valley took on a definitely colonial character, raising only crops for export, depending on the outside for its most elementary needs. By 1880 it would have been apparent, to anyone who had bothered to notice, that the squandering of resources was leading to ruin. Corn and cotton destroyed the soil; over-cutting in the forests let loose millions of tons of water to erode the abandoned fields. No fund, obviously, was set aside for depreciation, and the wealth was drained out as surely as if the Valley had been India, or Mexico, or Ireland. The peak of this "prosperity" was reached in 1910. Today the blast furnaces no longer exist, lumber production has dropped to one-third, coal to about three-quarters. Much of the mineral wealth is still in the soil; the land on top presents the most serious problem: according to University of Tennessee estimates, some 14,000,000 acres have lost 75 to 100 per cent of their topsoil. For an indication of the extent of this destruction these figures can be compared with the 8,000,000 acres of crop land reported in 1929.

The pattern of the Tennessee Valley is an extreme example of a familiar U. S. story: first the settlers pushed out the Indians, then, when it was safe, the big planters squeezed out the settlers, and the lumbermen stripped the forests and the coal operators skimmed the cream off the mines. Now they are all ruined and the people must pay the bill—a bill that need never have been presented. By 1933 it became apparent that there were two ways to pay the bill, with little possibility of further delay: a permanent dole for the stranded population, or rehabilitation. The Congress, in creating the Tennessee Valley Authority, chose the latter.
The history of TVA antedates the New Deal by something over a century. Improvement of the river as a navigable waterway was recommended by Calhoun in 1824, and a few canals were built. Between 1854 and 1918 no fewer than 27 surveys of the river and its tributaries were authorized. A report of the National Waterways Commission in 1906 established the major outlines of TVA by recommending the construction of multiple-purpose dams for flood control, navigation and power. Five years later these outlines were filled in by a comprehensive law providing for the reforestation of certain watersheds. After the Muscle Shoals development there was a deluge of bills most of which proposed to turn this plant over to private operators. The only two which got through both houses of Congress, however, were in all important respects prototypes of the present TVA act; they were vetoed. One hundred years of sporadic activity had left the river far from navigable, and finally, in 1930, an Army project for a complete series of navigation dams was authorized. Three years later TVA took over. A major reason for this long preoccupation with the Valley is indicated by the fact that of nine locations recommended for munitions plants during the last war, eight were in this region.

There are a number of ways of making a river navigable. One can build many low dams or a few high ones. Both of these possibilities were envisioned in the Army reports. The small dams are less costly than the large ones, but they are good only for navigation. A third proposal made by the Army suggested that since dams were to be built anyway, it might be well to consider flood control and electric power too. As we have just seen, this idea was far from new. The reasons were obvious: even small savings in property damage on the Tennessee and Mississippi run into the millions, and these could in all fairness be charged against the increased cost of the project; also power is easy to obtain once a dam is built, and provides an income for its amortization. The instructions of Congress to the TVA included provision for all three purposes and a fourth activity was recommended: the study of ways and means of rehabilitating the Valley and its people.

It is one thing to build a series of dams for navigation or power; it is quite another when the program is expanded to the stage of a regional plan, and this difference is not only one of size, but of kind. In remodeling a region according to a unified scheme of development, no action can be considered except as part of the total activity.

Darwin once suggested that the amount of red clover in a neighborhood might depend to an appreciable extent on the number of cats, an apparently fantastic sequence he explained by the fact that cats eat field mice, the mice eat the bees' nests, and the bees pollinate the clover. Any change in this dynamic natural balance would be felt all along the line. A regional plan works in somewhat the same fashion. Thus the preoccupation of TVA engineers with the problem of silt in storage reservoirs was partly responsible for the development of a new quick-freezing process for berries and fruits; the construction of a high storage dam led to the introduction of trout fishing; a program of flood control produced a zoning ordinance in Guntersville, Alabama. Again the seemingly unrelated sequences become clear only as one follows the intermediate steps.

This is the important thing about regional planning: all activities are inescapably interlocked, and no action can be isolated. The tremendous job of the planner, who must be a collective entity, not an individual, is to make all elements in the program work to effect a predetermined result. This is the most exciting and significant fact in TVA.
The regional plan begins with land and people and ends with them. This diagram attempts to indicate something of what happens in between, the major activities and their rather complex relationships.

Big as TVA is, its plan is bigger. Thus, while it controls the design and building of its dams, storage reservoirs and power stations, it must share control of navigation with the Army. It can further soil conservation only by persuasion, and by cooperation with a host of local and national agencies. Ingenious new machines and processes, developed by TVA engineers in collaboration with the State colleges, will appear to help the farmer only if manufacturers can be persuaded to make them. Industries, vitally important to the plan, can only be stimulated. Its power will help the Valley farmer only if he can be shown how to raise his income. Public understanding and cooperative action are indispensable for improved education, health and government. All of which means slow progress and an elaborate organizational apparatus.

Such is the logic of the regional plan, however, that it ultimately compels collaboration between the most diverse interests, simply because it is to their advantage. Thus the industries are beginning to appear; the farmers are building community refrigerators and diversifying their crops and terracing their land; manufacturers are making new farm tools (and using TVA's soil conservation propaganda to sell them); and terminals are going up on the river.

The plan is not an instrument of regimentation or coercion; it is merely a guide to action. Today, with the work half done, under the handicaps of inexperience, apathy and opposition, it has already begun to work.
THE PROGRAM IN ACTION

TVA has completed six years of existence, and its main program is better than half finished. There is already enough to indicate the scope and diversity of a regional plan in operation:

DAMS: Norris, Wheeler and Pickwick dams have been completed; Guntersville, Chickamauga and Hiwassee are approaching completion; two others are in earlier stages of construction. By 1945 the reconstruction of the river should be substantially completed.

POWER: About 6,000 miles of rural lines, 84 per cent of which go to areas not previously served; 1,500 miles of high voltage lines; 105,800 domestic consumers, about one-third of whom live on farms or in villages. Valley people, despite the country’s lowest incomes, now use 58 per cent more current than in 1929, compared to a 22 per cent increase for the nation.

FERTILIZER: Munitions plants at Wilson Dam have been adapted to make new, highly concentrated phosphatic fertilizers, now being tested by experiment stations in 40 States and by 25,000 farmers in 20 States. The purpose is soil and water conservation, and defense. Phosphorus, vital for munitions, was never available in sufficient quantities during the last war.

REFORESTATION: Some 84,000,000 seedlings planted on 60,000 gullied, abandoned acres. Most were planted by CCC boys, 5,000,000 by the farmers. TVA nurseries produce 24,000,000 seedlings annually.

AGRICULTURAL INDUSTRIES: In cooperation with State land grant universities, machines and processes have been developed to boost low rural incomes and to help save the soil. They include a low cost corrugated seeder, community refrigerators, hay-driers, a new quick-freezing process, improved cotton seed oil extraction equipment.

COMMUNITIES: At Norris, Pickwick, Wheeler, other dam sites. The Authority manages about 1,000 single houses, 22 dormitories, schools, water systems, fire stations, sewage disposal systems, roads, streets, walks. Assistance in replanning or rebuilding a half dozen towns affected by the new reservoirs.

EDUCATIONAL: Courses given in cooperation with local schools and State universities. In one year, over 5,000 classes for adults on subjects ranging from simple vocational training to regional planning and engineering. More than 6,000 meetings for job training. The basic policy is to train the personnel to fill technical and executive positions where possible.

RECREATION: Over 1,500,000 visitors last year, suggesting the tourist industry as a new source of Valley income. Norris reservoir alone has about 1,800 pleasure craft. Parks with facilities for swimming, boating, riding, camping, picnics, etc., are built as demonstrations. Land is leased to State and local park agencies at nominal sums and to private concessionaires. About six parks of considerable size have been completed.

This is the program in action. It has directly involved 12,000 to 16,000 people in the work, twice as many farmers, thousands of workers in outside manufacturing centers where most of TVA’s $20,000,000 worth of annual purchases are made. Indirectly it has affected almost the entire population of the Valley and its surrounding territory.

“Make no little plans,” said Daniel Burnham in the booming ’90s; and many there were who made big ones. But it remained for TVA, half a century later, to make the biggest—and to make it work.
The correct placing of dams is the ticklish job of the Project Planning Bureau. Surveys of sites are made to determine optimum topographical and geological conditions; these are then checked against the nine-foot channel requirement in the Act. Dam heights determine flood storage levels in the reservoirs, and these must be balanced against damages to communities, farm lands, highways and railroads. In the location and design of locks the Army has a controlling voice. Power as a by-product of flood control must be considered in relation to the entire development as well as to individual dams. Capital investment must be balanced not only against flood control benefits, navigation facilities and general economic benefits to the region, but also against income from power sales. Working with so varied and complex a set of factors, this bureau is of basic importance in the regional plan. Not only do its activities set in motion a chain of consequences reaching out to affect the entire planning structure, but as part of this structure it must anticipate the consequences well in advance. Once a dam is up there is little that can be done about mistakes.
NORRIS All but two of TVA’s dams are main river dams—long, comparatively low structures with a lock at one end and a powerhouse at the other. More dramatic, for sheer concentrated bulk of gray concrete, are the high flood-storage dams such as Norris, located not on the Tennessee but on its tributaries, whose function is to impound immense quantities of water during the flood season and to release it downriver during the dry summer months. Because the lives of such structures as these are counted in centuries, great efforts have been made by TVA designers to eliminate features which would tend to “date” them, such as the absurd pseudo-Classic elements which mar the otherwise handsome dam at Muscle Shoals. And because these are public structures, to be operated by the people in their own interests for generations to come, the element of maintenance takes on new significance. The result of both considerations at TVA has been the simplest, most durable and most functional expression possible. The perfect harmony between dam and auxiliary structures, illustrated on the opposite page, indicates the success of the collaboration between the engineers and the architects.
WHEELER Dam is distinguished by its use of an outdoor power house, two of whose eight units have already been installed. With this exception, the photograph on the opposite page shows a typical design for a mainriver dam, with the lock at the far end, powerhouse in the foreground, and the spillway section in between. A view from the other bank of the river is shown above.

The treatment of the immediate vicinity of the dam is indicated by the plan. Wheeler community is small, with one group of houses along the edge of the lake and another on a nearby hill. The service building contains the community store, a gas station, and small municipal offices. Recreational facilities for tourists and inhabitants of nearby towns are provided about half a mile below the dam.
PICKWICK  The tremendous earth dam, shown in the air view and on the opposite page, is the most distinctive feature of Pickwick dam, and was necessitated by the low plain which forms one side of the river. The general scheme follows that of other main-river dams such as Wheeler, with powerhouse and lock on opposite sides of the river; this separation is made whenever objectionable cross-currents at the lock entrance cannot be prevented. Completed only recently, Pickwick shows a number of design improvements over its predecessors. The twin buildings for visitors, visible at the left end of the earth embankment, are handsome, simple structures which fit well into their surroundings. The streamlined gantry cranes, shown in several of the photographs, represent a drastic change from those used at Wheeler. Perhaps the most exciting elements to be found at Pickwick are the various steel structures, typical of which is the beautifully designed unloading crane on the opposite page. The powerhouse above is about one-third of its ultimate length.
GUNTERSVILLE  It will be noted, after an examination of the preceding pages, that not only have certain design improvements been made in subsequent dams, but that features found satisfactory have been standardized and repeated. The cranes developed for Pickwick, for example, have been used again at Guntersville and will probably be repeated on the remaining projects. A yellowish brick was used for the powerhouse above. The color is far from satisfactory in combination with the gray concrete. Further experimentation with materials is indicated by a decision to use limestone slabs on future structures. Another example of effective standardization is the lock control building shown at the left. With only slight modifications it has been repeated at Chickamauga.
HIWASSEE dam, now under construction, is TVA's second flood-storage dam. Somewhat higher than Norris, it is roughly similar in design, the main difference being the use of an outdoor powerhouse. The small building at the foot of the dam will house offices, a control room, and visitors' reception and rest rooms. Chickamauga dam, shown in the air view at the left, is now approaching completion. Located on a narrow stretch of river near Chattanooga, it is quite like Guntersville in design and arrangement, and smaller than the dams at Pickwick and Wheeler.
DAMS AND DESIGN Only the smallest part of a dam is "designed" in the usual sense. The spillways, piers, railings, cranes, transformers, lock entrances and other elements are highly functional products of engineering calculations and production limitations. Because the engineer, like the architect and artist, has a strongly disciplined sense of order, and because the purely functional is generally esthetically satisfying, these dams and their adjuncts are over-whelmingly beautiful. Even the plans have something of the same quality. Such objects as are shown on this page make up a new grammar of design which cannot be disregarded by the architect.
The illustrations here show elements designed by TVA architects. Their esthetic kinship with those on the preceding page will be immediately apparent. "Design" when applied to the work of the architects means not a superficial beautification, but a continuation of the process of organization. The streamlined gantry crane (1), for instance, produced appreciable savings in machinery maintenance. The water tower and gauge-house (2 and 3) are now standard on all projects. An ingenious lamp housing (4), was designed to fit standard pipe railings. The roadway at Wheeler (5) shows railings of standard steel shapes, highly simplified lighting standards. Even in a memorial drinking fountain (6) at Norris, the same design quality is in evidence.
POWERHOUSES built for the public differ noticeably from those constructed by private utilities. Since the owners are the American people, of whom several millions have already come to look over their property, some provision must be made for their accommodation. The fact of public ownership, too, gives the venture a dignity not shared by a comparable commercial enterprise. This same fact of public ownership, however, subjects the work to critical scrutiny; and any waste of funds would receive widespread publicity. All of which means that the designer must achieve the appropriate monumental expression with economy. The excellent photograph on the opposite page shows one way in which this is done: improvement in the design of the generators. This interior, located at Pickwick, is particularly striking in color; the generators are in dark green and white metal, tile wainscoting is in green, while the walls are lemon yellow and light green. Initial objections to the emphasis on color have since been swept away by visitors' enthusiasm. At Norris other major problems of appearance were solved economically. The roof of the powerhouse, visible from the roadway over the dam, has been covered with light slabs of concrete which not only hide the built-up roofing, but protect it. The use of rough form-boards to give texture to the walls can be seen in the lower photograph.
The majestic simplicity of Norris is well illustrated by the detail opposite. Designed to permit the passage of large pieces of equipment, the aluminum-sheathed door makes no concession to human scale, recalling only the block pattern of the monolithic concrete wall. Texture in this wall was obtained by rough-sawn form boards alternately placed vertically and horizontally, a simple and inexpensive procedure which will indefinitely prolong the present attractive appearance of the surface. Above at the right is the interior of the powerhouse, since surpassed by the room at Pickwick, but still a ruggedly beautiful design. The control room (right) is the heart of the plant, so placed that visitors may inspect it through large plate glass windows. Below are two views of the reception room and a photograph of a rest room. The lavatories, executed in colored glass, have not only aroused universal admiration on the part of visitors, but combine enduring attractiveness with easy maintenance.
At Wheeler dam the generating units are located out of doors, protected by cylindrical coverings of metal. The control building, on the opposite page, contains visitors' rooms and the control room at the upper level, offices and shops on the floors below. The plan, and the photographs on the left, show the almost invariable relationship of lobby and control room: glass walls provide an uninterrupted view without disturbing the men at work. Another example of the characteristic thoughtfulness of TVA architects is the terrace outside the reception room, from which visitors can comfortably in-
spect the power plant below. A good sample of a typical educational exhibit ("The floods you see—the floods you do not see") is shown in the interior of the reception room. These photographic displays are found all over the Valley and constitute a potent force in spreading TVA's soil conservation story.
DESIGN DEVELOPMENT  TVA's building program has produced several interesting examples of design refinement. The complicated trusses of Norris powerhouse (1) have given way to the closed ceiling at Guntersville (2); in the latest design (3) the steel is again exposed, but now as handsome rigid-frame trusses. Lighting of control rooms has developed from indirect fixtures (4) to a cove-lighted ceiling (5). Experience with this room resulted in the elimination of one cove, and the development of an asymmetrical ceiling (6). Illustrations 7 and 8 show the change from the cumbersome bridge over Wheeler lock to the vastly simplified designs for Gilbertsville. In all cases the progression is toward more highly functional expression; the extent of this development is indicated by the detail of Wilson dam at the right, built only fifteen years ago.
COMMUNITIES—The building of residential communities is not a primary purpose of TVA, but a necessary adjunct of the large construction projects. With 1,600 to 4,500 men on a single dam, and construction periods of three to six years, some form of workers' housing is required. Each community represents a special problem. At Chickamauga, for instance, the proximity of Chattanooga made housing construction unnecessary; elsewhere complete villages have been erected. The proportion of permanent to temporary quarters is again determined by a variety of local factors. Norris, within commuting distance of Knoxville, has over 300 permanent houses and a large waiting list. Where temporary dwellings are in good repair at the end of the construction period they are sometimes moved to new projects, sometimes rented as vacation cottages if there is a demand. In all cases the program is arranged to extract a maximum of usefulness from the buildings.
Housing is only a part of TVA communities. Other facilities include cafeterias, recreational facilities, hospitals and schools. These structures are often later remodeled, as at Norris, to serve the needs of the permanent community.

Design procedure is closely interlocked with the larger planning activities. TVA sanitary engineers advise on water supply and sewage disposal; the medical service is consulted on health conditions; the land planners advise on possible future uses of the community and surrounding territory; electrical engineers cooperate with landscape architects to determine the most unobtrusive ways of installing the power lines; TVA surveys are brought in as an aid in establishing the degree of permanence of residential construction. In all cases greenbelts are acquired as a cheap protection against future land speculation and unwholesome developments.
An almost invariable feature of TVA construction camps is the dormitory group, built for short term labor, unmarried employees, and workers who cannot afford to bring their families to the job. Of the most inexpensive possible frame construction, they contain sleeping and washing facilities only, and must consequently be placed immediately adjoining the community center.
Workmen's houses at Hiwassee are among the most interesting developed to date. Built to three standard modular plans, two of which are shown, they have post foundations, conventional framing, and half-inch insulation board inside and out. Designed for a useful life of four years, their present condition indicates a much longer period. The net cost per unit for the single house type shown was slightly under $1,000, a little less than $900 per dwelling in the duplexes. These figures include labor, construction complete with plumbing, lighting and flues for stoves, but do not include heating equipment, hot water heating, grading, or utility connections beyond the house walls.
CINDER BLOCK GROUP: NORRIS

Porch

SECOND FLOOR

GROUND FLOOR

THE ARCHITECTURAL FORUM
Perhaps the most interesting houses at Norris are those constructed of cinder block. Designed to meet the requirements of both temporary and permanent occupancy, they were first rented to workmen, unfinished inside save for paint on the exposed surface of the block. Floors were built of precast reenforced concrete beams on which integrally colored concrete slabs were laid. When the construction work on Norris dam ended, the houses were adapted to the demands of a higher-income group by an expenditure on finishes and equipment which averaged about $1,500 per house.

The illustrations at the top of the page show a number of typical interiors. Plywood is used almost universally for interior walls, and insulating board is the most common ceiling finish. The one-story house above was an experiment in the use of steel frame construction which proved less economical than the conventionally built dwellings. A characteristic use of porches, which are almost a necessity in the locality, is illustrated by the house at the right: the problem of scale, always difficult where screened porches are part of the small house, has been solved very skillfully.
In its residential work the attitude of TVA towards style has been noncommittal. Such houses as the one above, which is fairly typical, are traditional in general appearance, but incorporate many modern features such as large windows and the dry finishes on the interiors. Flat roofs, another characteristic element, were omitted simply because a pitched roof seemed better for both insulation and possible requirements of future expansion. As shown by the houses on these and other pages, however, the compromise has proved successful.
The permanent houses at Wheeler have been more completely standardized than those in the other communities, brick walls and steel casements being used in the entire group. Plans are particularly well studied.
Typical of the permanent dwellings at Pickwick are these two houses, conventional in plan and exterior treatment, but reasonably efficient and compact. More common than the residence with two full stories is the type shown below, a one-and-a-half story building whose upper floor is usually left unfinished, to be arranged as desired by the tenant.
The creation of storage reservoirs necessitated a relocation of many existing highways and railroads. New limited-access roads were also built to project sites. The bridges and culverts which form part of this new construction are built in masonry, steel and concrete. From a design point of view they represent some of the best of the new work in the Valley.
In addition to the reception rooms in powerhouses, TVA also erects service buildings at the various dams in which rest rooms, soda fountains, exhibits, and occasionally shops are located. At Pickwick dam a restricted site, divided by a roadway, suggested the erection of twin buildings; more typical, however, is the unit at Norris. Temporary visitors' buildings are erected for use during the construction period.
The 40,000-acre reservoir above Norris dam has become the boating center of the region, and its excellent harbor is perhaps TVA's favorite example of the efficiency and economy of integrated planning. The site was originally the quarry from which stone for the dam was taken. By blasting in conformity with a plan, the engineers removed the stone needed, leaving behind a boating station complete even to parking spaces. Only road surfacing and planting remained to be done. An important factor in the harbor's appearance is the control exercised over the design of private boat garages.
As an important part of the TVA program, its use as a yardstick for future planning efforts, the Authority has built a few parks as demonstrations. Big Ridge Park, near Norris, is a good example. Its lake, part of Norris reservoir, is maintained at a constant level by a small dam at its western end. Facilities include boating, a wading pool, a beach for beginners, dressing rooms, cabins, picnic grounds and a lodge where
refreshments are sold. Inexpensively constructed of local materials with the aid of CCC workers, the entire development presents an appropriately rustic appearance without any of the customary attempts at spurious picturesqueness. Attendance has already outstripped capacity, and an effective local demand has been created for State initiative in the building of new parks. As this demand is entirely in line with a basic TVA policy of fostering local activity, the Authority has good grounds for considering its recreational projects as one of the most successful by-products of the program. Other parks, completed or under construction, are located on Norris, Wheeler, Wilson, Pickwick and Chickamauga reservoirs.
Vacation cabins are to be found in a number of the completed parks, and are ordinarily laid out in groups of twelve to twenty. Construction is of the simplest, and was generally carried out with CCC assistance. As indicated by the interior view, furnishings are plain, but in good taste. An ingenious device is the jack-knife blind, shown in the upper right photograph; folded up, the blind provides good shelter from sun and rain; when closed it serves as a convenient, economical way of shutting up the house.
Founded ten years ago the Museum of Modern Art, with the nucleus of a collection of modern pictures and sculpture, moved into an old brownstone house in mid-town New York. Partly because modern art has a vitality that arouses universal interest, but chiefly because the Museum’s directors showed an extraordinary knack of giving life to subjects previously considered safely dead, both the Museum and its audience grew swiftly to a point where the original building became hopelessly inadequate. With the addition of departments on architecture and films, and the formation of an elaborate system of traveling exhibitions, the space problem became acute. Funds and land were finally acquired for new quarters. To produce a building that would serve as a three-dimensional demonstration of all that the Museum stood for, commensurate with a reputation grown to nationwide dimensions, was the problem. And here on these pages is the solution: an efficient and flexible plan, superlative use of materials, color and furnishings, and a thoroughly distinguished addition to the best modern architecture has produced.
ABOVE: view from the main floor gallery into the sculpture garden. RIGHT: view of sculpture garden from the terrace. BELOW: detail of outdoor exhibit.
Located in the basement is a 500 seat lecture hall used for Film Library programs and lectures given by other departments of the Museum. A vivid color scheme includes crimson seats and a light blue curtain against the warm background of unpainted acoustic plaster. The lounge adjoining is a handsome, luxuriously furnished room, large enough to accommodate peak crowds with comfort. As elsewhere in the building, fluorescent tube lighting has been used very successfully. The drawing above shows a section of the circular lighting and ventilating fixture on the opposite page.
The acoustical design of the auditorium was executed by Acoustic Consultants, Inc. Its chief characteristics are: non-parallel wall surfaces, chairs with about the same sound absorption as the occupants, acoustic plaster on side walls with sound absorption increasing from 35 per cent at the center to 60 per cent at the rear. Ample air space behind side walls gives a "diaphragm action" which absorbs low frequency sounds, thereby producing greater clarity in speech and music.
The south walls of both gallery floors consist of translucent glass. Since the desired type and quantity of natural light varies with the exhibits, the glazing bars were designed to accommodate panels of cement asbestos. The flexibility of such a scheme is illustrated by the above diagram which shows various arrangements suitable for sculpture, painting, and for the insertion of display cases where bright background is required. Partitions in the galleries are temporary and can be arranged at will.
Sculpture galleries are typically well-lit, with illumination varied by the use of cement asbestos sheets. Flexibility of background treatment is obtained with curtains of different colors. The lighting fixtures, like all others in the galleries, are temporary.
Working quarters of the Museum occupy the entire fourth and fifth floors, and include offices, a preview room for films, and a well-equipped library. As the photographs show, the Museum has managed to acquire admirable working quarters at nominal expense. Special desks are made of filing cabinets and linoleum-covered wood, tables follow a similar scheme. Perhaps the most interesting detail is that of the typical door and buck, the latter an ingenious development of flush trim. Doors have push plates instead of handles, and special hinges.
The members' rooms occupy most of the top floor. Planned as an interesting combination of indoor and outdoor spaces, they are brilliantly exciting in color, generously illuminated, and comfortable. The furniture, as might be expected of an institution engaged in furthering all phases of modern design, is a representative collection of the best pieces available in this country and abroad. The large terrace has a red tile floor and walls in blue terra cotta tile, used here and elsewhere on the exterior as a foil for the marble and glass. The cantilevered roof is pierced at intervals by large circular openings; those over the recessed portion of the terrace are glazed.


METAL WORK: Flashing—copper, coated where exposed, Anaconda Copper Ducts—galvanized iron.

SULLATION: Cork insulation—David E. Kennedy Co.


PAINTING: Paints by Sherwin-Williams Co.


ICE CREAM STORE ON WHEELS, CHICAGO

BERTRAM GOLDBERG
ARCHITECT

GILMER V. BLACK
ASSOCIATE
Interesting in construction as well as design, the mobile ice cream store shown on this and the preceding page consists of a central mechanized core containing plumbing, refrigerator machinery, shelving, etc. Built as a factory fabricated unit it contains its own rubber-tired wheels, and a glass shell which surrounds the core forming a space for customers. The roof is suspended by cables from a central steel-joist mast, useful for display as well. The entire unit is set up on a concrete mat and tied down with guy-wires. It may be readily moved from place to place in a short time. The open construction of the exterior shell does much to attract the custom of passing motorists.
PRODUCTS AND PRACTICE

Within comparatively recent years, and especially since the advent of the sound movie, architectural acoustics has ceased to be a matter of holding one's breath and hoping for the best and has become a reasonably exact science, in the important sense that acoustical results can now be forecast with sufficient accuracy for most practical purposes. And as this science has progressed, it has become more and more evident that the architect, with his design-control over fundamental form, must play a definable part in the proper solution of acoustical problems. The trend is away from excessive amounts of "treatment" and in the direction of properly formed enclosures and corrective surface shapes.

To give an adequate theoretical background for consideration of acoustical problems, THE FORUM is presenting below an up-to-date primer of acoustical design, covering all aspects of the question in a brief, understandable way. This material was prepared as a thesis for the degree of Bachelor of Architecture by Stephen L. Macdonald, of the School of Architecture, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, with the assistance of Professor P. M. Morse. Next month, THE FORUM will continue the discussion of acoustics with a second article based on analyses of actual projects recently executed by C. C. Potwin of Electrical Research Products, Inc., thus emphasizing the practical side of the question. Mr. Potwin also assisted in arranging Mr. Macdonald's material for publication.

ARCHITECTURAL ACOUSTICS: 1
SOUND . . . ITS FUNDAMENTAL PROPERTIES AND BEHAVIOR

CHARACTERISTICS
Reflects at the angle of incidence from a flat surface.
Screens produce sound shadows, especially with high-pitched notes. Low-frequency sounds bend around corners more easily than high frequency sounds.
Speed: 1,120 ft. per second.

RELATION TO THE EAR
High frequencies are vital for understanding speech and for brilliance in music—most annoying as echoes and interference. Low frequencies add the necessary volume and richness to music and speech—are not particularly offending as echoes or interference. Sound waves of similar phase combine to produce amplification. Sound waves of opposite phase conflict to produce nullification. When two sound waves cross the result is either amplification or nullification. Both types of interference are undesirable.

SENSITIVITY OF THE EAR
Maximum range of audible frequencies from 20 to 16,000 cycles per second.
Normal range of sound frequencies from 50 to 8,000 cycles per second.
Average sound frequency 512 cycles per second.
Intensity or loudness range 120 decibels at 512 cycles per sec.—or a ratio of 100,000,000 to 1. Variation in loudness must be 2:1 to be distinguishable to the ear.
Minimum noticeable time-lag between sounds—1/15 of a second.

ECHOES
Noticeable when a time-lag of 1/15 sec. or more separates the hearing of a direct sound and the hearing of a reflection of the sound. To be noticeable, the reflected sound must travel at least 50 ft. further than the direct sound.
Avoid forms which allow distances of travel to vary by 50 or more feet. Disperse or absorb sounds at offending surfaces.

**GOOD**

**WAVES**
— that produce echoes are generally less than 2 ft. in length. They will not reflect completely at their angle of incidence unless the reflecting surface is at least as wide as the wavelength.

**DISTRIBUTION**
From a human speaker in the open air high-frequency sounds are directed more forward than low-frequency sounds. An enclosure naturally confines all frequencies and should be shaped so as to distribute both high and low frequencies uniformly.

**UNTREATED SHAPES**
Flat surface combinations

Converging surfaces tend to force sounds toward the wider opening.

Splaying surfaces tend to force sounds away from the small opening.

A series of flat surfaces may produce "following."

**BAD**

Directing sound with flat surfaces may be very helpful. Breaks prevent following.

Convexed curves
— are safe at all times and are useful in breaking up undesirable reflections.

Concaved curves
— tend to concentrate sound in "spots," and should be avoided. Note interference pattern due to a barrel-vaulted ceiling with its radius of curvature at the floor level. Tone on plan indicates sound intensity.

How to use concaved curves

Large radius—at least twice the distance to the furthest listener along the radius.

With small radii use short surfaces—2 to 10 ft. maximum curvature.

Sound-escaping forms
— tend to lower the original intensity to inaudibility due to expansion of sound.

Screening forms
— tend to prevent the sound from reaching the audience due to sound shadows.

Remedy
Keep proscenium opening large in relation to space to be filled.

Use reflecting surfaces to direct the sound.

**GOOD**
ATTENUATED FORMS—tend to set up resonance like an organ pipe, especially if end surfaces are parallel.

—produce "flutter," or a multiplicity of sound reflections between parallel surfaces.

Remedy
Non-parallel shapes or use of absorbing material on one or more walls.

FUNDAMENTAL AIM OF ACOUSTICAL DESIGN
is to direct sound over the shortest path to the listener, and to produce a uniform audible intensity of the sound without interference or echo, first by controlling reverberation time as far as practicable by reducing volume, and second by the proper use of acoustical materials.

HOW TO ACCOMPLISH THIS AIM:
1. Avoid excessive space-volumes per person (100-200 cu. ft. per seat).
2. Make space proportional to the available intensity of sound.
3. Direct sound in parallel lines (avoid interference).
4. Avoid screening effects.
5. Concentrate sound slightly where intensity is apt to be low.
6. Use absorbing materials when necessary to control excessive reverberation.

SOUND CONSERVATION
FORCING SOUND TOWARD THE AUDIENCE
The use of reflecting surfaces when carefully placed directs most of the available sound toward the audience.

MAINTAINING INTENSITY
Gradually decrease the vertical cross-section of the enclosure toward the back—especially above and below balconies where listeners are furthest from the source.

Avoid curvatures that concentrate sounds too directly.

AMPLIFICATION
ELECTRICAL
Intensities may be maintained in all parts of the enclosure by directional loudspeakers under separate control. Loudspeakers removed some distance from the visible source should be equipped with a delayed amplification system.

Amplification (cont.)
Delayed amplification gives the illusion that the sound is emitted from the visible source rather than the loudspeakers. This is a natural phenomenon.

Too high a volume from the speakers will destroy the illusion.

RESONANCE
Materials vibrating at the same frequency as the sound, amplify it.
All materials resonate to one or more frequencies.

Hard, rigid materials vibrate to low-frequency sounds.

Wood vibrates to the widest range of frequencies.

As an absorption factor, some resonance is desirable to reduce the prominence of low-frequency reverberation. Materials for this purpose should resonate over a wide range of frequencies. Peak resonance in certain frequencies can be avoided by the use of unevenly spaced structural members (furring strips, etc.).

SOUND DISPERSION
PURPOSE
To break up sounds that create disturbances such as echoes, flutter, and other obvious interference.

METHODS
Break up the offending surface into a series of elements large enough to change the course of the reflected sound but small enough so as not to create new offenders.

Cover the surface with a checkerboard pattern of materials, some of which absorb high frequencies and some of which absorb low frequencies, interdispersed with reflective materials.

SOUND ABATEMENT
LOGICAL ORDER
Since high-frequency sounds produce the most annoying reflections they should be absorbed at the first surface beyond the auditor.

Low-frequency absorption can then be more generally distributed to reduce reverberation time to the desirable value.

Desirable reverberation time varies according to the purpose and size of the enclosure:

USE:
ORGAN MUSIC
SYMPHONY, OPERA
SOUND PICTURES
LEGITIMATE THEATER
SPEECH

Reverberation Time, Seconds

Volume, 1,000 Cubic Feet

12.5 25 50 100 200 400 800

AUGUST 1939
FORMULA COMPUTING REVERBERATION TIME

\[ t = \frac{V}{20 (S_1 a_1 + S_2 a_2 + S_3 a_3 \ldots)} \]

\[ t \text{ reverberation time in seconds.} \]
\[ V \text{ volume of the enclosure in cubic feet.} \]
\[ S_1, S_2, S_3 \ldots \text{surface areas of the different materials used.} \]
\[ a_1, a_2, a_3 \ldots \text{coefficients of absorption of the respective materials.} \]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXAMPLE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Materials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class &quot;A&quot; Abs'nt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood door</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abs. plaster</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linoleum floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ord. plaster</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Window</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slate blackboard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 persons</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[ V = 3,000 \]
\[ t = \frac{3,000}{20 x 249} = .66sec. \]

Total O.W.U.'s = 248.48

(Continued on page 135)

NOTES. Consider stage, etc., as part of the enclosure.

Openings above and at the side of the stage, as well as ventilators, should be considered as open window units.

If the floor of the auditorium is a hard, reflective material disregard it, and consider only the people, or the seats. If it is carpeted, a logical percentage of its area should be included.

ABSORPTION MATERIALS

CHARACTERISTICS

1. Porous and draped materials absorb principally the higher frequencies.
2. Resilient materials like thick carpet and upholstery absorb the middle frequencies.
3. Stretched membranes and resonating panels of large dimension absorb the lower frequencies.

DESIRABLE QUALITIES

1. High coefficient of sound absorption. Permits use of smaller quantities.
3. Board absorbents should resonate over a wide range of audio-frequencies.
4. Fire resistant.
5. Heat insulating.
7. Durability not subject to decay and insectproof.
11. Easily handled, cut, worked, bent, and fixed.
12. Economical per unit of absorption and per sq. ft. of installation.

WHERE TO USE ABSORPTION

At the back of the enclosure and also on the rear side walls if necessary to reduce the reverberation time.

On the seating to make the reverberation time as uniform as possible when the room is only partially filled with people.

On the back and ceiling of small rooms used for lectures.

On the floor and side walls only if the speaker is to be heard from any part of the room.

Wherever concaved surfaces are used that might cause excessive concentration on some part of the audience.

DESIGN EXAMPLES

TYPICALLY GOOD DESIGNS FOR SPECIFIC USE

The large lecture hall.
Reverberation time 1.5 sec. Low reverberation time is for clarity. Insufficient intensity makes it necessary to increase this time. Maximum angle of divergence (sidewalls) 60°.

The small auditorium.
Reverberation time 1.2 sec.
THE WAY TO RECORD BREAKING RENTS

is pioneered by Washington’s Gustave Ring. Yesterday at Colonial Village, $12.50 per room; today at Arlington Village, $11; tomorrow, still lower.

All big businesses have their big men, and one of these usually stands head and shoulders above the rest. In the FHA-insured rental housing business* this man, first, last and always, is Gustave Ring. First, because he built the initial project under FHA’s program. Last, because he is now completing FHA’s most newsworthy project. Always, because most of his six FHA-insured projects have set new lows in rents charged by private industry for new apartment quarters.

First. A native of Washington, D. C., Mr. Ring grew up with FHA’s housing program. Early in 1935 when Government was first prepared to insure housing mortgages, Ring was ready and waiting with the first application. By April he had an insurance commitment; by September the project was complete. Situated in Arlington County, Va., across the Potomac River from the Nation’s Capital, it was named Colonial Village. One feature set it apart from other apartment houses of the time, made it the most talked-about project in the country: its rooms rented for $12.50 per month. Far below the Washington average (and the national average), this figure alone attracted some 15,000 applications for the 276 dwelling units—most of them from the horde of workers which the New Deal brought to Washington in 1934.

In building Colonial Village, Ring drew from a wealth of experience. Behind him he had 35 years of life—nineteen of them in real estate and building, a George Washington University education in engineering and a night school training in architecture. Most important, he already had to his credit the construction of some 1,000 single family dwellings and what is still Washington’s swankiest apartment house—the eight-story, 555-family Westchester Apartments (average rent: $27.50 per room per month).

Fired with the success of his pioneering FHA project, Ring has been building similar ones ever since. In the summer of 1936 he added 165 dwelling units to Colonial Village; a year later he added another 236, brought the total investment up to $3,896,400. Having developed his entire 50-acre tract in Arlington, he moved his operations to the northeastern part of the Capital. There in 1938 he built a $2,880,000 FHA project, called it Brentwood, rented its 440 dwelling units at $11 per room. Also during that year came his $1,875,000 Norwood Apartments in Baltimore—388 dwelling units at $15.50 per room. While these two garden apartment developments were under way, Ring temporarily deviated from his main line, built the six-story Marlyn Apartments in Washington—the first 100 per cent air conditioned apartment house in the country. In this project no effort was made to minimize costs, and rents jumped to $30 per room.

Last. This year, however, Gustave Ring is again back on the low rent trail. Last month in Arlington was opened the first installment of his sixth FHA project. Dubbed Arlington Village, it will eventually (October 1, 1939) house 655 families at the record-breaking rent of $11 per room per month (only $2.50 above the average for the subsidized Williamsburg Houses in Brooklyn, N. Y.). Like its predecessors, this latest Ring project will be a complete community in itself. In addition to its du-
Standardization and simplicity keynote both the plans and exterior design of Gustave Ring’s Arlington Village. Noteworthy in the floor plans for the duplex apartment units is the absence of waste space, the presence of abundant closet space; in the rear court, the absence of ornamental detail, the presence of six-family underground garbage receptacles along the central walk.

plex dwelling units, the project includes a shopping center whose space has been rented at $4,900 per year to seven tenants of diversified businesses. Buildings cover only 12 per cent of the site, leave the balance of the 53 acres for service and recreational purposes.

The entire project will cost $8,993,000, including land, installation of all utilities, and construction. (Unit costs: $4,570 per apartment, $4,117 per room, 26 cents per sq. ft.) Of this, 30 per cent, or about $800,000, came from the pocket of Ring’s company; the remainder represents a 33-year, 4½ per cent FHA-insured mortgage. Net return on the total investment will be $45,500 per year after all charges shown in the accompanying operating statement (right). Chances are it will be still larger, for at the rate the first part of the project has been tenanted the vacancy reserve of $36,500 (10 per cent of rental income) will not be touched for some time. All completed dwelling units are rented—a good many of them to army officers of the Cavalry’s nearby Fort Myer.

Altogether significant as the project itself are the precepts of the man behind it—reasons for its record rents. Gustave Ring’s philosophy is that no amount of genius in design and construction technique can log more than 10 per cent off a project’s cost. But he implies that he has the genius necessary to this 10 per cent loophole, and the cost-reducing methods employed at Arlington Village bear him out:

> He selected reasonably priced land on the outskirts of Washington but within the bus lines’ first fare zone. Arlington County has no cities and towns, and taxes are low.
> Since the property is within a dime ride of town and since Ring has learned by experience that rental project tenants leave their automobiles in the street as frequently as in the garage compound, Arlington Village has no garages. Instead, all-night parking is permitted on the streets, widened in places for that purpose.
> Ring and Architect Harvey Warwick, a partner of long standing, each kept one eye on economy when designing their latest project. Mindful of the savings that go with standardization, they repeated the design of four standard buildings with all three roof designs (pitched, gambrel and flat) from 31 to 100 times for a total of 463 buildings. Several of these building designs are duplicates of those used in Ring’s predecessor projects.

Within these standardized buildings are standardized room arrangements—there are only seven different dwelling unit floor plans (five of which are reproduced to the left) in the total of 652. And they are economical plans. While Colonial Village was built around the fundamental concept of a four-family flat, Arlington Village is in effect a project of glorified row housing whose major departure from this Washington and Philadelphia tradition is the over

(Continued on page 35)
OPERATING STATEMENT

RENTAL INCOME
Apartments $353,760
Stores 9,600

TOTAL $363,360

LESS vacancy reserve 36,360

GROSS INCOME $327,000

OPERATING EXPENSES
Office salaries $11,400
Legal and audit 1,200
Telephone 600
Niso. admin 1,000
Advertising 500
Bad debts 500
Engineers' salary 5,760
Fuel oil 20,000
Janitors' salary 1,680
Janitors' supply 900
Lighting 240
Electricity 1,500
Water 5,200

TOTAL 88,500

REAL ESTATE TAX $24,000
Insurance 6,712
Int. on mortgage 101,363
Ins. on mortgage 11,925
Depreciation 46,000

TOTAL EXPENSES $275,000

BALANCE $52,000

LESS Fed. & State tax 6,500

NET INCOME for dividends & surplus $45,500

COST BREAKDOWN

LAND $362,500
LAND IMPROVEMENTS
New utilities $153,986
Landscaping 33,340

TOTAL 187,326

CONSTRUCTION
Store building 82,057,503
Dwellings 88,877
Contingency allowance 41,150
Surety bond 17,350
Architect's fee 120,000

TOTAL $2,993,000

CONSTRUCTION OUTLINE

FOUNDATION: Walls—hard burned common brick. Cellar floor—4 in. sub-soil drain, 6 in. cinder fill, 4 in. concrete. Waterproofing—1 in. cement parging on outside below grade, 2 coats asphalt waterproofing sprayed inside and out.

STRUCTURE: Exterior walls—Hudson brick for face, United Clay Products Co. 4 in. cinder block back up and Hytest cement, v-Joint. Furred walls—cypress grounds, perforated rock-lath, plaster. Interior partitions—2 x 4 in. studs, perforated rock-lath and plaster. Floor construction—(lst) hollow tile and reenforced concrete, oak blocks; (2nd) 2 x 10 in. yellow pine over 1 x 6 in. sub-floor. Ceiling—perforated plaster board, 1 in. plaster, painted.

ROOF: Covered with Bangor slate or 4-ply slate.

INSULATION: Outside walls, attic floor and roof—Mansard fronts, rock wool, Ludowici-Celadon Co.


### COST BREAKDOWN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Excavating</td>
<td>101.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cement work</td>
<td>215.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Masonry</td>
<td>1,250.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lumber</td>
<td>360.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sash &amp; glass</td>
<td>171.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carpenter labor</td>
<td>706.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardware</td>
<td>72.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plumbing</td>
<td>441.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heating</td>
<td>677.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tinning, roofing</td>
<td>197.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electric wiring</td>
<td>167.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electric fixtures</td>
<td>228.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kitchen equipment</td>
<td>814.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Painting, decorating</td>
<td>290.57</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total** $3,868.31

**Sub-Total** $3,663.31

**Overhead & profit** $205.00

**TOTAL** $3,868.31

---

### TWO BLOCKS OF MODEL HOUSES

Thirty-six Detroit builders concoct an antidote for a “national dose of opium,” sell 336 packages to the public.

**World Fairs notwithstanding, the Nation’s biggest home show is in Detroit.** There during recent months a group of 36 houses was built by 36 individual builders has been used as a life size catalogue by some 60,000 house-seeking Detroiters.

The latest promotional scheme to be pulled from the prolific bag of tricks of the Greater Detroit Home Builders’ Association, this so-called “Streamlined House Show” serves two prime purposes: First, it is a challenge to the U.S. Housing Authority (which the Association has openly labeled “a national dose of opium” lulled the drowsy public into a false sense of security) to produce cost figures which compare with those of its $5,000 to $6,000 houses. Second, it is a show case of full-size models priced for duplication anywhere in Greater Detroit, it is a local house building stimulant par excellence.

Purpose No. 1 reflects the average small builder’s contempt for the USHA program and, since net construction cost of USHA’s completed projects is $9,903 per dwelling unit, this purpose is far from fulfilled. But Purpose No. 2 is an accomplished and profitable fact. Thus, at show’s end the 36 participating builders tallied their records, found that they had taken orders for 310 houses, had put some $1.8 million of business on the books.

**Actors.** The Greater Detroit Home Builders’ Association is no mean group of builders. Organized in 1926, its 230 members now account for 85 per cent of all residential building in the Detroit area—the third largest building center in the U.S. Eight of them have in recent years built more than 1,000 houses each on speculation. A few association deans boast records twice that big.

Year ago one of the Board of Directors, W. J. Guinan, took a tip from the local automobile industry, conceived a home show with an automobile show technique. Original idea was to line both sides of a city block with 25 houses to be open to the public for 60 days, but, in the enthusiastic hands of an Association committee and Executive Vice President Edmund Kuhlman, these plans were expanded to include 37 houses to be open for 90 days.

**Property.** Fortwith the ball began to roll. Through the local real estate board 37 vacant and adjoining lots were acquired on either side of Duchess Avenue in north-eastern Detroit. Since the purchase was made from a defunct financial institution, the cost was low—$600 per 40 x 120 ft. lot, including all improvements.

Next step was the selection of builders. From the total membership of 230, the Association picked 36 representatives of all sections of the city who specialized in the $5,000 to $6,000 price field. (Plans provided that on the 37th lot the Association itself should build another model house to be given away at the close of the show.) After their selection, the builders submitted rough sketches of the houses they proposed to build. They were turned over to members of the Architect’s Small Homes Association of Michigan (sponsored by the Federal Home Loan Bank Board), which made suggestions and revisions and, with the approval of builders, prepared working drawings. Finally, all designs were submitted to a committee of architects which assigned the 37 houses to the various lots in an effort to obtain as harmonious an arrangement as possible within the unfortunate limitations of a straight street and narrow lots.

The builders had no choice in the location of their houses, nor did the architectural committee know whose houses they were placing.

In early November dirt began to fly on both sides of Duchess Avenue as Detroit’s Mayor Richard Reading turned the first shovelful. Construction of each house was financed by the builder who was also required to deposit an additional $800 with the Association to cover architectural services and newspaper advertising. With an eye to eventual mortgage insurance, all houses were FHA-inspected during construction.

**Show.** With the last of the 37 houses completed, Detroit’s Streamlined House Show opened on February 19. **Thanks to the fanfare of newspaper publicity (paid and otherwise), an average of 5,000 people per week visited the houses during the subsequent 90 days.** Unlike most model homes, these 37 were unfurnished; public attention was therefore focused upon design and construction. Unfortunately, however, neither aspect of the project presented anything new. Despite their

(Continued on page 34)
2. Designed by Architect Lyle Zisler for Builder William V. Seifert, this 6½-room model house was priced for duplication anywhere in Greater Detroit for $5,800 (excluding the cost of land and improvements and real estate commission). It features a well treated "exterior" vestibule and coat closet.

3. Readily adaptable to Detroit's narrow lots is this one-story 27 ft. wide model. Its combination living-dining room is one of the few modern tendencies displayed at the show. Like most the other houses, it has a full basement. Architect: Philip Brezner. Builder: William Benton. Duplication price: $5,528.

4. Association President Harry J. Durbin built this house from the plans of Architects Ditchy, Farley and Perry. Unlike its 36 neighbors, it features an attached garage. Duplication price: $5,560. Note that plans of most the model houses are held to an economic rectangle.

5. One of the largest on Duchess Avenue, Builder Edward J. Russell's house was priced for duplication at only $5,800. Architect: Ditchy, Farley and Perry.
A TROLLEY TERMINAL SWAPS

excess tracks for bus and store space, gets 400 per cent
income boost in Philadelphia remodeling deal.

Because they are places where people congregate and wait, railroad and other transport terminals are logical places to exhibit and sell merchandise. Yet many U.S. stations give scant space to such lucrative secondary uses as stores and concessions; they prefer to awe the public with cavernous waiting rooms. A notable exception is the Philadelphia Suburban Transportation Co., which operates high-speed trolley cars and buses between the edge of the city and various points in the surrounding country-side. It remodeled its old terminal, built back in 1907 and added to in 1953. The remodeling design was submitted by Simon & Simon, whose experience included the design of the cross-shaped Baldwin Locomotive Co. office building, the Philadelphia Meade Memorial in Washington, D.C. Problem was to design a terminal on a roughly triangular property that would handle the costly maneuvered trolleys and buses simultaneously, and would provide ready communication with the adjoining Philadelphia Rapid Transit Co. terminal whose trolleys run to the city's center. To crack this tough problem Simon & Simon submitted a total of five remodeling schemes for the company to mull over.

Solution. Final choice went to a unique plan that satisfied all conditions. It provided a tear-drop shaped ramp with a six per cent grade that accommodated the trolleys on the outside and the buses inside (see plan). Buses are loaded and unloaded from an island in the center of the ramp, and the trolleys from two platforms, one on either side of the ramp. Entering vehicles discharge passengers on the upgrade of the ramp, then move around to the other side, the down-grade, to pick up out-going passengers. This neatly eliminates traffic friction between those entering and those leaving the cars.

A logical criticism of the ramp plan relates to its entrance; the three throat tracks—one entering and two leaving—cross the busy West Chester Pike, constitute a considerable hazard. But there were reasons for not eliminating the grade crossing: 1) The remodeling design was based more on bus needs than trolley needs, for buses have been rapidly gaining dominance of the short-haul passenger traffic field, and the company may some day eliminate the trolley service altogether. 2) As the bus ramp had to end at P.S.T.C.—had to handle passengers on the flanking heavily-trafficked street.

Realizing that their sombre brick and stone building was long outmoded, company officials called in Philadelphia Architects Simon & Simon, whose experience included the design of the cross-shaped Baldwin Locomotive Co. office building, the Philadelphia Meade Memorial in Washington, D.C. Problem was to design a terminal on a roughly triangular property that would handle the costly maneuvered trolleys and buses simultaneously, and would provide ready communication with the adjoining Philadelphia Rapid Transit Co. terminal whose trolleys run to the city's center. To crack this tough problem Simon & Simon submitted a total of five remodeling schemes for the company to mull over.

Solution. Final choice went to a unique plan that satisfied all conditions. It provided a tear-drop shaped ramp with a six per cent grade that accommodated the trolleys on the outside and the buses inside (see plan). Buses are loaded and unloaded from an island in the center of the ramp, and the trolleys from two platforms, one on either side of the ramp. Entering vehicles discharge passengers on the upgrade of the ramp, then move around to the other side, the down-grade, to pick up out-going passengers. This neatly eliminates traffic friction between those entering and those leaving the cars.

A logical criticism of the ramp plan relates to its entrance; the three throat tracks—one entering and two leaving—cross the busy West Chester Pike, constitute a considerable hazard. But there were reasons for not eliminating the grade crossing: 1) The remodeling design was based more on bus needs than trolley needs, for buses have been rapidly gaining dominance of the short-haul passenger traffic field, and the company may some day eliminate the trolley service altogether. 2) As the bus ramp had to end at
street level, the only way to eliminate the trolley crossing was to dig a half-mile, half-million dollar subway—an expense greater than the entire remodeling cost.

Behind the ramp, on the widest part of the property, is the station project which houses the ticket office, stores, and concessions on the first floor, the company offices on the second. As the ramp rises over a part of the station roof, the problem of insulating the theater and stores from the rumble of cars demanded careful study. Expedient was to make a construction joint between the street-to-ticket-office concourse and the theater (see plan)—the foundation had previously been seismographed, found non-sound bearing.

Display. Although Architects Simon & Simon satisfied the basic condition of the plan that a maximum of space be devoted to stores and advertising, by so doing they destroyed the possibility of creating a terminal that would best advertise the services of the transportation company. Display cases back of the trolley unloading platform give the street façade the appearance of a row of store fronts rather than of a terminal. Not Simon & Simon’s fault, however, are the billboards that top the main building and bus island.

Inside the terminal, displays are more in harmony with the building’s function. Flanking the concourse, they create the appearance of an arcade, do not detract from P.S.T.C.’s own display—a large wall map showing the territory served.

Finances. Total cost of remodeling was almost as much as the cost of the land and original building together: $485,569 compared to $340,000. Thus, the total investment amounts to slightly over $1 million. To finance the remodeling, the P.S.T.C. built the terminal and invested at 5 per cent, is amortizing the principal at a minimum of $4,000 a month.

Before the terminal was remodeled it earned a gross income of $19,800, and, with an operating cost of $19,634, was just about holding its own. For 1938, after the remodeling, the gross income amounted to over $100,000, even though the restaurant space was unoccupied. Income sources:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Income</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rentals</td>
<td>892.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sale of power, retail</td>
<td>3,252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Travel Bureau, Greyhound, etc.</td>
<td>3,186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>$100,470</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Of this gross income maintenance, depreciation, taxes and other 1938 operating costs consumed $67,822, leaving $32,648 net. As $80,000 of the $450,000 loan has been repaid, the company equity in the million dollar investment amounts to $355,569. The net return is 4.28 per cent of that amount. For the present, however, the company will have to pay it all out in amortizing the balance of the loan. It will be some time in the 1940’s before the full reward of the remodeling venture is reaped.

Although built for the present, P.S.T.C.’s terminal is well prepared for the future. The ramp space will take care of the next twenty years of traffic expansion, and there is lots of room under the ramp for more stores should demand increase.

Tunnels under the enveloping ramp tie the different sections of the station together. Even the concourse leading from the street back to the ticket office is under the ramp, and in effect a tunnel (see section below). Main concourse leads to another trolley terminal next door that takes travelers to the city’s center. Wall map in the picture above shows routes of P.S.T.C. trolleys and buses. Center picture reveals dominant position of signal tower, top picture: the street facade with main entrance to the left.
USONIA COMES TO ARDMORE

when Frank Lloyd Wright invents a four-family house with kitchens as control rooms, floors as radiators.

Every time Architect Frank Lloyd Wright pushes his pencil into a new field of design, he makes news. In 1908 it was his Chicago Unity Temple; in 1920 his Imperial Hotel in Tokyo; between 1928 and 1938 each of his one-family residences from Cheney House to "Fallingwater" was news; three months ago his S. C. Johnson and Co. office building was publicized coast to coast.

Today, Architect Frank Lloyd Wright is again making news—this time in the multiple housing field. Thus, last week in Ardmore, Pa., was opened a unique four-family house embodying new design and construction ideas than have come to light in a decade of apartment building. And, to the interest of his usual band of scoffers, Wright's latest project starts out as a financial success—all apartments are rented at 855 per month, and more families are awaiting the completion of duplicate buildings by the sponsoring Tod Company.

Space. Called Suntop Homes, this project features little that is traditional. In the first place, plan of the building cuts a four-leaf clover pattern subdivided by cross-shaped party walls. Each 90° wedge harbors a novel arrangement of six rooms, storage space and a carport.

On the ground floor is a one-car garage without doors (a carport in the Wright parlance), and behind it, a long narrow storeroom without windows. Only other room on this level is a good-sized living room, two walls of which are made up largely of glass doors, movable glass windows and fixed glass plates. Equivalent in area to that of 20 average windows, this glass is shielded from sky-glare by an overhanging balcony. Height of the living room is 13 ft. except in the interior, fireplace corner where projection of a mezzanine floor reduces it to 6½ ft.

Situated midway between the ground floor and the roof deck, this mezzanine provides space for three rooms and a bath, most important of which is a large combination kitchen and dining room. In the conventional house or apartment, the kitchen usually occupies the least desirable space, but in Suntop Homes it is the control room, the focal point of the design, and is therefore given a more favorable location. About half of it juts out as a balcony into the living room. While in the kitchen the housewife may watch children at play in the living room, may speak through a tube with those who ring the door bell (either refusing admission or releasing the door latch from the kitchen), and she may enjoy the garden view through the spacious living room windows.

But there are still other control features of the kitchen. Part of the room extends above the roof deck, and through a transom the housewife may watch the children at play on this deck. Their bathing and eating may likewise be supervised from this room. Also on the mezzanine floor is a small master bedroom one wall of which is of glass and opens upon a large sleeping deck. Adjacent to it is a small boudoir which, due to its interior location is lighted and ventilated by a clerestory (series of transoms) similar to that of the kitchen.

On the roof of each clover leaf unit is a small penthouse containing two additional rooms, a stair well and a 5 ft. square shaft ventilating the bathroom below. Balance of the roof is finished with a wearing surface permitting its use for recreation, clothes drying and gardening. It is shielded from the street by a 5 ft. parapet and, part of it, from the view of neighbors by an 11 ft. extension of the party walls.

Planes. Surface treatment in Suntop Homes, like its unique room arrangement, follows closely the principles of "Organic Architecture" originated by Mr. Wright and typified by his terse precepts: "Five lines where three are enough is stupidity; nine pounds where three are sufficient is..."
obesity.” Aside from the large area of living room glass, only two materials are seen from the street—vertical panels of red brick and horizontal parapets of common cypress. The facade’s only ornamentation comes from the materials themselves, the cantilevered terraces and the shadows they cast.

Inside the same simplicity of design is apparent. Brick of the 16 in. party wall is left in its natural state. Partitions are covered with waxed plywood, and no attempt is made to disguise the wood ceiling-floors. In the latter is Suntop Homes’ major departure from traditional construction; it is built of 3 in. pine planks spliced together and nailed solidly (80 penny nails) to 3 x 8 in. wall plates. Unaided by cross beams, this planking spans all rooms, is even cantilevered to support the unit’s roof and sleeping decks.

Air. In keeping with the modern design of Suntop Homes, its modern radiant heating system. Generated in a small basement furnace room, steam is circulated through 17.3 ft. of coils laid in the concrete floor of the living room, carpport, and store room (see photograph below). While the heating of the open carport is part of the living room is around the open part— radiator or two on the mezzanine floor.

Client. In the face of so many untied design innovations, there naturally arises the question of who would dare finance and build such a project. The answer is 58-year-old Otto Tod Mallery, president of the Tod Company, a self-styled economist-capitalist-citizen. Mr. Mallery is an advanced student of business cycles and proponent of public works planning and, as such, has served for short periods under all the Presidents since Wilson. While Roosevelt’s original public works policy (1932-33) was exactly what Mr. Mallery had been preaching for years, in 1935 he decided that no matter what Government might do, full business recovery was not probable without large scale private investment in durable goods. After considering various industries as possible avenues to such investment, he selected Building. Renaissance had considered it “the most backward industry . . . a jumble of anarchy and convention” and therefore believed that Building offered the most room for technological improvements.

CONSTRUCTION OUTLINE

FOUNDATION: Walls—crushed stone topped with 18 in. of poured concrete.
STRUCTURE: Walls—12 in. brick. Party walls—16 in. hollow brick. Interior partitions—1 1/2 in. plywood screen partitions. Floor construction—(ground) concrete, integral color; remainder—1 1/2 in. plywood screening which forms both structural and finished floor and ceiling.
ROOF: Penthouse—Celotex and 5-ply Celotex built-up roofing; deck, same with 1/2 in. Celotex Traffic Top, Celotex Corp. SHEET METAL WORK: Flashing—lead coated copper. Downspouts—2 in. copper bearing steel built into walls.
ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION: Wiring system—conduit, lead covered wiring in concrete slabs. Lighting—indirect.

Mr. Mallery then set out in search of an investment vehicle in the building industry—one that he could trust with his own as well as other people’s money—one that would be a hedge against inflation. For four years he explored every new building material and method that came to his attention—vetted them all. Finally, he bumped into Frank Lloyd Wright, studied the latest publication of his work, actually visited his most recent projects. All this convinced him that Mr. Wright was an inventor as well as an architect, and in early 1938 he commissioned him to invent something to fit the Ardmore property owned in the name of his Tod Company.

Six weeks later Architect Wright produced his invention—Suntop Homes—and Client Mallery submitted it to Ardmore neighbors for their consideration and approval. But instead of approval he got comments such as these: “We don’t want to know anything about it . . . It is an apartment house . . . We don’t want any experiment on our street.” And, although chairman of the neighbor’s committee has since given his full approval, construction of Suntop Homes was delayed for a year.

Meanwhile, Mallery asked his friends to put small sums into the Tod Company with the understanding that, if it proved successful, they would be given rights to subscribe more substantial sums. As a result, the Tod Company today has eleven stockholders, representatives of Boston, New York and Philadelphia. At the suggestion of one of these men, Architect Wright built a model of his invention (see photographs, page 142) sent it to the Ardmore Superintendent of Buildings and the Township Board of Commissioners. An open-minded group of officials, they thoroughly studied the design, finally approved its construction.

Dollars. On May 1, a steam shovel scooped out the small basements for the first unit of Suntop Homes, and construction was underway. Last week it was completed and, to the surprise of its neighbors whose opposition turned to approval (Continued on page 36)
BUILDING'S CHARTS AND TABLES point to increasing activity.

PERMITS—residential (000,000) $116.3 ma $84.3 32.8 $453.4 $311.4
non-residential 46.6 40.4 29.3 230.8 212.7
alterations 31.0 31.2 26.5 180.4 132.5
total 192.9 155.9 118.7 624.4 456.6

CONTRACTS—residential (000,000)$133.8 ma $144.4 162.2 $532.6 $313.4
non-residential 76.7 94.6 77.8 423.2 351.0
engineering 97.9 121.0 122.2 454.7 378.0
total 300.4 330.0 281.2 1,411.0 1,253.3

DWELLING UNITS—total (000)^ 31.1 ma 23.7 16.8 126.0 87.5

MARRIAGES—38 cities (000)^ 28.7 ma 22.1 26.4 100.3 109.6

FOOTNOTES:
1—Valuation of building permits in some 1,800 communities; source, U. S. Department of Labor.
2—Value of contracts awarded in 57 States; source, F. W. Dodge Corp., via U. S. Dept. of Commerce.
3—Number of dwelling units covered by permits. See footnote No. 1.
4—House mortgages selected for FHA appraisal under Title II. Section 203; source, FHA.
5—Mortgages insured by F.H.A. under Title II. Section 203; source, FHA.
6—Number of rental housing mortgages; housing premium financing under Title II. Section 207; source, FHA.
7—Property improvement loans insured under Title I; source, FHA.
8—Non-farm mortgages: recordings of $20,000 or less based on
9—Multiple average of New York City mortgages (by States); source, Federal Reserve Board.
0—Number of contracts awarded in 57 States; source, ABC-REFLECTOR ORUM.
1—Number of real estate buildings over 100 feet tall, source, Life Ins. Ass'n.
2—Construction dollar figures of real estate buildings; source, Engineering News-Record.
3—Number of mortgages insured by F.H.A., source, Federal Reserve Board.
4—Number of real estate buildings over 100 feet tall, source, American Federation of Labor.
5—Number of real estate buildings over 100 feet tall, source, American Federation of Labor.
6—Number of real estate buildings over 100 feet tall, source, American Federation of Labor.
7—Average price of 1,500 non-farm communities; source, Federal Reserve Board.
8—Average price of 1,500 non-farm communities; source, Federal Reserve Board.
9—Average price of 1,500 non-farm communities; source, Federal Reserve Board.
0—Average price of 1,500 non-farm communities; source, Federal Reserve Board.
Notice how often prospective tenants ask if you offer SERVEL ELECTROLUX

TENANT "I derive the greatest pleasure and satisfaction from Servel Electrolux, in the fact that all products I use retain all their natural flavors and freshness of the garden, which I have not found in other makes of refrigeration. Its noiseless operation, easiness of keeping in sanitary condition, and low cost of upkeep, make it most outstanding in my estimation." Miss Linda Brown, 325 S. Witmer St., Los Angeles, Calif.

MANAGER "One of the first things asked by women looking at an apartment is, "What kind of refrigeration have you?" I have won many a new tenant because I was able to answer, 'Servel Electrolux.' Folks like its carefree, economical operation—the way it keeps food fresh for days. Servel Electrolux' silent gas refrigeration is one of my biggest assets in the business of renting apartments." Mrs. Helen Shumate, 325 S. Witmer St., Los Angeles, Calif.

SPECIFY THE REFRIGERATOR THEY HEAR ABOUT • BUT NEVER HEAR
LOW RENT PROJECT
(Continued from page 126)

It handles with efficiency every step from plot planning and grading to renting and maintenance. Before any work begins, every financial detail of the project is figured closely. Example: Low rents depend as much upon low maintenance cost as upon anything else, and to help keep them low the postman is requested to keep off the grass, is tipped if he does. Thus, a small tip replaces a large grass seed item in Arlington Village's expense account.

Equally conventional, construction of all 37 houses features brick veneer exterior walls, red cedar shingles, half the houses are one and one-half stories high; the balance is evenly divided between two-story units and bungalows. Costs run from $5,600 to $8,600 including land and real estate commission, and their breakdown is similar to that of Association President Harry J. Durbin's House (No. 4, page 139):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Land and improvements</td>
<td>$600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Architectural service</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General construction</td>
<td>4,450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plumbing</td>
<td>825</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrical work</td>
<td>143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overhead and profit</td>
<td>650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real estate commission</td>
<td>340</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales price—house &amp; lot</td>
<td>$8,300</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Finale. Enthusiasm with which the public looked upon these houses and price tags is indicated by the fact that during the 90-day period following dedication of half the houses, orders for 80 exact duplicates of the models, closed 299 additional construction contracts directly attributable to the influence of the show. Furthermore, by late July, 36 builders had sold their demonstration houses, although occupancy was not permitted prior to the show's conclusion. It is safe to say that no other home show in history has produced such tangible results—$8,188,600 of new business on the basis of an average house cost of $8,500.

Show's climax came on the closing day when the Association-built house (No. 1, page 138) was given away. Each visitor to the project was urged to answer in writing a detailed questionnaire concerning the type, size, location, and cost of the house he hoped to build or buy. And, by signing his name and address, each respondent was entitled to a chance on the gift house. On May 14 the drawing was held, and Winner George W. Hewstone, a retired auto parts dealer, and his family were automatically out of the housing market.

In return for this $8,237 gift, the Association members received signed questionnaires from most of the other visitors —valuable leads to further new business. They will be followed while Association Salesman Edmund Kuhlman plots a 50-house extravaganza for next year. Current plans point to a three-ring show—three separate streets of houses, each in a different price class from $8,500 to $7,000.
ROOMS LIKE THIS WITH BESTWALL

SPECIFY FIRE-PROOF BESTWALL FOR SMOOTH, CRACK-FREE WALLS ON NEW OR REMODELING WORK

When you specify Bestwall there will be no vexing delays in wall finish to bring complaints from impatient clients. Bestwall is ready for any decorative finish 24 hours after it is erected.

You get permanently strong, crack-free, fire-safe walls when you specify Bestwall—the Original Gypsum Wallboard. Fire-proof Bestwall, with its core of strong, gypsum rock covered with specially made 7-ply paper, is economical both in material and application costs.


Illustrated 16-page book "Bestwall for Better Walls" gives complete descriptive information and specifications on all types of Bestwall. Your request for a copy will have immediate attention.

Certain-teed
QUALITY MADE Certain-
SATISFACTION GUARANteed
CERTAIN-TEED PRODUCTS CORPORATION • GENERAL OFFICES, NEW YORK, N. Y.

Gentlemen: Send me your 16 page book "Bestwall for Better Walls".

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY
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NO OTHER WALLBOARD LINE OFFERS ALL THESE QUALITY FEATURES

Fire-Safe • Easy to Apply • Easy to Decorate • Stronger • "Twin Mounted"—reaches the job clean and unmarked • Colors: Buff or Ivory, Gray back • New Grain Finishes — Knotty Pine and American Walnut • Types for New or Remodeling Work:

Recessed Edge Bestwall with improved Bestwall Reinforcing Joint Systems to conceal joints—ready to decorate in 24 hours

• Square Edge Bestwall—nail-marked to locate studs—saves trouble on the job • Insulating Bestwall (Metal Foil Insulation)
Omicron Mortarproofing, added to any mortar mix, is positive insurance that mortar shrinkage cracks will be checked. That is why so many architects specify "O. M." . . . it is the time-tested, sure way to check mortar shrinkage — real cause of leaky brickwork. "O. M." permits the reduction of as much as 20% of the mixing water, yet actually makes workability better! Specifying "O. M." on your projects is the safest measure to assure "tight" weatherproof walls. See Sweet's for full details — Reference 5/15 — and avoid one of building's biggest "headaches" — leaky brickwork.

Physical Education Building.
Oregon Normal School, Monmouth, Oregon.

Mr. Ellis A. Stebbins, Business Manager, Oregon Normal School, reports, "The brick walls of the Physical Education Building on this campus have shown no signs of leakage . . . . The results of the use of Omicron Mortarproofing have been very satisfactory."

Send for full information to
THE MASTER BUILDERS COMPANY
Cleveland, Ohio

In Canada: THE MASTER BUILDERS Co., Ltd.
Toronto, Ontario

ARDMORE'S USONIA
(Continued from page 143)

As construction progressed, it was fully tenanted. From a long list of applicants attracted solely by word-of-mouth rumor (the project has been neither advertised nor listed with realtors), the Tod Company selected the first four—the families of two associate museum directors, two university professors, all from nearby Philadelphia. They pay $85 per month for their shelter and for about 40 per cent of the necessary furniture which is built into the house. On top of this they must pay for water, electricity and coal.

Thus Investor Mallery's gross income is calculable, but his net is not. It will depend upon the total construction cost of the completed four-family unit and the number of units still to be built—as yet neither has been determined. However, while no specific construction cost short-cuts were made, several cost-reducing features are inherent in the design of Suntop Homes:

- There are twelve major walls for the four houses, or only three to a house.
- Paint, lath and plaster and wallpaper have been eliminated.
- The clustering of dwelling units permits economical utility connections.
- Garage doors and double-hung windows are omitted.
- Indirect lighting supplants ceiling and wall fixtures.
- One wrought iron heating coil, prefabricated in one piece, takes the place of many radiators and risers.
- Plumbing is concentrated.
- The laying of floors as the brick work went up made scaffolding unnecessary.
- Floor construction is inexpensive.

These savings will not, however, be reflected in the construction cost of Mallery's first building, and simply because it is his first. On its cost sheet are weighty items covering experimentation, land improvement, long delays, instruction of workmen on new building techniques, architect's and patent fees*. Some are non-recurring costs, others will be shared by subsequent additions to the project.

However, on the basis of ultimate construction costs and obviously low maintenance expenses, a 5 to 5½ per cent net investment return is anticipated. Thus, Suntop Homes, Frank Lloyd Wright's first venture into the rental housing field promises financial success. In fact, Capitalist Otto Tod Mallery, one-time investment banker, considers it "in the prevailing monetary situation a better and safer investment than the highest grade corporation bond on the market today."

*Patents on Suntop Homes' design have already been granted Architect Wright, other patents covering many individual features of the houses have been applied for.
12,000-Family Housing Project of Metropolitan Life Insurance Co. Selects Bruce Block Flooring for Durability, Economy and Beauty

Bruce Blocks have received the highest tribute ever paid any flooring material! Over 7,000,000 sq. ft. (enough flooring for almost 10,000 average size homes) are being used in “Parkchester,” the vast garden apartment community being financed and operated by the Metropolitan Life Insurance Co. in East Bronx, New York.

This specification of Bruce Blocks dramatically proves the superior features and extra value of this modern hardwood flooring. It confirms the judgment of thousands of architects, builders and owners who are choosing Bruce Blocks for modern buildings of all types and sizes. More than that, it recognizes the dependability of the Bruce trademark, the uniformity of Bruce manufacture, which mean lasting satisfaction with beauty and utility for owners and tenants.

In Bruce Blocks, the building industry is offered all the advantages of hardwood—the finest of flooring materials—in a form adapted to the requirements of present-day construction. Ask Bruce for full information.

E. L. BRUCE CO., MEMPHIS, TENN.
MONTH IN BUILDING
(Continued from page 4)

details. Thus, at mid-July a Murphy blast went so far as to name the cities in which the Department will launch anti-trust suits next month—New York, Chicago, Cleveland, Detroit, St. Louis and a half-dozen others. And, the initial step has been taken: Economist Corvin Edwards, trained in anti-trust problems as Assistant Chief Economist of the Federal Trade Commission, has been appointed to Justice's Anti-Trust Division and placed in charge of the housing enforcement program.

All tell-tales point to Building Labor as the Department's first case. Thurman Arnold has made it known that he considers the building trades as the real bottle-neck in Building, and Government investigators have found little that they can hold against the building material manufacturers. In fact, Arnold believes that many large manufacturers are the chief victims of the trade restraints, that they would have tried to break them up long ago had not the cards been stacked. Finally, there are the emphatic words of Trust-buster Arnold himself: when asked at a recent press conference whether or not he was really going ahead with his drive against the unions, he snapped, "You are damned right I am."

While a Presidential blessing has not yet been bestowed upon the anti-Labor phase of the program, it is known that the AFL—controlling most of the building trades unions—is in the good graces of the Administration. Denunciation by the White House of the AFL-sponsored WPA "strike" is indication enough of this fact.

One thing is delaying the Murphy-Arnold drive on trade restraints. The Department cannot haul Building's bad boys into court until the Anti-Trust Division is adequately staffed and financed. Last month the Department of Justice appropriation bill was still jammed up in a Congressional conference committee. If passed as is, it will provide $1,115,000 for the Anti-Trust Division ($400,000 more than last year). And, obvious purpose of the premature newspaper barrages of Messrs. Murphy and Arnold was to bolster their case before Congress, hasten the passage of this bill.

While the requested appropriation would be too small to finance a fight on a national front against the uncountable men and organizations involved, it will be sufficient to tackle a limited number of local building situations. How hard a tackle, remains to be seen. How long the tackled organizations will stay down is still a weightier question.

HOUSING LOTTERY. During its current session the Illinois State Legislature scratched a group of much-touted housing bills before it got to the starting post, then passed a dark horse as a joke on the judges. Bills killed related to Public Service Housing Corporations and were supported by the Chicago Real Estate Board. The proposed corporations were designed to permit private capital to enter the slum clearance field under a public franchise. They would not have to rebuild for the slum dwellers, however, but could aim at whatever income group the market would carry. The bills will be refiled for the fall session.

The dark-horse bill passed by the legislature seeks to raise money for slum clearance and low cost housing by means of legalized lotteries. According to the bill, 10 per cent of the take would go to winners, 6 per cent to administration and 84 per cent to housing.

Sponsor of the bill is Representative Carmen Vacco. It was his first bill since becoming a member of the State house, and it was for that reason that it was passed. The legislators wanted to do their tyro a favor and, believing the bill unconstitutional anyway, passed it as a joke—probably on the Governor who, two months ago had neither signed nor vetoed it.

* For a more detailed explanation of the ill-starred Public Service Housing Corporations see speech by Chicago Real Estate Board Vice President Paul D. Angell, ARCHITECTURAL FORUM, Jan., 1939, p. 10.

YOU'LL get a surprisingly generous return from your modest investment in Ivory Soap Dispensers. Not alone through low soap costs. But also through the added good-will they're certain to win for your building. For people like Ivory Dispenser service. These gracefully designed dispensers invite use . . . and their efficient performance matches their good looks. The quality soap they deliver—pure, gentle Ivory Soap—assures an unusually satisfying wash-up. For both face and hands.

Whether it's a new washroom installation or a modernizing job, you'll find the right answer in Ivory Dispensers. An illustrated folder tells the complete story of these modern dispensers. It's yours for the asking.

PROCTOR & GAMBLE
Industrial Sales Dept. Guyanne Bldg. Cincinnati, Ohio
The Largest Selling Boiler for Heating Big Buildings

When one make of boiler consistently outsells others, it must be good ... and that's the record of Kewanee Type C. Another "Success Chapter" added to the 70 years' history of Kewanee Heating Boilers.

At the New York World's Fair. See a Type C Kewanee cut in two to show its outstanding features ...

PLUS THESE FEATURES ...

which provide high efficiency and an unhampered output in compact accommodations.

- Furnace big and high enough to promote complete combustion.
- Flues with sufficient area to handle the expanded volume of hot gases as they travel back and forth while their heat is transferred to the water.
- Large water content to absorb the heat and keep itself in active circulation.
- Plenty of steam space to prevent priming and insure a continuous flow of dry steam into the heating system.

Kewanee Boiler Corporation
Kewanee, Illinois
Branches in 64 Cities-Eastern District Office; 37 West 39th St., New York City
Division American Radiator & Standard Sanitary Corporation
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THIS IS ONE OF A SERIES . . .
of L-O-F advertisements appearing in Time and Newsweek. Each advertisement stresses the value of the services rendered by the architectural profession.

Sonny—WAS A SHIPBUILDER
SISTER WANTED TO SING

THEIR ARCHITECT PROVIDED ROOM FOR BOTH SAILS AND SONG!

A fellow can't rig a Fore-topgal-lant with a whole school of fa—so—la's hearin' hard on his starboard ear. And a neat girl finds little harmony in Sonny's scufaring ways.

Such problems—so common in so many homes—are dealt with almost daily by your architect. The way you work and live, as well as the way you play, form patterns around which a skilled architect plans walls and windows. The result, by any yardstick, is a home designed to meet individual needs.

Homes built today are as different from the old as salt and steel—new methods, new materials, yes, and your architect, account for that.

One look at these new homes will show you—they fairly glister with glass. Wide, spacious windows . . . mirrored walls . . . corner windows . . . bathrooms that sparkle with colorful Vitrolite Structural Glass. Beautiful yet inexpensive, glass is used lavishly throughout.

Make the most of all this when you build, but see your architect first. His guidance, a reputable builder, and the use of quality materials will prove to be your best investment.

Libbey-Owens-Ford Glass Company . . . Toledo, Ohio.

LIBBEY·OWENS·FORD QUALITY GLASS

THE ARCHITECTURAL FORUM
Maximum economy was essential!
So this building was
designed in CONCRETE

THIS armory was designed in 1935 to cost $75,000. And the price tag had to stick even though building was delayed until 1937 and the estimated cost had risen to $108,000. It was the architect's job to meet the owner's original requirements at the original cost without sacrificing structural safety, durability or low upkeep.

The solution lay in finding a type of construction which would permit each dollar to do more work. So the architect redesigned the structure for concrete. Form boards were frankly used to produce wall texture. The result is an outstanding building—within the budget.

In structures of all types, concrete saves money by combining structural and architectural functions in one thrifty material. Its great adaptability, and variety of surface textures and colors give wide latitude to the imaginative designer.

Your architect or engineer can show how your building may be designed in concrete for beauty and economy. On request we will mail illustrated booklet, "The NEW Beauty in Walls of Architectural Concrete" (free in United States and Canada), or send one of our engineers.

PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION
Dept. 8-7, 33 W. Grand Ave., Chicago, Ill.
A national organization to improve and extend the uses of concrete—through scientific research and engineering field work.

ARCHITECTURAL CONCRETE ... Architectural and Structural Functions Combined in ONE Firesafe, Enduring Material
THINGS HAVE BEEN HAPPENING FAST IN ICE REFRIGERATION

Gone is the old fashioned wooden "ice box"—gone to the limbo of forgotten things. But ice refrigeration is today in a stronger position than ever before.

For in place of the old "ice box" there is the modern air-conditioned ice refrigerator—a beauty to look at, a satisfaction to use.

As a preserver of perishable foods this new-type ice refrigerator accomplishes truly remarkable results. It does more than just keep foods cold. It guards them against rapid drying out and against the exchanging of flavors.

No other type of refrigerator gives foods the triple protection of constant cold, controlled moisture and clean-washed air.

The new air-conditioned ice refrigerator costs only a third to a half as much as other types. A single servicing of ice lasts three to five days or longer. And the drip pan is eliminated by the use of a simple permanent drain.

There is a style and size to suit every home and meet every commercial requirement. Your local ice company will give you complete details—or write:

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF ICE INDUSTRIES
228 North La Salle Street Chicago, Ill.
THEY TALKED BEHIND THE ARCHITECT'S BACK

DID YOU HAVE AN ARCHITECT PLAN YOUR HOUSE, JOE?

YOU BET I DID!

WASN'T IT EXPENSIVE?

NOPE. THE HOUSE COST ONLY $700. ARCHITECT AND ALL. HE REALLY SAVED ME MONEY.

HE KNOWS WHAT IS GOOD — THE NEWEST IMPROVEMENTS. TAKE HEATING AND INSULATION. HE GAVE ME FORCED WARM-AIR HEATING WITH FILTERED AIR. LET ME SHOW YOU THE FURNACE.

FORCED WARM AIR SEEMS TO BE GETTING POPULAR.

IT SHOULD IT'S REALLY WINTER AIR—CONDITIONING. WARM, CLEAN AIR IN EVERY ROOM, ALL THE TIME!

HOW IS THE AIR CLEANED?

ALL THE AIR GOES THROUGH DUST-STOP FILTERS TWO OR THREE TIMES AN HOUR. THESE EFFICIENT FILTERS ARE MADE OF THE NEW GLASS CALLED FIBERGLAS.

THESE REAL GLASS FIBERS ARE ARRANGED IN LAYERS OF COARSE AND FINE MATS THAT CATCH BOTH LARGE AND SMALL PARTICLES OF DUST. THEY KEEP THE AIR CLEAN, EVEN STOP HAY FEVER POLLEN.

FIBERGLAS*

DUSTOP*

AIR FILTERS

Manufactured by Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corporation, Toledo, Ohio

SEE FIBERGLAS AT THE FAIRS—NEW YORK AND SAN FRANCISCO
Now every home you design — modest or pretentious — may have the luxury of Formed Iron Plumbing Ware.

There is a wide range of popular colors, one to meet most every desire and decorative scheme. And every piece — bathtub, lavatory, kitchen sink and laundry tub—is finished in acid-resisting porcelain enamel at no extra cost.

You and your clients will delight in the smooth, graceful styling of Formed Iron Plumbing Ware . . . its exceptionally high-luster porcelain enamel . . . its new convenience features . . . and its evidence of sound creative designing and craftsmanship. Remember, too, that each fixture is drawn whole from ARMCO Enameling Iron and bears the familiar ARMCO trademark of basic quality.

For additional information, write to The American Rolling Mill Company, 1491 Curtis Street, Middletown, Ohio.
LIFE'S great idea was to make America home-conscious by publishing 8 inspiring designs by world-famous architects. And the Reliable Home Construction Co. (along with other alert builders) followed up with another when they actually built a "Life" Home and let modern automatic gas equipment handle the 4 major housekeeping jobs of cooking, refrigeration, water heating, and house heating.

No other single fuel is so well suited to the advanced standards of living represented by the "Life" Home designs and no other fuel makes building money go so far. And gas appliances, in addition to their superior performance and longer life, assure important savings in first cost, installation cost, and operating cost.

See for yourself how "gas for the 4 big jobs" simplifies planning, building and selling! Visit the nearest All-Gas "Life" Home, or consult your local Gas Company.

AMERICAN GAS ASSOCIATION
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Specifying JOHNs-MANVILLE ASPHALT TILE wherever you need a decorative, durable, resilient flooring

J-M ASPHALT TILE was selected for this up-to-date gymnasium-auditorium at St. Joseph's Orphanage, Lisle, III., because it provides a quiet, resilient, safe- traction floor that withstands wear and tear with little, if any, maintenance. Even the game markings here are of J-M Asphalt Tile—inlaid as an integral part of the floor!

Send for this FREE full-color brochure

This interesting brochure suggests dozens of attractive designs for schools, hospitals, restaurants...any type of public building where quiet, resilient, long-wearing floors are essential. It contains a plate showing the thirty-four beautiful J-M colors in plain and marbleized patterns that are adaptable to any decorative treatment. You will need this helpful book for frequent reference and for picturing flooring effects to your clients. For your copy and complete specification data on J-M Asphalt Tile Flooring, mail the coupon, today.

CLIP COUPON FOR FREE BOOK

JOHNS-MANVILLE, Dept. AF-8, 12 E. 48th Street, New York City
Send me specification data and your full-color brochure describing J-M Asphalt Tile Flooring.

Name
Address
City State

FORUM OF EVENTS

(Continued from page 42)

COOPER UNION, NEW YORK. Professor Edward Slater Sheiry has been appointed head of the Civil Engineering Department, succeeding Professor Fred E. Foss, retired at the age of 76. Professor Sheiry formerly headed the same department in Robert College, Istanbul.

UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN. The Department of Landscape Design, established 30 years ago in the College of Literature, Science and the Arts, has been transferred to the College of Architecture with the title of Department of Landscape Architecture. Its five year curriculum will lead to the degree of Bachelor of Landscape Architecture. Title of the College of Architecture is now changed to College of Architecture and Design of which Wells Bennett is Dean.

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY. A new course is offered this coming year in which the School of Architecture collaborates with the Department of Social Science. It deals with housing —its social purpose, the effect of slum clearance and improved environment, administration, design, housing authority, finance and the like. Experts in the related fields will be called upon to present detailed information under the direction of Carl Feiss.

NEW YORK UNIVERSITY. The School of Architecture and Allied Arts will expand its Department of Industrial Design next fall under the direction of Gilbert Rohde.

CALENDAR

September 4-8. Institution of Mechanical Engineers of Great Britain to meet with American Society of Mechanical Engineers, the two societies to be joined by the Institution of Civil Engineers and the Engineering Institute of Canada, who are meeting with the American Society of Civil Engineers, Hotel Pennsylvania, New York, N. Y. (Mechanical Engineers at Hotel Pennsylvania, Civil Engineers at Columbia University.)


September 28. International Congress of Architects as guests of the A.I.A. leave by steamer for Old Point Comfort.


January 22-26, 1940. Sixth International Heating and Ventilating Exposition, Lakeside Hall, Cleveland, Ohio.

MISCELLANEOUS

SUPERVISING ARCHITECT'S OFFICE. Marking the 103rd anniversary of the founding of the Supervising Architect's Office and the transfer of this office from the jurisdiction of the Treasury Department into the newly created Federal Works Agency, the personnel of the office held a dinner on July 6, at the Willard Hotel in Washington. Over 400 persons attended, and they were addressed by Secretary Morgenthau.

(Continued on page 50)
ow you can use WALL HUNG FIXTURES without installation Grief or Damaging Strain on the Wall

—ZURN CARRIERS Support the Load Instead

ast methods of supporting Wall Hung Fixtures are now relegated to the oblivion of obsolescence. And with them goes all the installation grief and damaging strain on the wall that has "jinxed" the use of Wall Hung Fixtures.

urn Engineered Carriers remove the limitations imposed upon our desire and ability to create finer and more completely sanitary and attractive toilet rooms by making Wall Hung Fixtures practical from every standpoint. Zurn Carriers are adaptable for hanging any type and make of Wall Hung Fixtures.

research, analysis of hundreds of phases of installation problems and thorough engineering responsible for this advanced development is a big story . . . too big for this message . . . too important to you and your clients to be confined in this advertisement. It's all presented in the Zurn Carrier Catalog, the first authoritative book offered on the subject of Carriers for Wall Hung Fixtures.

A copy of the Zurn Carrier Catalog will complete and bring up to date your working information on Wall Hung Fixtures—your plumbing and heating file would be incomplete without it. Use the coupon to send for your copy now.

J. A. ZURN MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Sales Office and Factory; Erie, Pennsylvania

Please send me without obligation a copy of the Zurn Carrier Catalog.

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY AND STATE
It has been said that Americans work hard because they play harder. Certainly, the rough-and-tumble usage given equipment in nite spots, club rooms, refreshment centers calls primarily for durability. AZROCK, the modern mastic tile, provides a floor covering of sturdy durability without sacrificing either good looks or economy. All marks of burning cigarettes, spilled foods and liquids are readily erased. An almost imperceptible resiliency resists indentations. An AZROCK floor stays new under the toughest treatment at a minimum of maintenance cost... AZROCK "can take it"!
DAYTONA VILLAGE APARTMENT PROJECT

GAIN PROVES THE PRACTICABILITY OF INDIVIDUAL GAS-FIRED UNITS FOR HEATING

AYTONA VILLAGE APARTMENT PROJECT

BAIN PROVES THE PRACTICABILITY OF INDIVIDUAL GAS-FIRED UNITS FOR HEATING

150 JANITROL WINTER AIR CONDITIONERS Specified!

Up-to-the-minute in its conveniences, Daytona Village, Dayton, Ohio, will follow the modern trend by offering individually heated apartments—continuous heating service with a minimum of attention—with Janitrol Winter Air Conditioners.

Architects found features in Janitrol that added prestige and value to their recommendations. Owners saw Janitrol advantages that meant increased return and reduced expenses as well as unusual service features to client tenants.

Valuable basement space could be converted into apartments—increased rentals. Smoke stacks eliminated; piping simplified. Overhead expenses for heating could be removed. Clean gas heat—without dust, dirt or ashes—would save on redecorating and cleaning expenses.

The advantage of individualized heating comfort would attract tenants—reduce complaints. Specify Janitrol to increase the value of your service to clients.

JANITROL
GAS-FIRED HEATING EQUIPMENT

WINTER AIR CONDITIONERS & FURNACES • BOILERS CIRCULATING HEATERS • WATER HEATERS • UNIT HEATERS
Everyone in the Southwest knows the James Bute Company — grants them "inside knowledge" of paint through many years of experience.

With dozens of products to choose from, this popular distributor selected Bondex for weatherproofing the Houston warehouse.

Take a tip from an expert and specify Bondex on stucco, masonry, brick and metal surfaces.

YOU ALREADY KNOW BONDEX - THE WORLD'S STANDARD WATERPROOF CEMENT PAINT

MEET BONDEX-PRIMER PREPARES ANY SURFACE (POROUS OR NON POROUS PAINTED OR UNPAINTED) FOR BONDEX

USE COUPON BELOW...

THE REARDON CO., 2200 N. 2nd St., St. Louis, Mo.

Please send me illustrated folder on Bondex-Primer and Bondex.

Name

Firm

Address

City

State

108
The Ford Foundation—established in 1936 as a non-profit corporation—has begun construction of what is believed to be one of the largest private housing projects ever undertaken in the United States. This home building project is scheduled to provide housing during the next ten years for a model community of 16,000 persons. The site is a plot of approximately two square miles adjoining Greenfield Village and the Edison Institute Museum in Dearborn. The initial development includes 15 apartment buildings of the walk-up and terrace type, with a total of 203 apartments, accommodating an average of four persons each, and 53 single houses and business center buildings. The first occupancy is scheduled for November 1939. Unhampered by any existent street layouts or buildings, the Ford Foundation home project reflects thinking directed toward the modern ideal in community development. Its planning is based on two years of research and examination of housing projects throughout the country. Dwellings are located on cul-de-sac streets—away from the noise and traffic dangers of through highways. The architectural treatment of the apartments is colonial, in keeping with that of nearby Greenfield Village and Museum.

STRAN-STEEL framing will be used exclusively in the construction of the apartment buildings and the business center. Stran-Steel was chosen only after consideration and examination in the field of all possible types of construction now in use—the best for safety, adaptability, permanence, low cost, and speed in erection.

Stran-Steel gives to single- and multiple-housing units the accepted superiorities of skyscraper-type steel frame construction—framing that is fire-safe, shrink-proof and termite-proof. The patented Stran-Steel nailing groove permits nailing flooring, lath, roofing and other collateral materials directly to all Stran-Steel members. Nails are literally held in a "grip of steel." The erection of Stran-Steel is readily handled by carpenters, who need no special training or tools.

Because Stran-Steel is the product of modern mass production methods, it is economical to buy. And it is economical to use because it makes possible the application of mass production efficiency to large-scale home building operations. In fact, the overall costs of many group housing projects using Stran-Steel have been less than the estimated costs of similar buildings built with other fire-safe materials.

Stran-Steel gives full scope to the genius of the architect, since it can be used in any type of building that can be erected with lumber. Approved by F.H.A., it is readily adaptable to most designs.

Write for the Stran-Steel brochure which will provide you with further data about the Ford Foundation development and other notable group housing projects.
Modern building really begins with an efficient plumbing and heating conducting system. The convenience of any home, in fact, its very livability absolutely depends upon it—without it the most modern bathroom, kitchen and laundry fixtures cannot render that peak of efficient service that was intended to go hand in hand with their handsome appearance. Heating units cannot attain their maximum efficiency with a conducting system that restricts flow, clogs and corrodes.

Architects can confidently specify, and contractors use STREAMLINE Copper Pipe connected with the modern and practical STREAMLINE Solder Fittings, knowing that their clients will have a permanently reliable conducting system that insures efficient service from up-to-the-minute fixtures and radiating units, year in and year out.

Threaded joints, always a potential source of future leakage, are eliminated in a STREAMLINE system. One leaky joint behind walls or between floors and ceilings may cause many dollars worth of damage to property and furnishing and involve trouble and inconvenience for tenants and owners. STREAMLINE eliminates this risk and worry—and with the possible exception of extremely abnormal water conditions, it will be just as serviceable and efficient after twenty or thirty years have passed as the day it was first put in—a point well worth remembering should the building be ultimately for sale.

Plan for efficiency and with an eye to the future. Specify genuine STREAMLINE Copper Pipe and Fittings, and insist upon it being used.

For detailed information consult Sweet's Catalog File, or write us direct.
BRINGS MORE LIGHT,
BETTER VENTILATION

MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
NEW YORK CITY

James Gamble Rogers, Architect
Henry C. Pelton, Associate
Marc Elditz & Son, Inc.,
Contractors

Much more than "steel windows" was specified by James Gamble Rogers for this mammoth hospital and much more has been delivered by Fenestra.

Adequate daylight is one essential that is assured by "Fenmark" and "Projected Fenmark" Windows. Another is ample fresh air, provided by easy-opening ventilators which afford 100% window opening if desired. Even when open, these better windows provide weather protection: In "Projected" types, open-out vents form canopies over openings; open-in vents deflect drafts upward, shed water to the outside.

Fenestra Screens for all Fenmark Windows permit complete operation of vents without touching screens; are quickly and safely attached or removed from the inside...Glass is washed on both sides safely from within the room.

And every demand of the architect for attractive lines and glass areas of pleasing proportions is fully met. Complete details will be gladly furnished upon request. See Fenestra Catalog in SWEETS for 1939 (30th Consecutive Year).

One of many types of Fenestra Fenmark Windows. When equipped with Fenestra Flat Screens—on the inside for the swing leaves, on the outside for the sill vents—screens are attached or removed quickly and safely from the inside.

DETROIT STEEL PRODUCTS CO.
2252 East Grand Boulevard, Detroit, Mich.

Please send free literature, as follows:

Heavy Casement-Type Steel Windows
Detention Steel Windows
Residence Steel Casements

Name _______________________
Address ____________________
City ___________ State ___________
From Cellar to Roof!

From damp-proofing of foundations, masonry and brick work to permanently sheathing outside walls and roofs, from drip-pans and flashings to vapor-sealing every inside surface — no other product can compare with Brownskin and Copperskin for performance, permanence and low cost! Brownskin is a super-building paper — weather-proof, rot-proof, insect-proof, and the most effective, economical vapor-seal. It is creped to s-t-r-e-t-c-h with strains. Copperskin combines the perfect vapor-sealing and damp-proofing of pure sheet copper at one-fifth the cost.

FREE ARCHITECTS' FILE FOLDERS

Useful and authoritative "20 Uses and Diagrams of Copperskin in Commercial Buildings—Public Works—Residences" and "Vapor-Seal with Copperskin and Brownskin.”

DEALERS: Write about Franchise.

ANGIER CORPORATION
FRAMINGHAM, MASSACHUSETTS

BROWNSKIN ASPHALT COATING COPPER

PRODUCTS and PRACTICE

(Continued from page 134)

DESIGN EXAMPLES

Cross Section

Longitudinal Section

The large auditorium without public-address system. Reverberation time 2 sec. Reflecting panel desirable.

Plan

The movie theater

Stationary speakers allow more directional treatment.

Plan and Section

The legitimate theater

Reverberation time 1 ½ sec. Do not allow the volume to become too large.

Section

The concert hall

Reverberation time 2 sec. Wood reflecting surfaces and floor.

Plan and Section

The examples given above are generally applicable but the designer must analyze each specific problem on its merits. Where exact results are necessary, an acoustical engineer should be engaged.
FROM THE SHERWIN-WILLIAMS PALETTE—COLORS FOR THE MUSEUM OF MODERN ART

Outstanding example of the expert use of color in relation to light and form is the decoration of New York’s Museum of Modern Art. Here color becomes functional. It furnishes appropriate backgrounds for exhibits. It gives expanse to smaller areas. Holds larger areas together. Is used to attract attention to exhibits in alcoves. Avoids reflecting color. Emphasizes surface planes. Reflects light. Twelve colors from the Sherwin-Williams palette of standard decorator colors complete the range used by architects Philip Goodwin and Edward D. Stone for the entire Museum.

Why Sherwin-Williams? For the authentic shades of their standard "right-from-the-can" colors. For the soft velvety texture of their finish. For the quality appearance possible only in quality paints!

ART LIBRARY—A yellow back wall gives a note of brightness and cheerfulness. Blue panels on book stacks and in alcove afford appropriate contrast. The gray on the panels surrounding the book stack gives relief and blends perfectly with the strong colors. The ceiling is white, to reflect all available light.

MEMBERS’ ROOM (Roof Garden)—Ceilings are gray plaster. Front wall is white. Side walls are Sherwin-Williams blue. Roof Garden alcoves have been given strong colors to relieve expanses of neutral gray. Surface planes and arrangement of lighting as well as type of exhibits decided coloring used here.

RECEPTION—The ceiling is done with acoustical material painted off-white. The paint used does not affect the soundproofing qualities. Wood paneling is natural, in "rubbed" varnish effect. Front curtains are white. The whole design is simple and clean cut, depending upon materials, form, light and color for decorative effect.

AUDITORIUM—Walls are neutral gray to avoid any tendency to attract attention to themselves and to avoid reflecting color over the audience. Lighting is indirect, focussed on sidewalls. The alcove at rear of the auditorium is dark gray, tending to fade out any empty seats. Seats are crimson. The rug is dark blue.

LOUNGE—Walls are in neutral gray, a shade which does not compete with exhibits on the wall, nor distort color values. The neutral gray also furnishes an appropriate background for new exhibits placed regularly. The ceiling is light blue. The area surrounding the indirect luminary is white—for light reflection and true color values.

Consult the Sherwin-Williams Department of Architectural Service on all things paint and color. See our section in Sweet’s Catalog. Write The Sherwin-Williams Company, Cleveland, Ohio and all principal cities.

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS PAINTS

AUGUST 1939
Grab yourself a chair!

and pull up at the busiest conference on industrial advertising you ever heard of.

Two hundred controversial subjects will be discussed in clinics large and small. "How to improve your effectiveness as an advertising manager" will be one of the large clinics. The first day is Executive's Day (bring your boss).

Even at lunches you will be grouped with members and guests having identical interests.

Take advantage of low transportation rates, hotel accommodations at no increased cost and a guided tour of the industrial exhibits at the World's Fair with a day and a half left over to yourself! Make your hotel reservations early!

Some of the Clinic Subjects
FIELD WORK
PERFORMANCE DATA
DIRECT MAIL
INDUSTRIAL EXHIBITS
READERSHIP VALUES
TIE-UP WITH SALES FORCE
PUBLICITY
MARKET DATA
MEASURING RESULTS
CATALOGS
SALES MANUALS
EXHIBITS
AWARDS
LADIES' PROGRAM
DINNER AND SHOW AS USUAL

17th NATIONAL CONFERENCE and EXPOSITION
N.I.A.A.
HOTEL NEW YORKER
Sept. 20-23 1939

National Industrial Advertisers Association
100 East Ohio Street
Chicago, Illinois
2-39
NO OTHER DECORATIVE MEDIUM CAN TRUTHFULLY CLAIM ALL THESE QUALITIES

- Lowest Lifetime Cost
- Unrestricted Utility
- Structural Soundness
- Ageless Beauty
- Style Flexibility

The Suntile used in this smart, modern bathroom—can be seen at your local authorized Suntile dealer. He has complete specifications for this Sunstyled bathroom.

BIG THINGS HAVE HAPPENED TO TILE!

A patented system of balanced color presentation, through an interchangeable section assembly of full size tile panels. You and your client can see in a few minutes color balanced combinations, including floors, wainscot and trim as they will appear in an actual installation. Combinations of your preference can be quickly demonstrated.

Experience has proved that this quick, effective presentation saves time, eliminates confusion, and the error of mental visualization. It avoids the difficulties so often encountered through insufficient or misproportioned samples. A demonstration by your authorized Suntile dealer will convince you.

Have we been too modest? Or have you taken for granted that nothing new could happen to tile? If imitative materials have obscured the real news about tile, if the clamor for the ultra-modern has made it expedient to temporize with less than tile, perhaps we are to blame. Today, with Suntile there exists no single reason for using less than this traditionally sound medium, no valid excuse for using imitative materials. If any reason did exist, Suntile has eliminated it. Today with Suntile you can obtain every decorative virtue you desire. Smart, modern color beauty in an unlimited range of effects, color balanced combinations in rainbow of color tones, units sized to meet every possible design requirement, are yours in Suntile. Lower in lifetime cost—today's cost of Suntile is at the lowest point in years. Big things have happened to tile—and the biggest thing is Suntile. Your local authorized Suntile dealer is ready to render expert service. He will guarantee each Suntile installation. Call him.

THE CAMBRIDGE TILE MFG. CO., Cincinnati, Ohio
No Vibration... No Special Foundation

Carrier
Centrifugal
REFRIGERATION

IN 15-STORY MIAMI BUILDING

RECENTLY COMPLETED, the Florida National Bank Building is the first completely air conditioned office building in Miami, and the largest refrigeration system South of Washington and East of the Mississippi.

COOLING EFFECT OF 1,440,000 POUNDS of ice is provided daily by these two Carrier Centrifugal Refrigerating Machines. Absence of vibration, eliminating need of special construction, made building foundation a simple matter—an invaluable feature where building footings are but a few feet below grade.

4 GREAT OPERATING ADVANTAGES OF CARRIER CENTRIFUGALS IN THE FLORIDA NATIONAL BANK

★ COMPACT SIZE — Each Carrier Centrifugal Machine of 360 tons refrigeration occupies a space only 9' 3" high, 15' 6" wide and 21' 8" long.

★ VIBRATION-LESS OPERATION — Unlike reciprocating types of equipment, the Carrier Centrifugals maintain uniform load without vibration—make elaborate foundation unnecessary—and cause no noticeable effect on lighting.

★ SAFE AND DEPENDABLE — Utilizing Carene as refrigerant, the Carrier Centrifugal is inherently safe—absence of moving parts assures minimum of attention.

★ ECONOMICAL — High efficiency of Carrier Centrifugal Machines maintained with varying loads.

For Low Temperature Cooling or Air Conditioning—investigate Carrier Centrifugal Refrigeration!

For every refrigeration problem requiring 50 or more tons of cooling effect, Carrier Centrifugal Refrigeration is the ideal solution. We invite you to write today for latest technical data—showing wide choice of drives, methods of securing desirable power factors and heat balance, as well as other operating economies. No obligation, of course.

CARRIER CORPORATION, Syracuse, N. Y. Desk H1
"Weather Makers to the World"
In Canada—Box 1030, Station C, Toronto
Please send me your latest Technical Bulletin of Carrier Centrifugal Refrigeration—without obligation, of course.

NAME

COMPANY

ADDRESS

Visit the Carrier Igloo of Tomorrow—at the New York World's Fair
Perforated Rocklath Receives Nation-wide Approval

Typical Is This Distinguished Florida Hotel

Perforated Rocklath™ — The Fireproof Lath was used in the construction of the Croydon Arms Hotel at Miami Beach because of its tested and proved superiority as a plaster base.

And because of its fireproof qualities Perforated Rocklath would give Croydon Arms guests added fire protection.

Plaster is WELDED and RIVETED to its surfaces—resulting in walls that are fine appearing and crack resistive.

Yet with its many superior advantages Perforated Rocklath is comparatively inexpensive—sells for little, if any, more than old-fashioned combustible lathing materials.

To give your clients good-looking fire resistant walls and ceilings that stoutly resist cracks—specify Perforated Rocklath for every job—hotels, stores, homes, offices, apartments.

Write today for complete information on this remarkable new fireproof lath. UNITED STATES GYPSUM COMPANY, 300 W. Adams St., Chicago, Ill. *Registered trade-mark

The FIREPROOF lath
CLEANLINESS, even heat and air circulation are requisites in hospital heating systems provided by YOUNG STREAMAIRE Convectors.

The Diagnostics Building of the Peoria State Hospital, like many other similar institutions, is heated with YOUNG STREAMAIRE Convectors. Both wall hung and recessed type enclosures are used.

Architects, engineers, and heating contractors, when specifying YOUNG STREAMAIRE Convectors, have much to offer building owners in appearance and performance.

YOUNG RADIATOR COMPANY
RACINE, WISCONSIN

K-VENIENCE FIXTURES
ANSWER THE DEMAND FOR
More Closet Space

Clothes closets need no longer be neglected. Alert builders and architects are specifying and installing K-Veniences on every job—lots of them—and it's not hard to see why. K-Veniences offer complete freedom from the usual inconveniences of closets. These are built-in conveniently to save space, to facilitate the flow of traffic; they're equally at home in rooms large or small, high or low. They're solidly built, made of rugged, man-made materials, they're finished in all-steel construction. They're the perfect closet fixtures, including shoe racks, hangers, hat and coat hooks, washboards, and many others. Ask your building contractor or your nearest hardware store to show you the K-Veniences that can best meet your needs.

KNAPE & VOGT MANUFACTURING COMPANY

ADDITIONAL COPIES OF THIS EXCITING BOOK WITH 336 PICTURES OF BOTH GREAT 1933 FAIRS MAY BE OBTAINED FOR $2 EACH.

EDITION IS LIMITED. SEND YOUR ORDERS TO

THE ARCHITECTURAL FORUM
TIME & LIFE BUILDING, ROCKEFELLER CENTER, N. Y.
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Your typical architect is complex—an open minded progressive and a cautious conservative combined in one and the same man. A progressive—because he looks with an interested eye and an inquiring mind on new methods, new materials, new trends in design. A conservative—because he waits until he receives conclusive proof that the new way is a better way. He refuses to attach his clients' houses to trial balloons.

Paint is a product which architects have learned to consider carefully. Through experience they have found out that the durability of a paint cannot be demonstrated in a few short years. A paint has not proved itself thoroughly until it has stood up not only as a first painting but also under successive repaintings.

Dutch Boy White-Lead has long since passed the trial balloon stage. Anyone with any questions about Dutch Boy will find them answered by millions of successful paint jobs. No paint made anywhere has ever given a more convincing demonstration of complete dependability.

By specifying Dutch Boy White-Lead you secure that combination of beauty and durability which is a fundamental objective of good architecture.

This is the slogan of the national advertising campaign on white-lead now being conducted by the Lead Industries Association. The purpose of this campaign is to promote a wider understanding of the advantages of white-lead paint.

NATIONAL LEAD COMPANY
111 Broadway, New York; 116 Oak St., Buffalo; 500 West 33rd St., Chicago; 650 Freeman Ave., Cincinnati; 1212 West Third St., Cleveland; 213 Chestnut St., St. Louis; 2240 24th St., San Francisco; National-Boston Lead Co., 600 Albany St., Boston; National Lead & Oil Co. of Penna., 220 Fourth Ave., Pittsburgh; John T. Lewis & Bros. Co., Wilmington, Del., Philadelphia.

DUTCH BOY
WHITE-LEAD
Good Paint's Other Name
The luxury obtainable only with wood

Claro Walnut Flexwood treatment, Meeting Room, Benedum Trees Oil Co., Pittsburgh, Pa., Hunting, Davis & Dunnells, Architects.

3,000 sq. ft. of Claro Walnut, English Oak and Figured Red Gum Flexwood used in this and other rooms.

...without straining the average decorating budget!

No longer need any executive forego the pleasure of a well-appointed office with walls of rare and exotic wood. An office, such as that shown above, is an adjunct to a business as well as an appropriate setting for important dealings. Gracious, warm, and in excellent taste, a Flexwood treated office or Conference room is an asset to any firm. When the luxury obtainable only with genuine wood treatment is desired, and when time and economy are imperative, Flexwood is the choice of architects and designers. Complete data, and samples of Flexwood, will be sent gladly.

UNITED STATES PLYWOOD CORPORATION, 103 PARK AVE., NEW YORK

Manufacturers of Flexwood, Plywood, Armorply, Weldwood, and kindred products

Attention!
MID-WEST ARCHITECTS

All of the products of the United States Plywood Corporation, including Weldwood, Flexwood, Robertson Bonded Metal, and Micarta, are now on permanent display in the Merchandise Mart, Chicago. Architects and their clients are cordially invited to visit the Exhibit and to make use of this source of authentic information on plywood or other laminated products incorporating veneers or metals.

Flexwood is thin wood mounted on cloth and made flexible for direct application to flat and curved surfaces... it takes any wood finish. Wood in no other form approaches Flexwood in cost, ease, and speed of application in modern wood treatment.
Low-cost housing, both public and private, is increasing tremendously in many communities. Modern conditions make it imperative. This is important business that offers unusual opportunities for architects and builders to meet modern needs — through the planning and building of houses that provide comfort, give long service, cost little to maintain. Widely known for their dependability, Carey Building Products meet the requirements on every count. This is proved by their wide use in both public and private low-cost projects. Write today for complete information. Address Dept. 20.
YOU ARE CORDIALLY INVITED
TO BECOME A MEMBER OF
THE MUSEUM OF
MODERN ART
11 WEST 53RD STREET, NEW YORK CITY

MEMBERSHIP PRIVILEGES

ANNUAL MEMBERS
1. $10.
2. Discount of 25% on all other Museum books, discount of 15% on any publisher's color reproductions.
3. Free admission to the Film Programs.
4. Free admission to exhibitions at all times and to all lectures, plus ten complimentary admission tickets for distribution to friends.
5. The Museum Bulletin containing scholarly comment on Museum activities.
6. Invitations to private openings held for members by the Trustees.
7. Use of the Museum Library.
8. Exclusive use of the penthouse Members' Club Room.

ASSOCIATE MEMBERS
$25. (annually)

FELLOW MEMBERS
$100. (annually)

Free copies of Museum Publications comprising at least four major books for a season, including the current 384 page book "Art in Our Time"—in itself an omnibus of modern art.

Visit to small private collections, arranged by the Museum's Advisory Committee.

Enjoy all privileges and publications.

THE MUSEUM OF MODERN ART, 11 WEST 53RD STREET, NEW YORK CITY

I desire to become a member of The Museum of Modern Art:

☐ Annual .......................................................... $10
☐ Associate .................................................. (annually) $25
☐ Fellow .................................................. (annually) $100

Enclosed is my check made payable to The Museum of Modern Art.

Name
Address
City

Membership contributions to The Museum of Modern Art are deductible in computing income tax.
New Plant Miles Laboratories, Inc., Elkhart, Ind.

Architect—Frank A. Randall, Chicago, Ill.

General Contractor—Solliit Construction Co., South Bend, Ind.

Roofing Contractors—Asbestos & Asphalt Products Co., South Bend, Ind.

Roofed with 72,000 square feet of RU-BER-OID 20-year bonded coal tar pitch, felt and gravel surfaced roofing.

NEW HOME OF ALKA-SELTZER

protected with a RU-BER-OID BUILT-UP ROOF

Another well-known pharmaceutical manufacturer has the right to be proud of his new plant—proud of its appearance, proud that it is protected with a RU-BER-OID Bonded Built-up Roof.

Alka-Seltzer's architect selected RU-BER-OID, knowing that behind the roofing material specified was a company with nearly half a century of manufacturing experience. This architect knew that he could also choose an approved roofing contractor, and that both the roofing and the workmanship could be bonded for 10, 15, or 20 years, according to the specification of his selection.

This architect realized that he could select from more than thirty RU-BER-OID specifications the roof best fitted for the job. He knew that this selection could be made from the three major types of built-up roofs—asphalt, asbestos, or coal tar pitch and felt. His choice could be the one best suited to the local climatic conditions, atmospheric fumes, fire hazards, anticipated life of building, or any other condition that might confront him.

These are the factors that cause more and more architects to entrust their roofing problems to The Ruberoid Co. Over the years, these architects have come to realize the remarkable service record of RU-BER-OID Roofs and their proved economy.

When you have a roofing problem, remember Ruberoid. For specifications, refer to Sweet's, or write for complete catalog on your letterhead.

LIKE NEW AFTER 20 YEARS

IN 1939 this photo was taken of the same house. After 20 years the only change is in the shrubbery! The stucco looks just like new—thanks to Atlas White. Let this be a hint to you to specify stucco made with Atlas White whenever you want permanently beautiful results.

Look closely at the two pictures again. Compare the stucco in each. And then remember this: Through the twenty summers and winters this stucco has faced wind and rain and sun, it has held its smart appearance... and has not needed repairs!

That's stucco for you... stucco made with Atlas White portland cement! And not only was the stucco made with Atlas White, but all the delicate ornamental work and precast railings were made from this fine white portland cement, too.

Use stucco made with Atlas White on your next job and see how it—
—provides a sturdy, fire-safe and weather-resistant exterior covering
—can be applied in a wide range of colors and textures
—is low in first cost and needs practically no upkeep
—endures in any climate!


Close-up view of the artistic ornamental work and stucco 20 years after construction with Atlas White. Note the fine detail. Looks as if it will be good for another 20 years!

A FACTORY-PREPARED STUCCO IS PREFERABLE

STUCCO MADE WITH Atlas White PORTLAND CEMENT
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NEW STANDARDS of Bathroom Beauty are set by CARRARA GLASS

CARRARA Structural Glass has changed the accepted ideas of what constitutes an attractive bathroom. This lovely material has lifted the bathroom...and the kitchen, too...to a new plane of beauty and distinction. That's why so many leading architects have standardized on Carrara for bathroom and kitchen walls.

Carrara is a gleaming, lustrous glass...providing the accurate, mirror-like reflections which only a mechanically ground and polished glass can give. The ten available Carrara colors...ranging from delicate pastel shades to deep, rich tones...offer almost unlimited possibilities for striking color schemes. Design potentials are substantially broadened by the decorative treatments to which Carrara is adaptable...such as sandblasting, fluting, shading, laminating.

Exceptionally beautiful, Carrara is practical, too. It does not craze, check, stain, fade or absorb odors. It is impervious to moisture, chemicals, grease, grime. It is easily cleaned with a damp cloth. And it retains its bright beauty permanently. Use Carrara in the bathrooms and kitchens of the homes you design. And write us...now...for literature containing complete information about it. Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company, 2150-9 Grant Building, Pittsburgh, Pa.

At the New York World's Fair, see the exhibits of Pittsburgh Glass in the Glass Center Building, the Forward March of America Building, and the All-Glass House. At the Golden Gate International Exposition, see them in the Homes and Gardens Building.

CARRARA
The modern structural glass

PITTSBURGH PLATE GLASS COMPANY
This Easy-To-Install PAYNE Forced Air Unit
✓ Heats!
✓ Filters!
✓ Ventilates!

“Spring-condition” the homes you build. Offer filtered warmth in winter. Cooling ventilation in summer. Flowing fresh air all the time.

When you specify a Payne Forced Air Unit, you can offer all these advantages — and more.

Lower building costs. The FAU requires no basement. Compact design. Operating from kitchen, closet or service porch, the FAU takes up but little more space than a hot water heater. Lower upkeep costs. The FAU burns gas, the clean, inexpensive, modern fuel. And it burns the type of gas most economical in your community — natural, manufactured or liquid petroleum. Greater satisfaction. The FAU is foolproof, carefree and has automatic thermostat control.

Make your modern homes completely modern with a Payne Forced Air Unit. Write today for details.

DONLEY DAMPERS
Conserve the Beauty of Fireplaces

- Light exterior treatments are planned with confidence when Donley fireplace technique, including Donley Dampers, rule the interior constructions
- Donley Dampers promote the all-important forward position of the throat by their dimensions and by the upturned front flange
- Leaving room for an ample smoke shelf in the rear, with all that this means in control of down-draft and clean operation
- Rely also on the Donley Heatover Fireplace for maximum circulated heat and sound construction
- The new Donley Catalog describes these and scores of other tested structural devices and home conveniences. Send for it today.

The Donley Brothers Company
13945 Miles Ave.
Cleveland, O.

PAYNE FURNACE & SUPPLY Co., Inc.
BEVERLY HILLS, CALIFORNIA

Protect the BEAUTY of Modern Homes
this old-fashioned way
(Makers of Eagle Lifet ime Insulation—Thick, Fireproof/MineralWool)

FLOOR FURNACES • FORCED AIR UNITS
CONSOLES • WINTER AIR CONDITIONERS
DUPLEX FURNACES • GRAVITY FURNACES

EAGLE pure WHITE LEAD
THE EAGLE-PICHER LEAD COMPANY
CINCINNATI, OHIO
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BIGELOW Carpets add luxury in new I. Magnin & Co. Store


Merchants, architects, decorators, agree that the new I. Magnin & Co. store in Los Angeles is one of the finest, most luxurious in the world. Murals by famous artists; draperies; walls of leather are but a few of the outstanding decorative features in this building of granite and marble. We are proud that Bigelow Carpets are playing the important role of adding warmth, beauty and comfort to this magnificent new store.

Special Lokweave® fabrics were used in all parts of the store, notably the new Splendor grade on the second floor.

Whatever your carpet problems, Carpet Counsel can help you.


* Made and installed under Collins and Aikman license.


CARPET COUNSEL BY BIGELOW

A U G U S T 1 9 3 9
For underground steam lines, these 20-foot units are delivered completely assembled, including steam pipes, sectional 85% asbestos insulation with heavy asphalt jacket (or Ric-wil Dry-pac Waterproof Asbestos), Armco Ingot Iron "Hel-Cor" spirally corrugated and hermetically sealed conduit, and all accessories, ready for installation. Galvanized, thickly asphalt-coated metal with strong lock seam shuts out water and deterioration. Units carry either single or multiple pipe lines, are light in weight but exceptionally strong to withstand impact conditions, can be installed in shallow trenches with minimum labor cost, and make a highly efficient and economical system.

Write for Bulletin with Specifications
The RIC-WIL CO.

DURABILITY
- Armco experience indicates a life expectancy of 40 years in this type of conduit.

Lacrosse is known as the roughest of games, played well only by men of strength and endurance. Cold storage doors are like lacrossemen. Hard knocks are their daily lot, too. Only the most ruggedly-built can give championship performance. Leading plants use JAMISON-BUILT DOORS because performance proves they stand the strain. From diagonal and steel corner bracing to the soft but non-collapsible pure rubber gasket, JAMISON-BUILT DOORS are designed and built for years of trouble-free service.

If you are interested in cold storage doors, send for the JAMISON story. Descriptive bulletins are free. Write JAMISON COLD STORAGE DOOR CO., Hagerstown, Md., or to branches in principal cities.
WHEN PLANNING KITCHENS FOR LARGER HOMES –
Be Sure The Refrigerator Is Big Enough

Prevent the possibility of subsequent disappointments by specifying an adequate size refrigerator for larger kitchens. It is best to figure at least 2 cubic feet of food storage space per person in the family.

15 G-E MODELS
from 16 cu. ft. to 3 cu. ft.
a size for every kitchen

BE SURE IT'S A G-E!
WITH SELECTIVE AIR CONDITIONS
AND NEW LOWER PRICES

This year General Electric offers more refrigerator for less money than ever before. New General Electric refrigerator models have everything the user needs and wants, plus Selective Air Conditions, that now provide

- Sub-Freezing Storage...High Humidity
- with Low Temperature Storage...Moderate Temperature with High Humidity
- Storage...Safety-Zone General Storage

These different combinations of temperature and humidity keep foods at their fullest, finest flavor, and provide the most practical, low-cost method of food preservation available today. Both food and investment are safe in a General Electric—"it's built for keeps!"

General Electric Company, Specialty Appliance Division, Section CG8, Nela Park, Cleveland, Ohio.

See the General Electric "House of Magic" at both Fairs

GENERAL ELECTRIC
NOBODY WANTS ME...
...Just because I haven't got a Kitchen Exhaust Fan!

VICTOR In-Bilt VENTILATORS

If you want your homes to appeal to the most people, be sure to install Victor In-Bilt Ventilators. Cooking odors, greasy fumes, smoke and steam have no place in the modern home and a Victor In-Bilt seen to it that they don't stay there. Look over the complete Victor line now—there's a model for every size and price of home and they are all built to give years of trouble-free performance.

FREE! WRITE TODAY!
Send today for Victor's Ventilation Data Book—contains valuable information every architect and builder should have. Write for your Free copy now.

VICTOR ELECTRIC PRODUCTS, INC.
3020 Robertson Avenue
Cincinnati, Ohio

Modern Architecture
Employs a Modern Product

Beautiful blue glazed Terra Cotta lends vitality and sparkle to the carefully studied colors of the exterior of the Museum of Modern Art.

Modern Terra Cotta is now made by the Federal Seaboard Terra Cotta Corporation in large solid slabs 2" and 4" thick, all face planed before firing to a flat waveless surface, in unlimited controlled glazed colors.

Our Terra Cotta speaks for itself on other New York Buildings: the Canal Street Post Office; the Rockefeller Center Garage; the Metropolitan Housing Project (one of the largest Terra Cotta orders placed in many years) and many others.

Write our New York office today for technical data on this truly modern facing material.

FEDERAL SEABOARD TERRA COTTA CORPORATION
10 East 40th Street
New York, N. Y.

THE HENRY FURNACE & FOUNDRY CO.
3485 E. 49th STREET
CLEVELAND, OHIO

MANUFACTURER FOR 40 YEARS OF THE FAMOUS MONCRIEF FURNACES

CLYDE R. PLACE
CONSULTING ENGINEER
FOR
MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT
FOR
THE MUSEUM OF MODERN ART
THANKS FOR HELPING ME

Plan my Kitchen... THE CURTIS WAY

That's what more than 50,000 housewives have said to Curtis and to architects like you—said it after they've worked in and lived in their Curtis kitchens!

Every client and prospective client you talk to is kitchen-conscious. Every woman who moves into a new house or who remodels her old one insists that her kitchen be the most modern, most convenient room in the house.

Now Curtis, a kitchen planning pioneer, gives you a new, revolutionary and scientific way to help these women plan their kitchens. Our colorful new book is easy for you to use. It makes it far, far easier for the housewife to understand just how her kitchen can best be planned. For it shows how cabinet after cabinet goes into place efficiently to provide the utmost in step-saving convenience plus an abundance of convenient storage space for all kinds of kitchen equipment.

There's a Curtis Sectional wood kitchen cabinet unit for every purpose. Many are made in several sizes. The housewife selects her own decoration scheme. That's an important feature, for you can assist her in decorating her kitchen just as you assist her in planning the decoration scheme for the balance of the house. Another point to remember is that Curtis cabinets are easy to redecorate, when it is desirable to change color schemes.

Let us send you a free copy of this great new Curtis Kitchen Planning Book. There is no obligation at all. Just return the coupon.

CURTIS COMPANIES SERVICE BUREAU
CLINTON, IOWA

(Curtis Woodwork is sold by reliable dealers everywhere)

CURTIS WOODWORK IS SOLD BY RELIABLE DEALERS EVERYWHERE

(Curtis Woodwork)

WHEN YOU GO TO THE FAIRS...
DON'T FAIL TO SEE THESE CURTIS HOMES...

NEW YORK—Home No. 12A, 14th Ave. of Templeton
HOMESTEAD—The all-pine Curtis Housekeeping Home
SAN FRANCISCO—The Western Plan Home

CURTIS COMPANIES SERVICE BUREAU
Dept. AF-8, Clinton, Iowa

Please send me a free copy of your new kitchen planning book.

Name:

Address:

City: State:
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CHEKIT PENETRATING WOOD SEAL
— a clear, penetrating seal for wood floors, trim and paneling. Actually case hardens the surface, therefore stands hardest kind of traffic wear, without showing the usual worn spots or lanes. Floors treated with CHEKIT, if properly maintained with wax, never have to be resanded.

CHEKIT SUPER FINISH
—a tough, bakelite varnish that gives outstanding results on gymnasium floors, bar tops, any wood surface that receives unusual abuse. Withstands alcohol stains, rubber burns, alkalis, etc.

CHEKIT WOOD FLOOR WAX
—a revolutionary, new self-polishing wax that contains double the usual wax content. Water resistant. Non-slippery. Made especially for use on wood floors that have been treated with a Penetrating Seal. For complete information on the "CHEKIT" line for wood floors, see our ad in Sweet's Catalog or write us direct.

FRAKELIO RESEARCH COMPANY
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
MANUFACTURERS OF "RUBBER GLOSS WAX", "RUBBER GLOSS CLEANER" AND A COMPLETE LINE OF FLOOR FINISHING AND MAINTENANCE MATERIALS

MACKIN PREMIER BLINDS
Consider these distinctive features when you buy Venetian Blinds

- Slats are easily removed.
- No cords to wear or jam.
- Equalized, positive lift.
- Firmly positioned with metal guides.
- Long-lasting tapes, and many other exclusive features.

FROM HUNDREDS OF INSTALLATIONS,
Here Are a Representative Few.

Radio City—each successive building since 1933.
Western Electric Co. and the Bell Telephone System, extensive users since 1929.
University of Pittsburgh.

Write for a list of installations in your vicinity.
SEE FOR YOURSELF!

MACKIN VENETIAN BLIND COMPANY
Factory: BRADLEY, ILL. Mail Address: KANKAKEE, ILL.
Sales Offices in Principal Cities

SURE WE'VE TIME FOR "GOLF"—WE USE THE WADB!* 
"Westinghouse Architects' Data Book.

African golf or the other variety—you'll have more time to pursue that hobby if you use the timesaving features of WADB. It covers your electrical needs from incoming power line to driven machine and lighting. If the office copy is in use, just turn to Sweet's.
Summer Peaks of Heat Cut 10° to 20° on Upper Floors with KOPPERS Water-Cooled ROOFS

A FILM OF WATER kept on the roof of a flat-topped building will reduce the peaks of heat on the top floor in summer by as much as 10° to 20°.

WATER ON THE ROOF reduces the size of the refrigerating equipment required to cool the air and cuts the cost of operating the system.

THERE IS ONE THING to guard against in building water-cooled roofs: Make sure that the roofing materials you use are able to withstand prolonged contact with water.

KOPPERS Water-cooled Roofs have proved that they are not damaged by either constant or intermittent exposure to water.

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS for the construction of Koppers Water-cooled Roofs can be found in the Koppers Section of Sweet's Catalog or we will gladly send you a specification book.

KOPPERS COMPANY • PITTSBURGH

OTHER KOPPERS PRODUCTS

KOPPERS Water-Cooled ROOFS

KOPPERS product
FOR SLOPING ROOF INSTALLATIONS

NEW SPEED—FOR SLOPING ROOF INSTALLATIONS

Presstitched KIMSLUL
Expanding Blanket INSULATION

These photographs illustrate how the newest development in insulation—Presstitched Kimsul—is speeding up application at every point. For they show how the multiple rows of strong twine, stitched down the entire length of the Kimsul blanket, make the installation of Kimsul more than ever a “one man job.”

Not only does Presstitching reduce time and labor costs in the installation of Kimsul, but also increases its efficiency and permanence.

Presstitching prevents Kimsul from being expanded beyond its most efficient density, enabling even an inexperienced workman to make a correct and snugly uniform installation. The stitching being approximately 20 times stronger than necessary to support the entire weight of the blanket, Kimsul will not sag or pull away from headers.

Added to the other features (shown at the left), Presstitching means that Kimsul’s efficiency will be maintained after installation.

Kimsul® meets these building requirements

1. Economical—Made in “Commercial,” "Standard" and "Double" thickness to meet all climatic conditions. You buy no more than needed. Every inch is usable.
2. Efficient—Kimsul’s “K” factor is .27 (Peebles).
3. Permanent—It will not settle. Resists fire, moisture, vermin.
4. Flexible—Fits snugly, can be pulled around corners, laced through piping, minimizing heat-leaking joints.
5. Light—1000 square feet of 1 inch thick Kimsul weigh only 129.6 lbs., add practically no structural load.
6. Easy to Install—No special tools or skill required . . . usually a “one man job.”

OF SPECIAL INTEREST TO ARCHITECTS

When attending the New York World’s Fair, see the following buildings, all of which are insulated wholly or in part by nationally advertised Kimsul.

1. G. E. Home No. 18 in the “Town of Tomorrow”
2. Kelvin Home No. 16 in the “Town of Tomorrow”
3. The All-Wood Home in the “Town of Tomorrow”
4. Swift & Company Exhibit Building
5. United States Steel Building (Kimsul used for acoustical treatment of air conditioning equipment room)
6. Toffenetti Restaurants

KIMBERLY-CLARK CORPORATION (Kimsul Division), Neenah, Wis.

Established 1872

NEW YORK, 122 East 42nd St. CHICAGO, 8 South Michigan Ave.

Mail me, without obligation, copy of booklet describing Kimsul, also a full sized sample.

Name ________________________________ Address ________________________________

City __________________________ State __________________________

Mail me, without obligation, copy of booklet describing Kimsul, also a full sized sample.

Name ________________________________ Address ________________________________

City __________________________ State __________________________

PLEASE CHECK: ARCHITECT □ BUILDER □ DEALER □
LARGELY a matter of forms, this business of erecting a concrete building. That is to say, forms are built, set and filled with concrete; then job progress is held up, waiting for concrete to become self-supporting; so forms can be stripped and re-assembled.

That is why, on many structures, 'Incor' 24-Hour Cement shows substantial net savings; because 'Incor', an improved Portland cement, cures or hardens in one-fifth the usual time. Concrete, poured one day, is stripped the next; forms are released faster, one form-set does the work of two or three. Form costs are reduced, and faster erection time cuts job-overhead expense, permits earlier occupancy.

'Incor' costs a little more, because it is more thoroughly processed; so it is simply a question of whether the savings produced exceed the slightly higher initial cost. It is easy to find out—simply by figuring the erection schedule which shows the lowest overall cost of time, forms and cement.

On recent jobs, 'Incor' has produced net savings of 38¢ to $1.49 a cu. yd. of concrete. On others, Lone Star Cement shows the lower cost. Suggesting that specifications be so drawn as to enable the contractor to estimate with both cements, in order to find the low-cost erection schedule. For simple estimating method, write for copy of "Cutting Concrete Costs." Lone Star Cement Corporation, Room 2293, 342 Madison Avenue, New York.*Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

LONE STAR CEMENT CORPORATION
MAKERS OF LONE STAR CEMENT • • • 'INCOR' 24-HOUR CEMENT
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A CAMERA FINISH seems the right way to describe the material in the September FORUM. Bridge design reaches a new high in the Bronx-Whitestone, latest effort of Bob Moses and his collaborators. Two school buildings, one featuring plywood . . . the other glass block. Three residential remodeling jobs showing that both city and country houses yield unsuspected values in the hands of a talented designer.

Acoustics are tamed for the first time, reduced to an exact science and presented in an understandable, usable feature. And the California houses which missed last month are here with all the glamour of the originals. Finally, a whopping surprise for Housers of which no hint until the September FORUM hits your desk.
The advertising pages of THE ARCHITECTURAL FORUM have become the recognized market place for architects and all others engaged in building. Each month these pages offer the most complete guide to materials, equipment and services to be found in any magazine. A house or any other building could be built completely of products advertised in THE FORUM. While it is not possible for a magazine to certify building products, it is possible to open its pages only to those manufacturers whose reputation merits confidence. This THE FORUM does.
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The ABC of Nairn Wall Linoleum popularity...

BEAUTIFUL  Nairn Wall Linoleum has won the enthusiasm of many architects on its beauty alone. There's a wide variety of smart patterns... rich, dark tones, interesting striated effects and delicate pastels.

PRACTICAL  Prospective home buyers are quickly "sold" on the practical advantages of Nairn Wall Linoleum. Its perfectly smooth, sanitary surface wipes spick and span in a jiffy with a damp cloth.

GUARANTEED  Easily and inexpensively installed over old or new walls by authorized contractors, Nairn Wall Linoleum affords the builder unit responsibility—backed by a guaranty bond. Architects and builders are invited to write on their letterhead for free A.I.A. sample file.

CONGOLEUM-NAIRN INC.
KEARNY, NEW JERSEY

In the actual color photograph above the walls are Nairn Wall Linoleum, "Black Onyx"—No. 7959. On the door, "White" Nairn Linoleum provides attractive contrast. Note, too, how Nairn Wall Linoleum provides smooth, rounded edges at corners. The Nairn Linoleum Floor is "Century"—Adhesive Sealex Pattern No. A7514.
Today, small house planning calls for greater ingenuity than ever before. Home seekers want houses "tailored" to suit their individual tastes...something to distinguish them from their neighbors and yet harmonize with them in a neighborly way. But, costs must be held within the limits of the established building budget.

Truscon offers architects a practical and economical solution to this problem. Individuality can be heightened through distinctive window arrangements. Almost limitless combinations of standard Truscon casements and residential double-hung windows are available for quick delivery anywhere.

If ever there has been conflict between your desire for design freedom and the possibility of being unable to obtain standard windows that economically would meet your most exacting design requirements, let such conflict end now...TODAY. Truscon's range of selectivity of steel windows for residence construction opens up a hitherto unexplored latitude for small house design.

Truscon's 80-page catalog in "Sweet's" and other special catalogs make readily available the information you need about Truscon Steel Windows, Steel Joists, Metal Lath, Basement Windows and other Truscon Building Products.
Icre arc the 171 building units comprising Parkchester, gigantic apartment house development of the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company. Every one of the kitchens in this "city within a city" is being equipped with Frigidaire.

More and More Apartment Builders and Operators Are Investing in Frigidaire!

- No other refrigerator is as well known or has the public acceptance of Frigidaire.
- No other refrigerator gives your tenants the convenience and economy of Frigidaire's money-saving advantages ... nor costs you less for upkeep!
- Facts speak for themselves. Survey after survey shows that Frigidaire is in more homes and more apartments than any other refrigerator — bar none! Year after year the American Public continues to buy more Frigidaire Refrigerators than any other make!
- Your tenants prefer Frigidaire. And it is good business to give them what they want. Easy, too, because Frigidaire costs no more than ordinary makes!
- Ten minutes will convince you that Frigidaire will help you get tenants easier ... hold them longer ... and lower your maintenance costs. Ask for Proof! Investigate the many advantages that only Frigidaire offers ... now!

Frigidaire invites you to visit the General Motors Exhibits at the New York World's Fair and the Golden Gate International Exposition, San Francisco.

Over 12,000 FRIGIDAIERES chosen for the World's Largest Single Apartment House Development

Increase Rental Value with Frigidaire Electric Ranges

Distinguished by the same built-in quality and dependability that have made Frigidaire America's No. 1 Refrigerator, the new Frigidaire Electric Ranges offer many exclusive advantages that appeal to tenants and owners alike. Investigate!